OZALID does these jobs in **seconds**!

1. **Reproduces Engineering Drawings** or other translucent originals as any one of ten different types of positive (not negative) Ozalid prints. Lines and images are reproduced in black, blue, red, or sepia colors...on paper, cloth, foil, or film. You make the type of Ozalid print best suited for the job at hand—in just two steps—Exposure and Dry Development.

2. **Produces Beautiful Advertising Posters and Direct Mail Folded** without engravings or make-ready. Your ideas can be in printed form, in the desired number, ready for distribution—the same day they originate.

3. **Matches Typed Material.** Ozalid Rapid Black prints do this so exactly that they are used for form letters—with personalized headings and references typed in on the print. Recommended for reports, specification sheets, applications, etc.

4. **Copies Continuous-tone Photographic Material** without loss of tonal values. Ozalid Dryphoto prints actually are more vivid, have more sales appeal. What's more, transparent film overlays—in different colors—can be made to show relation of various features of your product.

**OZALID** does these jobs in seconds... because it employs a dry development technique which simplifies printmaking...and permits the processing of practically every type of material.

You'll find many additional uses for Ozalid prints on paper, cloth, foil, and film—as all departments will use them to save time, labor, and materials.

**OZALID MACHINES** are available for all production requirements...and can be operated efficiently by anyone.

**SEE** the 10 types of Ozalid prints and learn the complete story. Write today for free booklet 77.

OZALID DIVISION OF GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION JOHNSON CITY, NEW YORK

Ozalid in Canada—Hughes-Owens Co., Ltd., Montreal
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This message is addressed to thoughtful bankers and their architects. Each of you is familiar with Herring-Hall-Marvin’s century of leadership in metalcraft engineering. But today we come to you with entirely new standards of bank protection — a new conception of architectural beauty — conveniences that are years ahead — with inbuilt standards of trouble-free service never previously achieved. Many of these improvements, now obtainable, are too far advanced to publicize! We’d prefer to tell you about them. Consult your local Herring-Hall-Marvin office — or write, wire, phone us direct.
For starting Diesel Engines of over 150 horsepower rating, the most dependable and widely used method is an air system of the type illustrated in this layout. With this starting system hooked up to Diesel installations generating power and heat for such buildings as factories, hotels, large apartment houses, and stores, interruptions such as might occur through failure of electric supply or storage cells are avoided.

A conventional type system is shown, with a duplex drive air compressor, the electric motor drive, and the emergency gasoline engine drive. In some systems, automatic shutdown of the electric power and automatic starting is provided, responsive to a set air pressure, while in others all operations are manually controlled. Piping is identical for both types.

Several types and pressure ranges of Jenkins Valves, other than those shown, can be used for this type of layout according to the factors involved. Consultation with accredited piping engineers and contractors is recommended when adapting these suggestions to your own requirements, or when planning any major piping installation.

Copies of Layout No. 10, enlarged, with additional information, will be sent on request . . . also future Piping Layouts. Just fill out and mail the coupon.

A CHOICE OF OVER 600 JENKINS VALVES

To save time, to simplify planning, to get the advantage of Jenkins specialized valve-engineering experience, select all the valves you need from the Jenkins line, fully described in the Jenkins Catalog. It’s your best assurance of the lowest cost in the long run.

Jenkins Bros., 80 White Street, New York 13; Bridgeport; Atlanta; Boston; Philadelphia; Chicago; San Francisco. Jenkins Bros., Ltd., Montreal, London.

A CHOICE OF OVER 600 JENKINS VALVES

For every Industrial, Engineering, Marine, Plumbing- Heating Service . . . in Bronze, Iron, Cast Steel, and Corrosion-resisting Alloys . . . 125 to 600 lbs. pressure.

Sold Through Reliable Industrial Distributors Everywhere
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JENKINS VALVES

For every Industrial, Engineering, Marine, Plumbing- Heating Service . . . in Bronze, Iron, Cast Steel, and Corrosion-resisting Alloys... 125 to 600 lbs. pressure.

Sold Through Reliable Industrial Distributors Everywhere
This Child Care Building is one of three recently built which reflects a sound approach toward fundamental problems. Since buildings of this kind produce no income to offset maintenance, durability was given maximum weight in selecting materials. And since basementless, floor-slab construction was adopted, radiant heating, that would take care of the special heating problem, was installed. Byers Wrought Iron was utilized in the water lines, and in the entire heating system.

The buildings were 10-room, 1-story. Byers Wrought Iron pipe, welded into grids, was laid on a gravel bed, and covered with a concrete slab. The wrought iron water line was also embedded in the slab. An asphalt tile floor covering was then applied.

The heating medium is hot water, furnished by an American Radiator hand fired boiler, and circulated by a Trane pump. Design was based on a 10°-70° temperature.

The use of wrought iron in these responsible services follows established precedent, for wrought iron's unusual service qualities have been recognized by engineers for years. It is readily formed and fabricated. It expands and contracts at practically identical rates with concrete, which combats cracking. It has high heat emission. And its unusual structure... tiny fibers of glass-like silicate slag threaded through a body of high-purity metal... gives it unusual resistance to corrosive attack.

If you are interested in maximum durability in piping, ask for our bulletin, "Wrought Iron for Piping Services." It is filled with helpful and timely information.


"ETERNALLY YOURS"—professionally-produced 16mm sound motion picture. An entertaining saga of the wrought iron industry, available to technical groups. New, authentic, informative. Write Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
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A recent survey among architects widely experienced in the design of airports, railway and bus depots discloses some interesting trends in flush valve selection.

For example, there is a definite trend toward foot-operated flush valves for both closet bowls and urinals. Concealed flush valve installations are also favored by many. A summary of these trends is included in the booklet offered below.

Of course, a primary consideration in the selection of any flush valve combination is dependable, trouble-free performance — characteristic of all Watrous Flush Valves.

Very important also is economy. Here the simple Watrous Water Saver adjustment makes possible savings of many thousands of gallons of water each year.

Maintenance is another factor. This is simplified by the convenient, single-step servicing feature of Watrous Flush Valves.

Combine all these qualities in the flush valves for your new building or modernization program by choosing Watrous Flush Valves — a selection that will be a constant source of satisfaction over the years to come.
THE RECORD REPORTS

Building Holds Center of Materials Stage • A Quarter Billion Is Added to Veterans Emergency Housing Fund

CPA Ups Prices • FHA Launches Home Remodeling Program

Wartime pressures, while drawing away from the rest of the nation's economy, are settling their uncertainty and government regulation increasingly about the building industry in these May days six years after the Nazi sweep across the Low Countries into France.

Of course, the goal is different — production for peace instead of war — but the pressure is similar, to achieve unprecedented output for a vital economy, are settling their uncertainty about the building industry in these May days six years after the Nazi sweep across the Low Countries into France.

Reconversion Director Snyder, in his recent quarterly report, warns of the critical situation in the following words:

"The nation's housing shortage, already of a magnitude unparalleled in American history, is still growing. It will become more acute in the next few months."

Some Projects Exempted

All operations are proceeding under general restrictions set forth in Veterans' Housing Program Order No. 1. Hardly had spring knocked on the nation's doors on March 21 than the Civilian Production Administration, given new stipends and increased personnel from the Congressional pocketbook, directed that no new construction or repairs to existing structures (with exceptions for small amounts) could be undertaken without U.S. authorization. Exempted were projects already begun and the following items:

- Roads, streets, sidewalks, railroad or street or interurban or plant railway tracks or operating facilities (other than buildings), fences, silos, bridges, tunnels, subways, pipe lines, power or utility lines, sewers, surface or underground lines, wells, dams or canals.
- CPA made clear that no person could sell or deliver materials which he knew or believed would be used in work prohibited under the order.

Prefabrication Rated

But CPA did not stop there. It issued a Prefabricated Housing Order under which participants could obtain preference ratings for scarce materials to maintain their production lines. Not only did this include April, May and June, but also an advance authorization for a percentage of requirements for July, August and September.

Snyder emphasizes that great reliance must be placed on prefabricated mass-produced homes, that the production for peace instead of war, now must overcome the lost years — but must do it first by channeling practically all material into housing.

Congress and the Labor Department, particularly the Patman Bill, particularly the subsidy and price ceiling proposals, and the Wagner-Elender-Taft general housing bill. Concurrently a Senate Agriculture subcommittee was inquiring into causes for the lumber shortage.

New Outlook Presented

In the course of the Patman Bill deliberations, John D. Small, CPA boss, brought forth some interesting outlook data, pooled from six federal agencies. Total new construction, maintenance and repair for 1946 is set at $14 billion.

(Continued on page 10)
Hints for those who

PLAN TO REMODEL

Look at these photographs. They show what can be done to improve a home, when one has a little imagination and some Insulux Glass Block.

- Note the large glass block panel in the living room. This attractive "light wall," which adjoins the summer terrace, provides an abundance of daylight all through the year. And in the winter—it brings considerable fuel savings because of the insulating value of the block.

- Note the departmentalized bathroom. An Insulux partition, and space divided into four distinct sections: toilet, shower, tub, wash stand and dressing room. Think of the advantages!

- Note the glass block partition in the hallway. This is a money-saver, as it borrows needed light from the dining room adjoining.

Panels of Insulux Glass Block are being installed in hundreds of buildings throughout America. In homes, stores, schools, hospitals, offices and factories!

For technical data, specifications, and installation details, see our section in Sweet's Architectural Catalog, or write: Insulux Products Division, Dept. C-5, Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo 1, Ohio.
The Highest Quality Corrosion-resisting Pipe Obtainable at Moderate Price...

ANACONDA 85 RED BRASS

The above recommendation was made by The American Brass Company in 1927...after exhaustive experiments which required 10 years to complete.

The performance of Anaconda 85 Red Brass Pipe in countless industrial, commercial, institutional and residential applications through the ensuing 19 years has fully justified this recommendation.

Anaconda 85 Red Brass Pipe can be specified for hot and cold water service in any type of building...with confidence that no more durable material is available at comparable cost.

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY

General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company

In Canada: Anaconda American Brass Ltd., New Toronto, Ont.
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for 1947 at $19.5 billion. Some 1947 estimates run nearly double 1946. Total new construction jumps from $8.8 billion to $13.4 billion; housing from $3.8 billion to $6.6 billion; highways from $0.5 billion to $1 billion; airports from $25 million to $50 million. Notable under housing is the more than tripling of prefabricated construction, from nearly $0.7 billion in 1946 to $2.5 billion in 1947.

Agencies Readjusted

As the Wyatt housing program proceeded, the federal agencies made numerous administrative adjustments, some of which bear noting. Field offices increased; both field and Washington offices added personnel, while top units shuffled their bureaus. Wyatt named seven Regional Housing Expediters, planned to add others, with Neil Dalton as his Deputy Expediter in charge of community action. He chose as a special consultant on lumber Donald A. Campbell, past president of the National Retail Lumber Dealers Association.

CPA set up a new Construction Bureau to handle authorizations under the veterans' program, to estimate material supplies, and to administer the granting of preference ratings.

Real Estate Rises

Figures came from the NHA reporting an increase in real estate prices since V-J Day of 16 per cent to 18 per cent. Compared to 1940, the present range is from 25 per cent to well above 100 per cent higher, the survey (covering 84 cities of 100,000 or more and 250 smaller cities) indicates. NHA advised also on the basis of this survey that increases in the prices of raw acreage and fully prepared building lots were even greater than those on existing homes.

Building Materials Focal

Supply and prices of building materials remain a focal issue. From the Commerce Department's Construction Division comes this pertinent note: "While building materials generally are expected to step up production rapidly to meet increasing requirements, lumber may continue in short supply for several years. Earlier forecasts indicated that prospective lumber production and requirements would be in balance in 1946. Current estimates now suggest wide disparity between production and requirements, in view of the tight stock situation and increasing demands for housing."

Wyatt and Small are pushing for top production, and, after conferring with an industry advisory committee, Small's CPA fixed a goal of 32 billion board feet of lumber for 1946, compared to 27.5 billion last year. Demand this year is expected to run 35 billion board feet.

Steel Items Hit

Steel items, of course, were hit by the late winter strike, on the heels of which the coal stoppage brought further threats to production. Too, uncertainty surrounded the steel fabricating plants since the steel wage increase applied only to workers in producing plants; lack of price relief for fabricators affected the picture.

CD findings on metal building materials disclose tight situations for steel windows, bar joists, nails, down spouts, gutters, metal wheelbarrows, extension ladders, auger bits, hand saws, cross-cut saws, and insect metal screen cloth.

A disconcerting picture is given on electrical wiring materials and lighting fixtures: deliveries on new orders for wiring devices, 9 to 18 months; deliveries on utility type incandescent lighting fixtures, stock to 6 months; on ornamental types 3 to 12 months; fluorescent tubes 3 to 12 months.

Porter Shifts Prices

Paul Porter, as Bowles' successor, began shifting prices in the interests of increased production. He granted discretionary upping of ceilings of roughly 20 per cent on softwood plywood; he timed this action with CPA moves to channel half of the entire output into the emergency housing program. He advised that ceilings would be reviewed after June 15—that is, after three months' operation.
No other protective paint for metal has ever known such wide acceptance by industry, through the years, as Red Lead. And recent scientific research has disclosed that Red Lead's outstanding performance results from basic characteristics of the pigment itself.

Not the least important of these is the ability of Red Lead to halt electro-chemical action—the fundamental cause of rusting.

In this action weak currents are generated, due to physical and chemical differences in the metal and to other factors. These lead to corrosion of the iron.

These factors are always present, but their effects are eliminated by Red Lead.

Here's what happens: Red Lead, because of its singular composition, possesses properties which enable it to form a compact, tightly adherent, protective film, located at the interface of the metal and the paint coating. See cross section diagram above.

This film—so thin that it is not apparent to the human eye—is in very intimate contact with the metal, and its formation halts electro-chemical action—and the corrosion of the metal.

Once formed, it is essential that the continuity of the film be maintained—if the shield is to be effective. When Red Lead pigmented paint is used, any small breaks in the protective shield, due to abrasive action or otherwise, are readily healed. The metal remains in a rust-inhibited condition as long as Red Lead coats the surface.

The invisible safeguard against corrosion

This diagram shows the interfacial film, located at the metal and paint-film interface. The formation and the maintenance of this shield by Red Lead halts electro-chemical action...safeguards the metal against rust.

Specify RED LEAD for All Metal Protective Paints

The value of Red Lead as a rust preventive is most fully realized in a paint where it is the only pigment used. However, its rust-resistant properties are so pronounced that it also improves any multiple pigment paint. No matter what price you pay, you'll get a better paint for surface protection of metal, if it contains Red Lead.

Write for New Booklet “Red Lead in Corrosion Resisting Paints” is an up-to-date, authoritative guide for those responsible for specifying and formulating paint for structural iron and steel. It describes in detail the scientific reasons why Red Lead gives superior protection. It also includes typical specification formulas. If you haven't received your copy, address nearest branch listed below.

The benefit of our extensive experience with metal protective paints for both underwater and atmospheric use is available through our technical staff.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY: New York 6; Buffalo 8; Chicago 80; Cincinnati 3; Cleveland 13; St. Louis 1; San Francisco 18; Boston 6; (National Lead Co. of Mass.); Philadelphia 7; (John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.); Pittsburgh 20; (National Lead Co. of Pa.); Charleston 25, W. Va. (Evans Lead Division).

Dutch Boy
Red Lead
BUILDING NOTES

De luxe apartments planned for Germantown, Pa., feature personalized heating

NEW APARTMENTS

Plans for construction of a $5,000,000 apartment house project at School House Lane and Wissahickton Avenue, Germantown, Pa., have been completed by Mayer I. Blum, Philadelphia apartment house builder and operator. Work will begin as soon as materials can be assembled.

The project, to consist of two 11-story buildings, will contain 445 one-, two- and three-bedroom apartments. It will occupy a four-acre tract, with about half of the land given over to gardens and lawns.

One of the features of the new houses will be personalized heating — heating controls which will make it possible for each tenant to regulate the temperature of his own apartment. Other features will be windows which admit the sun’s ultraviolet rays, deep-freeze lockers, and optional air conditioning. The two buildings will be of cross design to afford maximum light and ventilation.

A huge lobby linking the two buildings will be lined with public facilities including a main dining room seating 400 persons, four smaller dining rooms, a self-service market, a tea room, drug store, coffee shop, barber shop, beauty parlor, valet, and tenants’ laundry room. Roof gardens on each building will have sun-bathing facilities and massage and steam rooms, with attendants for men and women.

NEW PLANTS

Glass Tower

A 15-story glass tower, 156 ft. high, serviced directly from a circular masonry stem at the center, will be the feature of a wax research laboratory to be built this year in Racine, Wis., for S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. Frank Lloyd Wright is the architect.

The tower, standing free in a court adjacent to the present administration building, also designed by Mr. Wright, will house research, development and control laboratories and library. Surrounding it will be two- and three-story buildings housing the technical service department, pilot plant, advertising and photographic departments, demonstration and lecture rooms.

Three Alike

Construction is under way on new plants for General Motors at Wilmington, Del., Framingham, Mass., and Atlanta, Ga. All three follow the same general pattern and are of about the same size, with straight-line flow of assembly and sub-assembly operations. Albert Kahn Associated Architects and Engineers, Inc., are the architects.

Specifications call for structural steel frame with metal deck, and metal floor construction. Exterior walls are of brick and glass, with stone trim in the office building. Office partitions are of metal and glass. The walls in the kitchen, cafeteria and office dining room are lined with glazed tile; the executives’ dining room is finished in wood.

The office building is V-shaped for better lighting and better access to the kitchen receiving room on one side and the garage on the other side of the connecting wing between office and personnel building. A semi-circular lobby, finished in drift oak paneling and red cedar marble floor, connects at the rear with a two-story passage leading to the assembly building.

Administration Building

The principles of solar orientation will be utilized in the construction of a new 6-story administration building for the American Stove Co., manufacturer of Magic Chef gas ranges, in St. Louis. Harris Armstrong of Kirkwood, Mo., is

(Continued on page 15)
Heavy fuel oils yield up to 15% more heat when correctly burned than do the lighter oils, yet cost from 25-50% less. This economy is achieved by ENTERPRISE ROTARY BURNERS mixing the heaviest oils with correct air quantities so that a highly combustible fog is blown into the fire box.

The cleanliness and flexibility of fuel oil, as compared with other fuels, reaches its peak when ENTERPRISE ROTARY BURNERS are used. After initial adjustment little further attention is required! ENTERPRISE BURNERS are unexcelled in their adaptability to fully automatic instantaneous heating.

Four fully Automatic ENTERPRISE BURNERS installed over 6 years ago in the Brooklyn Public Library "have given . . . excellent service and we are entirely satisfied" according to Chief Librarian James Ferguson.
These Magazines know what Women want

Woman's Home Companion survey shows that more women plan to buy an Electric Range than any other type!

McCall's Magazine readers have made the Modern Electric Range their 2-to-1 "must have" choice in a recent contest.

Successful Farming survey shows that nearly twice as many REA customers will own an Electric Range after the first two postwar years as now have one.

Household Magazine survey indicates that 3 times as many women want Electric Ranges as "now have" them.

Country Gentleman survey shows that among the upper two-thirds of white farmers, the Electric Range is the 2-to-1 choice!

Their Surveys show the swing is to Electric Ranges

Leave it to the magazines to find out what their readers want. Survey after survey shows that women prefer the convenience, cleanliness, dependability and economy of modern electric cooking!

Pre-war sales figures add further proof to this trend. Between 1933 and 1941, sales of Electric Ranges increased over 900%!

There are no two ways about it—to cash in on this growing demand, you must wire the new homes you build for Electric Ranges. Built-in, the cost of such wiring is negligible, but the selling power is tremendous!

Electric Range Section
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
155 E. 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y.

FOR EASIER SALES

Wire your houses FOR ELECTRIC RANGES

A-B STOVES • ADMIRAL • ELECTROMASTER • ESTATE HEATROLA • FRIGIDAIRE • GENERAL ELECTRIC • GIBSON • HOTPOINT
• KELVINATOR • MONARCH • NORGE • QUALITY • UNIVERSAL • WESTINGHOUSE

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
Administration building for American Stove

the architect for the new building, Neal J. Campbell the design engineer, and Ferris and Hamig are the mechanical engineers.

So placed that the entire north wall will be free from direct sun rays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. during midsummer days, the building will feature large areas of unshaded glass in that wall to provide a high degree of natural diffused daylighting. In the south wall the glass will be of a new type that bends the sun's rays to the ceiling. Windows will be of permanently sealed, double-insulating plate glass. A novel feature will be permanent window washing equipment consisting of a car suspended from the roof by cables.

To leave the major expanse of floor space open, heating and air conditioning equipment will be in stacked arrangement at one end of the building, with individually controlled units for each floor. Interior partitions will be built of prefabricated steel panels, 4 by 10 ft. in size, interchangeable to permit office space to be altered easily and quickly as requirements may dictate. The entire ground floor will be a showroom and entrance lobby with window glass.

All lights will be recessed to ceiling surface. Lighting units and ceiling panels will be of modular design and interchangeable at will to conform with the rearranging of office partitions. Radiant heating will be delivered into the rooms through acoustical tile which will perform the double service of absorbing noise and radiating heat. Coils of the heating system will be in the utility stacks at the end of each floor, and replacement air will be brought in by electronic filters.

Construction has been started on a one-story addition to Modine Mfg. Co.'s Racine plant.

Addition Started

Construction has been started on a $500,000 addition to the Racine, Wis., plant of the Modine Mfg. Co., to provide enlarged facilities for production, engineering and administration.

The new building, to be joined to the south end of the present plant, will increase the floor area by approximately 65,000 sq. ft. It will be of one-story construction, with an 135-ft. frontage. In addition to the production areas, it will house administrative and engineering offices, experimental laboratories, drafting and tool rooms, the printing department and a cafeteria. Zone controlled air conditioning, sealed thermopane windows, acoustic ceilings and fluorescent lighting are specified. Graham, Anderson, Probst and White, of Chicago, are the architects.

Plant Completed

The new plant of the Reynolds Spring Company at Trenton, N. J., has been completed by Walter Kidde Construc-
Price increases became effective in March and April also on various other building items, including an average of 9 per cent on hardwood flooring, 6 per cent on Ponderosa pine cut stock for doors and windows; 10 per cent on builder's hardware, 11 per cent on about 40 cast iron plumbing drainage staples, 30 cents per square on western softwood shingles, and $2 per thousand on sand lime building brick.

Remodeling Pushed

The FHA is working on a broad co-operative program among communities, dealers and lenders to stimulate home remodeling as a means to get housing for veterans with top speed and low cost. The drive is proceeding on the basis that many cities have dwellings which can provide one or more income-producing apartments, that large apartments can be divided into numerous modern small units, and that warehouses, business and other structures can be converted into living space.

Property owners, under FHA's "Remodel for Veterans" program, may obtain loans up to $5,000 for terms up to seven years.

On a more permanent basis, Commissioner Raymond M. Foley's FHA has established an urban redevelopment unit with a view to participation in "the rehabilitation of American cities." Some cities have asked FHA to aid in planning redevelopment programs.

A survey of advance planning for public works, requested of the Federal Works Agency by the Senate Small Business Committee, shows that up to the end of 1945 plans had been completed by the states and their subdivisions for public works totaling almost $1 billion. Sixty-six per cent of the cities and towns under 50,000 in population reported no plans, and less than half of the $30,000,000 appropriated by Congress for advances to state and local governments for such planning had been disbursed.

Airports to be Aided

In finally agreeing upon a combined draft of the Federal Airport Bill, House and Senate conferees worked out a compromise which changes the total for aid to airports to $500 million extending over seven years beginning this June 30. Provision is made for the federal government to share half of allowable project costs in the case of Class 3 or smaller airports and such portion as the Administrator may deem appropriate (not exceeding 50 per cent) in the case of Class 4 or larger airports.

The measure directs the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics "to prepare, and..." (Continued on page 18)
Builder Brown was Baffled . . . .

BUT ONLY FOR A MOMENT

With the architect and contractor, he turned to Ceco . . . Together they solved the problem.

Builder Brown was constructing a plant which called for special types of metal screens. But these required special rolling equipment and dies that were not available. It looked tough—until he turned to Ceco. Out of their engineering know-how, they suggested certain changes using standard Ceco construction. The contractor and architect approved. Better results were achieved—40% of cost was saved—and the job was completed ahead of schedule.

MATERIALS HARD TO GET? CECO CAN GIVE YOU PROMPT, EARLY DELIVERY ON METAL SCREENS

For every purpose — every building — every opening — Ceco has the right screen. Not just one type, but every type needed for new buildings or replacements — for wood windows or metal. No job is too large or small — no problem too difficult. Hard-to-screen openings are a specialty . . . Ceco screens in steel, bronze and aluminum are available NOW for all buildings including RESIDENTIAL.

READ THESE OUTSTANDING ADVANTAGES OF CECO METAL SCREENS

1. Standard types and styles for every purpose.
2. Cost no more than ordinary screens . . . factory finished . . . no on-the-job painting, trimming or fitting.
3. Easy to install, remove and re-install.
4. Will not warp, shrink, swell, twist or rot.
5. Custom built from steel, bronze or aluminum.
6. Wired with rustproof, clear-vision screen cloth.

CECO STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
MANUFACTURING DIVISION
5701 WEST 26TH STREET, CHICAGO 50, ILL.
Concrete Engineering Division,
Merchant Trade Division, Highway Products Division
Offices, Warehouses and Fabricating Plants in Principal Cities

A Partial List of Other CECO Products

- Metal Windows and Doors
- Metal Weatherstrips
- Steel Joists, Steel Roof Deck
- Metal Lath
- Reinforcing Steel
- Highway Products
- Double-Drain Roofing

In construction products CECO ENGINEERING makes the big difference
revise annually, a national plan for the development of public airports in the United States," including Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. It authorizes $3,000,000 for preliminary planning and surveys "incident to the initiation of the airport program."

BUILDING GAINS

Residential building mounted steadily in the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains in February, F. W. Dodge Corp. reports. The month's dollar volume of contracts awarded, amounting to $102,079,000, was the highest peacetime February residential total since 1929. The volume was 14 per cent higher than January, and 426 per cent higher than February a year ago.

While the gains in residential construction were most pronounced, increases of 1 per cent in nonresidential construction over January and 130 per cent over February, 1945, were also reported.

The total for the first two months of 1946, for all construction contracts awarded in the states east of the Rockies, was $744,900,000, a gain of 159 per cent over the corresponding two months of last year.

SUPPLY SITUATION

Enough Brick, Tile

The production of brick and tile this year should be sufficient to meet the full requirements of the Wyatt housing program and to permit an important volume of industrial and commercial building, together with essential public works, according to J. Ernest Fender, president of the Structural Clay Products Institute. Production is expected to exceed 7 billion brick equivalents, 17 per cent above 1941 output and 133 per cent greater than 1945 production. The Wyatt program would require about 2.8 billion brick equivalents, including 193,-000 tons of structural clay tile.

Timetable Offered

A new supply timetable indicating when the end of current material shortages may be looked for, has been published by the New York Journal of Commerce as an aid to industry's long and short term planning. Improved supplies of copper, sugar and rubber are already in the making, according to the timetable, but acute shortages of lead, tin and building materials continue in effect with steel, paper, leather, industrial textiles and floor coverings not far behind.

The various factors influencing the supply situation in 21 basic raw materials are brought up to date in this new study. The probable end of acute scars-
Specify **KoolShade** SUN SCREEN

For Cooler Comfort in Every Sun-Exposed Room!

**WHAT IT IS**
KoolShade is—in effect—an outside miniature venetian blind. The paper-thin bronze "slats" are permanently set at a 17 degree slant. Light rays flood in... you can see out clearly... but the sun's heat rays are stopped outside.

**WHAT IT PREVENTS**
Sun heat rays pouring through windows cause up to 75% of room heat. Glass does not stop them... it does resist radiated heat. Heat rays pour in... accumulate. Result... a sweaty heat trap.

**WHAT IT DOES**
KoolShade blocks, reflects, absorbs and radiates up to 90% of the sun's heat rays... outside the window. Keeps rooms as much as 15° cooler.

**FITs MODERN DESIGN**
KoolShade fits neatly, smoothly into modern architectural design, giving shaded comfort to sun-exposed rooms. There are no ungainly protrusions... no breaking of streamlined effects, when you specify KoolShade Sun Screen.

**ECONOMICAL INSTALLATION AND UPKEEP**
KoolShade installs as easily and inexpensively as common insect screen... upkeep is negligible because it will not rust, rot or rattle. This bronze screen gives long, trouble-free service.

**EXTRA PLUS VALUES**
+ Permanently adjusted for greatest efficiency.
+ Prevents fading of drapes and furnishings.
+ Completes insulation—aids air-conditioning.
+ It also serves as an effective insect screen.

**FOR FREE SAMPLE AND LITERATURE, TEAR OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON**

**Ingersoll KoolShade Sun Screen**

**INGERSOLL STEEL DIVISION**

**BORG-WARNER CORPORATION**
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Every architect knows that a reliable piping system for plumbing and heating is one of the most important factors in the building. It is a surprising fact that a great deal of thought and money is frequently spent on outward appearances, while vital matters are quite often taken for granted. Of course, the home should be modern in design, its kitchen, bathroom and laundry fixtures should be handsome and conveniently located... but unfortunately, good looks do not assure good service.

The efficiency of these modern fixtures and the very livability of the home itself depend upon a permanently reliable piping system for the plumbing and heating—in a word—A STREAMLINE COPPER PIPE AND FITTINGS SYSTEM.

STREAMLINE COPPER PIPE AND FITTINGS

STREAMLINE Copper Pipe connected with STREAMLINE Fittings assures a piping installation that incorporates maximum resistance to rust, clogging and vibration. It affords a permanently reliable conducting system that insures efficient service from fixtures and radiating units year in and year out. With the possible exception of abnormal water conditions, STREAMLINE will outlast the building in which it is installed.

When you include STREAMLINE Copper Pipe and Fittings in your postwar specifications, you are actually providing future insurance of comfort and convenience for the building.
Spring and Fall have many chilly days and evenings, too, that need just a little Extra Heat. That's when the @ Electric QUIKHETER proves its worth in delightful warmth . . . filling an average room in just a few minutes.

Best of all, the @ QUIKHETER has no moving parts to wear out, and a genuine Nichrome element that should never burn out under normal operating conditions. Built into the wall it takes no floor space and eliminates the hazards of exposed cords.

It costs no more than many portable models, yet lasts a lifetime. Separate control switch* locates high on the wall, away from children's inquisitive fingers, where you can reach it without stooping.

The @ QUIKHETER is an auxiliary electric heater providing extra warmth for the morning shower, baby's bath, drying hair, and chilly mornings before the regular heating system is started.
This BURT Free-Flow Gravity Ventilator Gives Your Clients Tremendous Air-Moving Ability In the Simplest Possible Form

 Tradition has been disregarded in redesigning and improving the Burt Free-Flow Gravity Ventilator. In this modern design the entire discharge from the ventilator is vertically upward for greater efficiency and to eliminate condensation of moisture onto the roof below the ventilator. There are no internal louvers to impede the free flow of air—no moving parts to service. Its construction is simple and strong for long life and easy erection. Where a super-capacity stationary ventilator is indicated, the Burt Free-Flow is your best specification. In Burt’s complete line of gravity, fan and continuous ridge ventilators you will find a type and size for any requirement. See Sweets’ or write for data sheets—now.

WRITE FOR CATALOGS AND DATA SHEETS.

The BURT MFG. Co.
ROOF VENTILATORS • OIL FILTERS • EXHAUST HEADS
48 East South Street, Akron 11, Ohio

BOECKH INDEXES OF CONSTRUCTION COSTS ARE BACK FROM WAR

Last month the Record began again, after a wartime lapse, the Boeckh figures on construction cost, now in table form instead of the charts as formerly. The tables go back to 1913 and give all significant cost movements to date. The background table is reproduced again this month, for those who may have missed it, with latest figures added. The index numbers will appear from time to time in the Record, when the new figures show significant changes. March figures show substantial increases over those of February; if changes come this fast they will bear watching in the future.

The index numbers shown are for combined material and labor costs. The indexes for each separate type of construction relate to the United States average for 1926–29 for that particular type—considered 100.

Cost comparisons, as percentage differences for any particular type of construction, are possible between localities, or periods of time within the same city, by dividing the difference between the two index numbers by one of them; i.e.:

index for city A = 110
index for city B = 95

(both indexes must be for the same type of construction).

Then: costs in A are approximately 16 per cent higher than in B.

\[
\frac{110-95}{95} = 0.158
\]

Conversely: costs in B are approximately 14 per cent lower than in A.

\[
\frac{110-95}{110} = 0.136
\]

Cost comparisons cannot be made between different types of construction because the index numbers for each type relate to a different U. S. average for 1926–29.

Material prices and wage rates used in the current indexes make no allowance for payments in excess of published legal prices, thus, indexes reflect minimum costs and not necessarily actual costs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>NEW YORK</th>
<th>ATLANTA</th>
<th>SAN FRANCISCO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Apts., Hotels, Office Bldgs.</td>
<td>Commercial and Factory Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brick and Conc.</td>
<td>Brick and Conc.</td>
<td>Brick and Conc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>57.9 59.5</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>37.6 31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>57.4 59.1</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>37.6 34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>56.0 57.6</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>35.3 35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>64.5 65.9</td>
<td>62.3</td>
<td>37.6 31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>72.0 71.5</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>38.3 32.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>85.8 87.7</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>41.3 38.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>99.0 100.5</td>
<td>92.0</td>
<td>48.6 45.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>126.1 136.9</td>
<td>123.3</td>
<td>53.6 48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>110.1 127.9</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>50.1 47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>109.5 109.5</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>46.8 43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>155.8 155.5</td>
<td>120.4</td>
<td>57.6 51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
<td>123.5 122.4</td>
<td>130.7</td>
<td>58.8 52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>126.3 125.1</td>
<td>132.2</td>
<td>59.5 52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>134.5 135.1</td>
<td>135.1</td>
<td>61.2 55.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>139.1 140.7</td>
<td>137.9</td>
<td>63.6 57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>142.5 144.5</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>65.3 59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>153.1 154.3</td>
<td>149.6</td>
<td>69.7 62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>160.5 161.7</td>
<td>156.3</td>
<td>73.2 66.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% increase over 1939

Mar. 1946 | 41.6 | 43.4 | 31.7 | 29.6 | 29.9 | 63.7 | 72.0 | 40.5 | 32.8 | 36.6
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It's the most important room

ONE IN A SERIES OF "NEW FREEDOM GAS KITCHEN" DESIGNS

SHOWN CURRENTLY IN A LIST OF IMPORTANT WOMEN'S MAGAZINES

DISHWASHER

GAS RANGE

SINK

GAS REF.

10'6" X 9'6"

3'6" X 9'6"

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
in the house—to a woman!

Women spend a larger proportion of their waking hours in the kitchen than in any other part of the house. So it's only natural that they should show tremendous interest in the subject of kitchen planning... have distinct ideas as to what their "dream kitchen" should look like. Recently, we interviewed a large number of women about the "New Freedom Gas Kitchen" design shown at the left. As architects and builders, you will be interested in their comments.

Here are some of their statements:

"This is the most compact and workable kitchen I've seen yet."
"It's so livable and pleasant." "The dining nook is mighty handy."
"Nothing is out of reach." "I like the sink and dishwasher combination." "The colors are so inviting and cheerful." "You could spend a lot of time in this kitchen and still feel happy."

Best of all—this kitchen is operated by Gas—the cooking fuel preferred by more than 20 million urban and suburban homes. Women who have used Gas ranges are sold on the advantages of flame cooking. They praise the speed, flexibility and automatic features of Gas, say it "cooks faster, better, more thriftily"... agree that nothing equals the flame for flavor. And they like the long-life dependability of Gas refrigerators, too... appreciate the fact that there are no moving parts in the freezing unit to wear out or make a noise. Undoubtedly, in the homes you plan and build, you will want to recommend Gas equipment for cooking, refrigeration, water heating, house heating and year 'round air conditioning. Your local Gas Company will be glad to supply you with complete technical details on modern Gas practice. American Gas Association

Now ready! For further information on this invaluable builders' and architects' manual, write: American Gas Association, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.
Fabulous Father


Any biography of Frank Lloyd Wright, no matter by whom it is written, must of necessity make interesting reading. For that's the sort of life the irrepressible and brilliant Mr. Wright still is very busy living. But here is a biography of exceptional interest—a intimate account by one who knew him not only as a parent, but also as an instructor and an employer.

John Lloyd Wright has chosen to write in a style as open and unconstrained as his father's concept of design—and of living. It is just a little too much on the "wise-guy" side of the fence, perhaps, and quite definitely overdone in spots. It is, frankly, rather like the work of a rebellious architect who is determined to break with tradition come hell or high water, even though he has no reason to do so. The short sentences, one-line paragraphs, etc., are as deliberately affected as Papa Wright's bow tie and flowing cape. Yet through it all comes a deeply sincere, affectionate and vibrant picture of both man and architect. Wright's puckish ways, his incredible egocentricity, are if anything emphasized rather than ignored. They should be, too, for they are in large part the traits which have endeared him to more people than his son.

The father seems to have been quite as unconventional as the architect. As the son says, "He performed all the functions of fatherhood, only he performed them differently." Come Christmas, he trimmed the tree and played with the toys in traditional style, but as the children grew up, he began to "feature" certain things each year: one year it was Oriental rugs, another, bicycles, and still another, musical instruments. He bought horses for his children, and a car. And then one night he took the car and just kept on going.

Of his father's legal and illegal cohabitions, son John is understanding. He doesn't in the least blame his wayward parent for leaving home. "I often wonder now," he says mildly, "why he didn't leave the 'society' life. Without rancor, he puts no undue emphasis on this part of his subject's life, but neither does he skirt the edges of the story in familiar embarrassment.

When young John decided to become an architect, he presently found his way into his father's office. He loved everything about it—except the total impossibility of collecting his salary. His prodigious father would buy him lavish meals, give him access to his clubs, tuck.
Linked closely to the precision jobs coming off the boards are the tools that assure accuracy of detail. One of these is the seemingly small pencil which looms large in the mind of a craftsman, as an important instrument of accuracy.

VENUS Drawing Pencils are engineered to give you drafting perfection without failure: accurately graded to assure uniformity in all 17 degrees... strong in performance...smooth and clean in action.

Accuracy

Put VENUS to the test on your drawing board. Send us a postcard or a note for two free samples. Specify degrees wanted.

VENUS

AMERICAN LEAD PENCIL COMPANY, HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY
HOW TO BUILD STRONGER, SAFER, LONGER LASTING LOADING PLATFORMS

Day after day your loading platforms must stand up under pounding shocks, grinding truck wheels and the most punishing traffic conditions. They must do this without cracking, crumbling and becoming accident hazards. AW Super-Diamond Floor Plate not only meets these requirements but gives three extra advantages which make it first choice among architects, builders, product engineers and purchasing agents.

The 30% raised area of the exclusive AW Super-Diamond pattern supplies the extra traction that gives men's feet a firm sure grip and guards against slipping. The sloping sides make it extra easy to clean with a hose, brush or mop. Water drains and dries quickly. The continuous Super-Diamond pattern reduces cutting waste to a minimum and allows plates to be matched quickly.

Get complete information about AW Super-Diamond Floor Plate by writing for your free copy of Booklet L 33 Alan Wood Steel Company, Coshocton, Pa.

AW SUPER-DIAMOND FLOOR PLATES THAT GRIP

A Product of ALAN WOOD STEEL COMPANY
Other Products: Billets • Plates • Sheets • Carbon & Alloy

REQUIRED READING

(Continued from page 26)

was William Rigby Naylor, who in 1772 advertised that he would "instruct in the Art of Drawing Architecture." Interestingly, his wife was the daughter of Samuel Cardy.

On the background and work of the latter, architects Miss Ravenel has dug out a good bit of interesting material. These men include the Horbeck brothers, Ezra Waite, Gabriel Manigault, James Hoban, Thomas Bennett, Hugh Smith, Robert Mills, William Strickland, and Edward Brickell White.

Over a hundred photographs by Carl Julien add much to the interest and value of this unusual book.

TOWARD UTOPIA

Breaking the Building Blockade. By Robert Lasch. Chicago (5750 Ellis Ave.), The University of Chicago Press, 1946. 5 3/4 in. x 8 3/4 in. x 11 1/2 in. x 316 pp. illus. $3.00.

What can be done about the housing problem? That is the question which Robert Lasch methodically dissects in this book — a question, he says, to which no answer will materialize until the general public wakes up to the fact that housing is everyone's problem, not just the problem of the expert. "America will have good housing only when the people demand it," he avers.

Since diagnosis always must be the first step toward treatment and hope for cure, Mr. Lasch starts his study with an analysis of housing's present ills: lack of quantity, lack of quality, and blighted neighborhoods. To remedy the first of the three in particular, and all of them in general, he says 15,000,000 houses must be built in the next 10 years, "an average yearly construction of more than 1,500,000 houses, compared with an average actually built in the last postwar boom of 703,000 a year...." The NHA, he continues, concerned about the public's reaction to such large thinking, by assigning 20 rather than 10 years to the replacement of substandard housing has whittled the first decade's need down to 12.6 million units. But, says Mr. Lasch, "if it is desirable to provide for every family a house with a private bath and toilet, then we do not solve the problem by concluding that some families might well wait 15 or 18 years before such facilities become available to them."

Deciding how many units must be built and in how many years, however, is not the solution to the problem. Like many another capable writer on the subject, Mr. Lasch is concerned primarily with the reduction of housing costs. The national program he recommends is well-rounded:

"1. To build fifteen million houses during the first 10 postwar years; (Continued on page 30)"
THE design, manufacture, and erection of a modern library bookstack require the attention of experts. Snead & Company has the facilities to undertake under a single contract, the entire responsibility for the design, manufacture, and erection of the entire bookstack and various accessories. This single responsibility assures proper coordination of all phases of the work, producing more economical, more efficient results than is possible where the responsibility is divided.

By consulting Snead & Company during the earliest plan stage the architect and librarian may save considerable time and expense. Snead library engineers will gladly assist in the preparation of plans and specifications without cost or obligation. Your letter or wire will place our designing and manufacturing resources at your disposal without delay.
TERRAZZO
for a modern high school...

Springfield, Tennessee, High School

Tough, everlasting Terrazzo is the perfect flooring for schools and public buildings. For even under the heaviest foot traffic its beauty and utility are constant. It has the wearing qualities of concrete...and it's easy to keep clean!

Terrazzo is at its best when made with a matrix of Atlas White Cement. Whether tinted or in its natural white, the matrix accentuates the full, rich beauty of the marble chips and mineral pigments used in the design. Samples in full color are reproduced in the 1946 Sweet's Architectural File, Sect. 13 B/7.

Send for further information. Write to the Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

The matrix is as important as the marble chips

ATLAS WHITE CEMENT
for FINE TERRAZZO

U. S. STEEL RADIO SHOW—Sunday Evenings—Consult local newspaper for time and station.
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"1. To reduce the capital cost of owner-occupied housing to the order of $3,000 or less for a good five-room house including land;
"2. To provide sound rental housing at less than $20 a month, less than $30, and less than $40, in the amounts needed to supply families whose income requires such rents;
"3. To clear urban slums and rebuild them as safe, clean, healthful, uncrowded, self-contained neighborhoods which set a standard of planned development for the city of the future."

His plan of action whereby he claims these utopian goals may be achieved includes such items as the constitution of the NHA as a permanent peacetime department of the federal government, with cabinet status; intensive NHA research in new construction methods; mass purchase of basic housebuilding materials; a system of yield insurance under the FHA to induce investment of equity capital in housing at rents of $20 to $40 per month; federal loans and subsidies for land assembly in the reclamation of slum areas.

An appendix to the volume offers a sample planning project for the redevelopment of 165 acres of slum land.

FOR BETTER HEALTH


This volume of plans for small hospitals and community health centers, the results of a competition sponsored by The Modern Hospital, should be of considerable interest and help not only to a group planning such a facility, but also to the architect engaged in such work. The text preceding the plans includes chapters on the need for small hospitals and health centers, surveying the needs of a community, architectural trends, professional and administrative organizations, the patient's needs, and structural notes. Each plan presented is accompanied by the contestant's statement and a comment by either the jury (in the case of a prize-winning plan) or the editors. Forty-one plans in all are shown: 33 for the 40-60 bed hospital, and eight for the health center.

As each of the projects presented was designed for a specific locality, to meet specific local requirements, the plans vary widely. The majority of them, however, call for one-story buildings, with patients' rooms oriented to the south. Particular attention has been paid to the location of ambulance entrances and nurses' stations.
Customers of the Hutzler Bros. Department store, Baltimore, Md., receive true air-comfort through Anemostat draft-free air-diffusers. For department is shown.

For further information about ANEMOSTAT draft-free air-diffusion, write for bulletin today. Or if you have an immediate air-conditioning or air-diffusion problem, an ANEMOSTAT engineer is ready to help.

"No air-conditioning system is better than its air-distribution."

ANEMOSTAT

ANEMOSTAT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 East 39th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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In Stran-Steel, architects have a precision framing material that is not dependent on variables of growth or seasoning. Its uniformity and strength eliminate sag, warp, rot... safeguard the building investment and the builder's reputation.

Stran-Steel construction is not only permanent... it's fast and simple as well. Basic framing members are joists, channel plates and studs, cut-to-length for rapid assembly with ordinary carpenter's tools. Sheet-metal screws accomplish framing connections, while collateral materials are nailed directly to the Stran-Steel patented nailing groove.

Match good design with good materials. Build with Stran-Steel, the modern framework for better homes, apartment buildings and light commercial or industrial structures. For further details, see Sweet's File, Architectural, Sweet's File for Builders, or the January issue of Building Supply News.

GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION
Stran-Steel Division • Penobscot Building, Detroit 26, Michigan
UNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION
We promise you—with Kentile—the handsomest floor in town. For Kentile is tile-set, not sheet-laid... Kentile puts flexibility, versatility and personality right at your fingertips—fits into any color scheme—any decor.

Behind that beauty, you'll find more years of service in Kentile than in any other type of floor. Kentile laughs at wear! Kentile colors stay fresh because they go all the way to the back... and they come clean with simple soap-and-water mopping. Kentile can take abuse—hard scuffing, jabbing heels, steady pounding, and give back a quieting effect on nerves and a sure tread. Kentile is moisture-proof, even on basement concrete in direct contact with the earth. Kentile can do wonders—in styling—in service—in economy. Get all the facts in our handsome color booklet.

DOUBLE ECONOMY!

1. When replacements or floor alterations are necessary, you save with Kentile. Only the area affected need be reset—not the entire floor.
2. A special, greaseproof Kentile may be used where needed—in regular Kentile colors.

THE WHOLE STORY

Kentile offers 15 different advantages—all told in the new, full-color catalogue showing all the colors, some of the countless patterns and full-color pictures of Kentile in actual use. Send for your copy—no obligation.

KENTILE
Asphalt Tile

DAVID E. KENNEDY, Inc.
78 Second Avenue, Brooklyn 15, N. Y.
2000 Ulloa Street, San Francisco 16, California
30 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago 2, Illinois
452 Statler Bldg., Boston 16, Mass.
614 Olympia Road, Pittsburgh 11, Pa.
1211 National Broadcasting Co. Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio
Building Hospitals

Builds Wealth Through Health

This country needs from 1500 to 2000 new civilian hospitals and 2700 health centers, the U.S. Public Health Service reports. This need is emphasized because approximately 1200 counties, with a population of about 15,000,000 have no hospitals within their boundaries. The cost of supplying these National health needs would amount to more than $2,000,000,000.

In addition, the Veterans' Administration program calls for the construction of 77 new hospitals. The cost of these hospitals, together with additions and improvements to the 106 existing veterans' institutions, will be $448,000,000.

These civilian and veteran hospital facilities deserve the best in planning and execution. A.G.C. contractors have the skill, integrity and responsibility to construct these health projects of highest quality with maximum efficiency and economy. They are pledged to sound business principles exemplified by the A.G.C. emblem.

The Associated General Contractors of America, Inc.

More Than Ninety Branches and Chapters Throughout America

National Headquarters—Munsey Building, Washington 4, D.C.

Skill, Integrity and Responsibility in Construction of Buildings, Highways, Railroads, Airports and Public Works
Simplifying the problems of architects all over the country, the many ways of using Zonolite are exemplified in thousands of jobs. Shown here are typical installations. Lightweight Zonolite reduces dead load, is an inorganic 100% fireproof and permanent material. Include dependable, easy-to-handle Zonolite products on your next specifications. Clients are better satisfied... time and money saved!

**Zonolite Fill Insulation**

Easy to install between joists in attics and between studs in sidewalls. Weighs about 6 pounds per cubic foot. 100% fireproof—rotproof—verminproof. Won't irritate workers' hands! No masks required!

**Insulating Concrete**

Ideal for insulating fill and structural roof decks. Fireproof—rotproof—permanent. To make Zonolite Insulating Concrete simply mix with ordinary cement instead of sand. Weighs as little as 16 pounds per cubic foot when mixed. Used for floors in homes, commercial buildings and farm structures.

**Insulating Plaster**

Zonolite Plaster Aggregate is used in place of sand. It's easier to mix. Reduces mortar weight one half. Can mix inside building to save handling time. Works easy. Won't freeze. Crack resistant. Insulates against heat, cold and sound and makes better satisfied customers.

---

**Universal Zonolite Insulation Co.**

Dept. AR-56, 135 S. LaSalle St.
Chicago 3, Illinois

FOR DETAILS MAIL COUPON NOW!

SEE YOUR LOCAL LUMBER and BUILDING MATERIAL DEALER

---

Universal Zonolite Insulation Co.
Dept.AR-56, 135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please RUSH complete information on ( ) Zonolite Granular Fill Insulation ( ) Concrete ( ) Plaster.

Name:...
Address:...
City:...Zone:...State:...

---
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THE Luminaire IS THE KEY TO GOOD LIGHTING

Guth FLUORESCENT
THE "KEY" TO THE SPECIFIC LIGHTING JOB!

Whatever the lighting problem, whether in office, store, factory or institution, the "Key" to Good Lighting is the Luminaire, for it is the Luminaire that harnesses and controls the energy of the light sources to produce the desired results!

GUTH FLUORESCENTS are the "Key" to the Specific Lighting Job. The complete line of GUTH FLUORESCENTS is engineered to provide the quantity and quality of light you require for any specific installation. GUTH FLUORESCENTS offer "tested" quality, proven in actual application, dependable results, predictable by scientific ratings, and the newest Luminaire designs, pioneered by GUTH—Leaders in Lighting for 44 continuous years.

*DATA ON THIS PHOTO: GUTH RECESSED TROFFERS in this Public Library are providing 59 Foot Candles of quality illumination, mounted in 10' ceiling, and requiring only 3 watts per square foot.
MODERN developments in steam generation and distribution have greatly expanded the field of Central Heating, making this service more practical than ever for industrial or commercial groups, large and small housing projects, airports, institutional buildings—even entire cities.

The Modern steam plant is a marvel of technological development. Automatic controls and other devices for efficient fuel feeding and consumption extract every possible B.T.U. from the coal burned. Smoke abatement equipment helps efficiency and minimizes air pollution. Induced draft chimneys make it possible to forego high stacks. Architectural design makes the plant an attractive addition to any community.

Modern systems of steam distribution now pipe steam longer distances with lower heat losses than ever before. Our job at Ric-wil is the manufacture of such systems. It has been our constant aim to improve our product to keep pace with improvements in steam generation. Our research and development departments are engaged in a continuing search for better construction methods, greater efficiencies, lower costs.

Ric-wil Prefabricated Insulated Pipe Systems are now actually being installed with steam pressure at 650 PSI with superheat. Higher pressures are possible, thus opening up a vast new field of applications for Central Heating.

A combination of built-in features is responsible for this achievement. Full-welded and reinforced construction means pressure-tight conduit, assuring highest thermal efficiency by maintaining completely dry insulation. Conduit is permanently protected against ground conditions by double coating of high melting point asphalt, reinforced with asbestos felt.

The Ric-wil system of unit prefabrication eliminates costly field work and saves valuable installation time. Completely assembled units, engineered and specifically tailored for each project, are delivered to the job with couplers designed to facilitate field connections. Because of structural strength, 18" of ground cover is sufficient under highway loading—minimizing excavation and backfill. Ends of units are presealed, assuring dry interior under any weather or water conditions during installation.

Ric-wil has prepared a series of project studies showing practical applications of Central Heating to industrial buildings, large and small housing projects, commercial groups, airports, and entire communities. These are available on request.
Insulation and jacketing made from Geon

SLIP-ON spaghetti for radio hookup wire on the left—insulated 2,000,000 circular mil cable on the right—show the broad range of applications for insulation made from GEON.

This versatility is possible because of GEON's many unusual and valuable properties. Excellent electrical properties lead the list, of course. And that permits a thinner coating of insulation. That, in turn, means more conductors per conduit or smaller holes to be bored. In instrument wiring it means easier handling, faster work. Insulation made from GEON resists most normally destructive factors—oil and grease, acids and most other chemicals, ozone, sunlight, aging, abrasion, flexing, heat, cold, water, and many others. And it can be brilliantly—and permanently—colored in the entire NEMA range.

Wire insulated with GEON is now being made by leading wire and cable manufacturers. The next time you order wire—for instrument, industrial, domestic, or utilities wiring, be sure to specify wire insulated with GEON. For more information please write Department A-5, B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company, Rose Bldg., Cleveland 15, Ohio.

In Canada: Kitchener, Ontario.

B. F. Goodrich Chemical Company
THE MOST VERSATILE OF ALL BUILDING MATERIALS...

Alcoa Aluminum

Surprising but true—Alcoa Aluminum is the most versatile of all building materials. What you can do with other metals you can often do better with aluminum—plus the fact—it can often replace nonmetallic materials.

There is plenty of practical experience to prove the advantages of Alcoa Aluminum. More than 100 million pounds of Alcoa Aluminum have been used in the construction field. There are over 212 ways you can use aluminum in building construction alone. Five important uses are illustrated here—each with distinctive advantages.

Alcoa's years of experience can be valuable to you. Our nearest sales office will be glad to work with you on specific applications. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2167 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.
Architects and designers realize the advantages of Blue Ridge Decorative Glass for backgrounds needing glamor and sales appeal. The translucent characteristic of patterned glass (diffusing light and providing privacy) offers a wide range of decorative opportunities. The dignified appeal of Figured Glass is seen more and more in smart shops, offices, salons, lounges and private homes.

Blue Ridge Decorative Glass, in a variety of patterns, is made by the Blue Ridge Glass Corporation of Kingsport, Tennessee, and sold by Libbey-Owens-Ford through leading glass distributors. Five popular patterns are shown below. The glass may be Securitized (heat tempered) for added resistance to thermal and physical shock... may be semitransparent or obscure. For further information, write Blue Ridge Sales Division, Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 8956 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.
ANNOUNCING BEAUTIFUL NEW

VARLON

Trade Mark Reg.

Stainproof Wall Covering

OIL, GREASE, LIPSTICK, INK, CRAYON,
PENCIL, JAM, DIRT-ACCUMULATION
...STAINS OF ALL KINDS CAN BE
EASILY, QUICKLY WASHED CLEAN
FROM VARLON!

WASHES CLEAN WITH
ORDINARY SOAP AND WATER

LOOKS NEW AFTER 25,000 WASHINGS

Proof Against Mildew, Bacteria, Vermin! ... Fire-resistant
—Odorless! Climate Proof ... No Coating to Peel, Crack
or Discolor! ... 90 Beautiful Styles—Florals, Weaves, Plaids,
Tones! ... Goes Up as Easily as Wallpaper!

* IMAGINE! Here is a wall covering with the warmth and
charm of the most beautiful tapestry — yet as washable, as
sanitary, as durable and ever-new as porcelain!

Yes, VARLON is different from any wall covering you’ve
ever seen or heard of!

VARLON goes up like wallpaper, but do not confuse it
with laminated products. VARLON has no coatings to disin-
tegrate and discolor. VARLON is complete in itself ... made
with miracle plastics an entirely new way, through nine
years’ research by the world’s largest maker of wall cov-
erings.

The result? VARLON’S resistance to wear and stain goes
clear through ... keeps VARLON STAINPROOF AND NEW-
LOOKING AFTER 25,000 WASHINGS!

Your interior decorator knows how VARLON in lobbies,
halls, rooms, offices, can revolutionize wall covering ... how
VARLON combines new beauty with long-life economy as
never before in decorating.

Send today for complete descriptive details including
reports by a famous independent testing laboratory. Simply
mail the coupon.

VARLON, INC., Merchandise Mart, Dept. 136-546
Chicago 54, Illinois

Please rush me fact-packed TEST DATA SHEETS on
VARLON Stainproof Wall Covering.

Name
Title
Address
City State

For details about the $7,500.00 International Wallpaper Design
Contest write to United Wallpaper, Inc., Chicago 54, Illinois
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Suppose fire begins to smoulder in the basement, and little tongues of flame lick at the ceiling...

If it's a fire-safe home the fire simply burns itself out, or is prevented from spreading to the living quarters above for at least two and a half hours—ample time for the smoke to attract attention, for the family to reach safety, for firemen to extinguish the blaze.

Yes, they sleep secure, who are guarded by fire-safe floor construction—by metal lath and plaster ceiling, and thin but sturdy concrete floor, resting on Bethlehem Open-Web Steel Joists.

There are other advantages and economies in building with Bethlehem Open-Web Joists. No sagging or shrinking of joists to cause unsightly open baseboards, or doors or windows that stick; no danger of termite attack, no hideaways for mice or rats. Longer life—lower maintenance costs.

Today in many localities homebuilders can enjoy the advantages of Bethlehem Open-Web Joist construction, at little or no advance in cost over types of construction that lack fire-safety and these other advantages. A letter or phone call to the nearest district office or to Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa., will bring you complete data.

See our catalog in Sweet's File

BUILD FOR FIRE-SAFETY... WITH BETHLEHEM OPEN-WEB STEEL JOISTS
When Douglas fir stock doors are again readily available for general needs, you can be assured that they will be the finest doors which can be produced by modern precision methods. These sturdy, attractive, durable doors — made of all-heartwood Douglas fir — will feature:

**PRE-FITTING**

Douglas fir doors will be available pre-fit to exact book size... ready to hang without on-the-job sawing and fitting.

**PRE-SEALING**

Douglas fir doors will be available pre-sealed... a feature which improves dimensional stability, reduces moisture absorption, and eliminates the need for one prime coat.

**FACTRI-FITTING**

Douglas fir doors will be available completely machined on order — pre-fit, gained for hinges and mortised or bored for locks.

Doors will be grade-marked, of course—for ease in specification and ordering. Scuff-strips will protect the precision-cut corners during handling and shipping. They will be better doors in every way!

Pre-fit and Factri-Fit Douglas fir doors are being produced in increasing quantities for the Reconversion Housing Program now that raw material shortages and other bottlenecks are being solved. Doors for GI Housing will be available.

So that doors for the housing program can be shipped when needed, there may be further delays in filling orders for non-housing uses or for housing that does not come under the Reconversion Housing Program. Under these circumstances wholesalers, distributors and dealers will be delayed in building up inventories to pre-war levels. This may mean that for some months difficulty may be encountered in buying the exact design or type of door that you may want.

However, as production of Douglas fir Doors moves to pre-war levels, and higher, it should be ample to meet the huge demand for these fine, precision-made doors.

The National Association of Fir Door Manufacturers
"Raincoat" Your Structures Now with Waterfoil

You can economically restore, beautify and protect your buildings. Waterfoil is made of irreversible inorganic gels. These gels bond both chemically and mechanically to masonry surfaces to form a dense hard coating. Because of its microscopic porosity the Waterfoil "raincoat" lets the masonry breathe and impedes water penetration which causes reinforcing bar rust, spalling and disintegration. Horn Waterfoil represents ten years of development and tests by the Horn Research Laboratories. It is unlike any other masonry protective coating, containing no oil, cement, lime, casein or glue. Send today for the Waterfoil literature. It's important.

Horn Products and Methods Protect Millions of Square Feet of Surface Throughout the Nation

WATERFOIL
THE UNIQUE TREATMENT FOR EXTERIOR MASONRY SURFACES

A. C. HORN COMPANY, Inc.
Established 1897
Manufacturers of Materials for Building Maintenance and Construction • Long Island City 1, N. Y. • Houston, Texas • Chicago, Ill. • San Francisco, Calif. Subsidiary of Sun Chemical Corporation
Signs Won't Stop Noise Demons

But you can stop them with this ceiling

It's Armstrong's Cushiontone

It takes more than warnings to quite a noisy building. For the noise demons that make your clients uncomfortable in their offices are mostly the result of necessary office activity. They are created by shrill bells, loud voices, clattering machines.

For this reason, many architects today are recommending the economical ceiling that rids offices of noise demons. It's called Armstrong's Cushiontone*. Each 12" square is drilled with 484 deep holes which absorb up to 75% of all noise that strikes the ceiling, even after repainting. Cushiontone is also a good reflector of light.

Write for free booklet that gives all the facts. Armstrong Cork Co., 2405 Stevens Street, Lancaster, Penna.

The entrance door should create a first impression of friendliness and hospitality . . . expressed in its fine architectural detail and rich, graceful hardware.

Lockwood Entrance Door Handle Sets, in enduring brass and bronze, offer a wide range of choice in authentic design with quality and workmanship insuring lasting security.

Other handles and Lockwood designs are shown in Sweet’s Architectural Catalog 1946, Section 17b1. Reprint on request.
Typical Exterior, Mahon Steel Deck Side-wall Construction. Pilaster effect is obtained by reversing Deck Plates so that ribs face in, as opposed to remainder of wall where ribs face out.

Method of insulating Mahon Steel Deck Side-walls against heat, cold and noise.

500,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon Steel Deck installed on the new Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company's plant at Topeka, Kan. J. Gordon Turnbull, Archt., John A. Johnson & Sons, General Contractor.

500,000,000 Square Feet

Acceptance Measured in

New methods, new thinking by alert Architects and Contractors, are evolving new uses for Steel Deck every day in modern construction of industrial and commercial buildings...its versatility in application, and the fact that it can be insulated to any desired degree, make it universally adaptable to any type of structure. In exterior sidewall construction, Mahon Steel Deck lends itself admirably to modern architectural treatment in overall design...plates can be rolled to exact length up to 55 feet to provide continuous unbroken surfaces, See Sweet's, or call in a Mahon engineer for complete information.

Address STEEL DECK DIVISION

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
HOME OFFICE AND PLANT, Detroit 11, Mich., WESTERN SALES DIVISION, Chicago 4, III.

Manufacturers of Steel Deck for Roofs, Sidewalls, Ceilings, Floor Forms, Partitions and Doors. Also, Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles, and Underwriters' Labeled Rolling Steel Fire Shutters
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Before Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile Gets This OK...

...it has to meet Tile-Tex standard quality tests and the requirements of Federal Specification SS-T-306A covering asphalt tile purchased by the United States Government.

The uniform quality of Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile does not just happen—it is the result of continuous product control, starting with the raw materials that are used and finishing with a thorough check-up of the completed product.

Raw materials are checked to meet the precise requirements of Tile-Tex formulation before any manufacturing commences. During the manufacturing process, periodic tests are carried on to make sure that dimensional accuracy, indentation resistance, impact resistance, and flexure conform to Tile-Tex standards. Before the product is packed for shipment, it must withstand close scrutiny for surface texture, sharpness and trueness of edges, and uniformity of color.

Additional tests on samples taken from each manufacturing batch are made to assure maximum resistance to "curling" and "shrinking" in the presence of excessive moisture—to prevent deterioration of the product in service from attack by capillary alkalinity on grade installations—and to inhibit Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile against harmful action of strong soaps and cleaning materials.

Nothing is left to chance in maintaining and improving the uniform quality of Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile. This important principle of Tile-Tex manufacturing practice protects your clients and assures them of maximum performance when you specify Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile.

THE TILE-TEX COMPANY, Inc.
Asphalt Tile Mfr. Subsidiary of The Flintkote Company
Chicago Heights, Illinois • 220 E. 42nd Street, New York City

THE TILE-TEX 1946 PLEDGE
1 Adequate Plant Facilities
2 Continuous Product Development
3 Uniform Product Quality
4 Controlled Installation Standards
5 Maintenance Service Program

LOOK TO Tile-Tex IN '46
FOR THE BEST IN FLOORING
This useful catalog gives complete descriptions and illustrations of Edwards new Clock Systems, and includes specifications for their installation. Built to offer the finest in centrally controlled automatic time-keeping, Edwards complete Clock Systems fully meet all requirements in schools, colleges, institutions, public buildings and industry.

Accurate, trouble-free operation is assured by the famous Telechron self-starting movement which is automatically and dependably synchronized by alternating current. No contacts, rectifiers, relays, pendulums, keys or switches to get out of order—no master clock to be maintained, regulated and serviced.

This newest addition to Edwards lines of telephones, alarms and protection systems now enables you to specify complete “all-over” signaling equipment from one source. Send for this new Clock Systems Catalog today—a request on your letterhead will bring a prompt reply.

EDWARDS and Company
NORWALK, CONN.
In Canada—Edwards & Co. of Canada, Ltd.
Electrical Signaling Communication and Protection for Homes, Schools, Hospitals, Offices and Industry
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then he said to himself:

"A word from the wife is sufficient"

COMMENTING on British reconversion, Sir Stafford Cripps produces an interesting angle. Says he:

“Our famous arsenal which has equipped British armies for centuries will henceforth make perambulators, go-carts, play-pens, kitchen utensils.”

Then he added:

“I take advice from my wife.”

He has something there . . . for it frequently pays to listen to users of products.
"Take Advice"...he says

LOOK, SIR, how the interests of the owner were served through the Welded Design of this industrial building frame:

Good Advice:

To save up to 22% in steel and occupy the building months sooner, WELD IT!

JOB. Office and warehouse, one story, 75' x 142' building for Ohio Builders Specialty Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

PROBLEM. Use available material, including 12" beams, 25' long, and develop free areas as large as possible.

SOLUTION. Architect-Engineer, Richard Hawley Cutting, Cleveland, specified weld-splicing of beams into 75' continuous lengths and welded beam-to-column connections, thereby providing 50% greater lateral stiffness.

RESULTS. Saved months for completion. Without welding, would have meant delay for mill-rolling of 15" beams. Saved 22% in material. Reduced deflection of beam under load to 1/5 that of simple beam. Provided free areas of 500 sq. ft. Extremely rigid for crane loads. Good appearance.

Studies in Structural Arc Welding free on request. Ask for them on your business letterhead.

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY

America's greatest natural recourse

ARC WELDING
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WRITE for your free copy of this new catalog today. It's packed with pictures, mechanical details and valuable reference data that tells how, when and where Truscon straight-slide hangar doors can be used to your greatest advantage.

These doors are fast-operating, smooth running and can be "tailor" made to closely meet the hangar requirements of almost every type of plane, large or small.

For details on how they can be applied to your needs—write for the new booklet, "TRUSCON STRAIGHT-SLIDE HANGAR DOORS." Experienced Truscon hangar door engineers are always at your disposal.

TRUSCON
Steel Company

YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
MEMBER METAL LATH MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
There's Always a Reason

McQuay RIPPLE FIN COILS

Only performance can establish preference. And the performance record of Ripple Fin coil construction—demonstrated under severe conditions on all types of jobs—one of the reasons why McQuay products are preferred. Ripple Fin coils are an exclusive McQuay feature. Look at these important McQuay advantages:

- Higher flexible strength with less air friction and cleaner operation.
- Hydraulic expansion of all tubes into fins having wide collars provides permanent mechanical bond.
- Greater heat transfer surface.
- Copper headers have strongest construction because of inherent flexibility to accommodate unequal contraction and expansion.

McQuay coils are available in a wide variety of styles and sizes, both standard and special coils for steam, hot water, cold water, brine, direct expansion and other applications. For complete information about Ripple Fin coils write McQuay, Inc., 1605 Broadway Street N.E., Minneapolis 13, Minnesota. Representatives in all principal cities.
Attractive, maintenance-free walls and roofs . . . low in cost . . . can't rot . . . can't rust . . . can't burn

STURDY . . . utilitarian . . . Johns-Manville Corrugated Transite meets today's demand for simplified construction and streamlined design.

In the building above, the unusual architectural effect was achieved by applying the sheets horizontally instead of vertically.

Low in cost and adaptable to most types of modern building, Corrugated Transite offers a way to save money both on construction and maintenance. It's made of asbestos and cement, two practically indestructible materials. The large fireproof sheets—with their unusual strength increased by corrugations—permit a minimum of framing. Quickly installed, they require little or no upkeep.

When need for alteration arises, the sheets are practically 100% salvageable.

For more facts, send for brochure. Johns-Manville, Dept. AR-5, P. O. Box 290, New York 16, N. Y.
G-E Projector Lamps
G-E Reflector Lamps

Rugged G-E Projector Lamps can be exposed to rain or snow. Outdoors, they'll light up loading docks, signs, doorways, drives, terraces and walks. Inside, both G-E Projector and Reflector Lamps are great for flood and spotlighting... not only for merchants' show windows and floor displays, but for buildings and offices, too!

They'll fit into adjustable sockets on posts or walls, or can be swivel mounted in overhead fluorescent fixtures.

Wherever your client's plans require the use of more supplementary light for better lighting control, greater protection and more concentration over a spot or an entire area, these G-E lamps offer a practical and inexpensive solution. Be sure to make them a part of your lighting plans for—emphasis lighting.

Ask a consultant from one of our lamp offices about all of the newer G-E lamps—Projector, Reflector, Fluorescent, Slimline, Circline, Silvered Bowl and many others.

G-E LAMP OFFICES

ATLANTA, GA. 187 Spring St., N.W., Walnut 9767
BOSTON, MASS. 50 High St., HANcock 1640
BUFFALO 2, N.Y. 901 Genesee Bldg., CLEVELAND 3400
CHICAGO 80, III. 1843 S. Canal St., HARRISON 3420
CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 1320 Williamson Bldg., Cleveley 1010
DALLAS 2, TEXAS 1801 North Lamar St., Central 7711
DENVER 2, COLO. 1863 Wazee St., MAIN 6141
DETROIT 26, MICH. 1400 Book Tower, Clcerly 6910
KANSAS CITY 9, MO. 2100 Wyandotte St., Victor 7671
LOS ANGELES 13, CALIF. 601 West Fifth St., Michigan 8851
MINNEAPOLIS 13, MINN. 500 Keithan Blvd., GRanville 7336
NEW YORK 23, N.Y. 570 Lexington Ave., Winkshire 2-4300
OAKLAND 7, CALIF. 1614 Campbell St., Highgate 7340
PHILADELPHIA 5, PA. 1403 Locust St., KIngsessing 2326
PITTSBURGH 22, PA. 535 Smithfield St., GRant 3272
PORTLAND 9, ORE. 1238 N. W. Gilson St., BEnson 2101
ST. LOUIS 1, MO. 710 No. Twelfth Blvd., Osborn 8920

General Offices: NELA PARK, CLEVELAND, OHIO

The constant aim of G-E lamp research is to make

G-E LAMPS
Stay Brighter Longer!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
This planned “community” will offer all the comforts of home. It will have beautiful green lawns that are kept mowed . . . trees that are trimmed regularly . . . sidewalks that are kept clean and free from snow . . . and heat when you want it.

The proposed development consists of 21 apartment buildings all heated from one central boiler plant. Smoke and dirt are greatly reduced because there is only one efficiently operated heating plant instead of 21.

In the outstanding home centers of the country planned for better living, NATIONAL Steel Pipe has long been a standard specification with architects, builders, and heating contractors. No other tubular material compares with steel pipe in all-round service per dollar of cost for both plumbing and heating service.

That’s why NATIONAL is the most widely used steel pipe in America. It fully confirms the recommendation of the architect, it speeds up installation for the contractor, and it offers economy and long service to the owner.

Sketch of proposed apartment building. Wm. C. Young, Reg. Architect, Pittsburgh, Pa. This is one unit of a planned community of 21 apartment buildings all heated from one central boiler plant.

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors
United States Steel Export Company, New York

UNITED STATES STEEL
There's a lot of unnecessary money spent on some floors because one fundamental fact is overlooked: that excessive wear and mechanical failure are frequently induced by decay. Halt the decay—and the floor lasts.

In one large warehouse, four years of service left the original floor in such bad condition that a new one was necessary. Pressure-treated wood was used for the replacement . . . and after 12 years it was still good, with no indication that the end of its usefulness was anywhere in sight.

The decay hazard is greater when moisture is present, and here pressure-treated wood pays extra dividends. The high degree of protection that pressure-treatment gives under these conditions has been demonstrated many times over, under all types of service.

For floors, platforms or other structural members exposed to chemical attack, Koppers has developed a new plastic impregnated wood you will find it worthwhile to investigate. Ask for the facts about "Asidbar."*

Our illustrated bulletin, "Economical and Permanent Construction with Pressure-Treated Wood" will give you timely information. We will gladly send a copy, on request. Wood Preserving Division, Koppers Company, Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. *Trademark
The more than 550 tenant-families occupying 2245 rooms in the 63 buildings of Chatham Park Village, Chicago, enjoy the continuous even-comfort heating of Modine Convector Radiation. Streamlined simplicity combined with space-saving compactness gracefully adapt Modine Convector Radiation to every room... give the delighted tenants new freedom in arranging furniture and drapes. Equipped with dampers for individual temperature modulation by the tenant... Modine fast-warming copper convectors respond almost instantly to modern automatic heat controls. That benefits owners as well as tenants. At Chatham Village, the two-year average cost for both heating and domestic hot water was only 2.7¢ per room per day. Give your clients all these recognized benefits of hot water or steam heating... with Modine Convector Radiation!
Stainless steel work surfaces are easy to clean

The gleaming surfaces in this attractive home kitchen are stainless steel. They are easily wiped clean because the stainless steel is not affected by the acids in food, and it will not rust. In addition, the metal does not easily dent or scratch.

Widespread use of stainless steel for work surfaces and for decorative trim in home kitchens, as well as in larger kitchens of restaurants, hotels, and hospitals, has demonstrated that stainless steel equipment not only is pleasing to the eye...but it is also exceedingly serviceable.

To keep informed of the newest applications of stainless steel, ask to receive our monthly publication ELECTROMET REVIEW. For information on the production, properties, or fabrication of stainless and other alloy steels, write our Technical Service Department. Although we do not make steel, we do produce the alloys used in its manufacture, and our engineers have accumulated a great deal of information about the use of stainless steel in many industries.

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

In Canada: Electro Metallurgical Company of Canada, Limited, Welland, Ontario
Year in and year out hundreds of hotels, stores, theatres, specialty shops as well as ships, bars, de luxe trains and airlines have been Bigelow carpeted.

Big names like Statler, Waldorf Astoria, Saks 5th Avenue, Marshall Field, Tiffany, and scores of others call on Bigelow Carpet Counsel for practical planning advice. They have found that Bigelow’s experience, with every kind of carpeting job, pays dividends to those who want the most for their floor covering dollar.

Plan ahead now with Bigelow carpet scheduled for weaving during 1946 and 1947.
"From one WINNER to another—
WELL DONE and WELCOME!"
declared NILMERG

DRAFTSMAN: Thanks. It's nice to be back. But just what do you mean by 'one Winner to another'?
NILMERG: A figure of speech — a happy alliteration. You — the WINNER in War and A. W. Faber's The WINNER Thin Lead Colored Pencil.
DRAFTSMAN: Ah, A. W. Faber — it's good to hear that name again. Brief me on The WINNER.
NILMERG: Just picture a thin lead colored pencil that swishes over your drawing with brilliant, eye-dazzling impressions. A colored pencil so strong that you can sharpen it to a needlepoint without snapping...
DRAFTSMAN: Does The WINNER have a nice range of colors?
NILMERG: That it does — Red, Blue, Green, Black, White, Brown, Carmine, Blueprint Yellow and Blueprint Orange. But wait a moment — The WINNER has another feature that you can really get excited about.
DRAFTSMAN: I'm all ears.
NILMERG: The WINNER lead is practically insoluble in the perspiration of your hands. That means no more finger marks, no more smudges on your drawings.
DRAFTSMAN: That does it! All during the War I promised myself that I would never again endure anything cheap or inferior in civilian life. Where do I buy The WINNER?
NILMERG: From your own Dealer. If he doesn't happen to have 'em, write to A. W. Faber, Inc., Newark 4, N. J.
WE'RE FOREVER BUSTING BUBBLES

That's the secret of Gold Bond Macoustic—the fireproof acoustical plaster!

When Gold Bond Macoustic is mixed with water, small gas bubbles form. After application, these bubbles burst, automatically creating millions of tiny sound-absorbing channels within the plaster which give this material its high acoustical efficiency.

The pleasing finish of Macoustic harmonizes with practically any type of wall treatment. It imposes no limitations on design and may be used equally well over flat or irregular surfaces, coves, barrel or groined ceilings. Is applied by regular plasterers and adds so little to the cost that Macoustic sound conditioned ceilings may be included in even the most modest budgets.

Macoustic is supplied in oyster white, ivory, cream and buff. When redecoration is necessary, it may be spray-painted with Gold Bond Sunflex water-mixed paint without appreciable loss of sound absorption. For complete information, see Sweet's or write National Gypsum Company, Buffalo 2, New York.
THE BUILDING that had no basement
EVERY TIME IT RAINED!

The finest home, store, or building you plan and build may be subjected to needless damage... unless you provide proper backwater control. If the sewage and drainage facilities of the community are not adequate to carry off the deluge of heavy rains and thaws, the water in the sewers will back up through drain lines and basement floor drains into the basement. Equipment and goods stored in the basement will become waterlogged... there will be deposits of unsanitary residue... expensive repairs may result! Actually, the building loses the use of the basement with every heavy rain! To guard against this ever happening to your homes or buildings, include a Josam Backwater Sewer Valve in every plan. The cost is so little compared with the protection it provides!

PLAN FOR constant ACTION!

only Josam

Side Swing Backwater Sewer Valves provide this

Exclusive Protection

To be sure—Put Josam on the Job!

Josam MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Executive Offices, 302 Empire Bldg., Cleveland 14, O. • Manufacturing Div., Michigan City, Ind.

Josam-PACIFIC CO., 295 Folsom Street, San Francisco, California
West Coast Distributors
EMPIRE BRASS COMPANY, LTD., London, Ontario
Canadian Distributors

FILL OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
Josam MANUFACTURING CO., 302 EMPIRE BLDG., CLEVELAND 14, OHIO
Please send me free folder on "Backwater Control"

Name______________________
Firm_______________________
Address___________________
City_______________________
State______________________

MAY 1946
CLAY'S THE PROFIT PIPE FOR APARTMENT PROJECTS

Clay Pipe sewers and drains were used exclusively in Westgate Manor, the newest and most elaborate apartment project in Akron's fashionable residential section. Clay Pipe protects this modern two-story garden apartment development which offers all the advantages of a country home without the attendant expense and responsibility. The development includes 22 buildings with living quarters for 344 families.

CLAY Pipe is used extensively for both sewers and drains in pretentious apartment projects and for modest homes as well. Clay Pipe offers definite advantages to owners, builders and plumbers alike. It meets owner requirements for a pipe of proved strength and lasting life. It abundantly satisfies contractors' and plumbers' 'specs' for a pipe that provides a worthwhile margin of profit. Clay Pipe is lower in cost. It's easily handled. Convenient lengths reduce installation time, lower labor costs and 'up' your profit on jobs either large or small.

NATIONAL CLAY PIPE MANUFACTURERS, INC.
111 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, Ill.
To many people, control systems are modern miracles. Most of us seldom give a second thought to the small Johnson thermostat on the wall of each room—the instrument that works as part of a whole system to control large or small heating plants. As a result, every room is as warm or as cool as needed, and fuel is not wasted. These comforts are made possible by automatic control without effort on the part of man ... a modern-day wonder.

Think what automatic temperature control systems mean to such institutions as Duke University! Beautiful, large buildings are made comfortable and useful with correct temperatures, hour by hour ... fuel is being saved by the minute. Architects planned Duke to be one of the world’s most modernly equipped universities for many years to come.

Johnson engineers have spent years solving temperature control problems in many climates. It is natural that Johnson was selected to cooperate in building the finest control systems that engineering science could devise. Temperatures in Duke University buildings are controlled by Johnson. In passing from the large chapel into the classrooms, greenhouses, gymnasium, library and into a host of other buildings, it is understandable that temperatures of many varied degrees are required ... using some 2,000 thermostats.

Important in large institutions, Johnson Control Systems offer the same advantages of comfort, healthfulness and fuel saving for smaller buildings. Whatever the control problem, Johnson specialists cooperate to assure precision results. Consult a near-by Johnson engineer—no obligation. JOHNSON SERVICE COMPANY, MILWAUKEE 2, WISCONSIN. Direct Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
The Commodore
A Ledge Type Swing-Spout Faucet of Distinction

Also available without Spray Attachment

Deliveries in quantity now being made!

GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA
THE CASE FOR RENTAL HOUSING

ONE OF THE VITAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE VETERANS EMERGENCY HOUSING PROGRAM IS HOUSING FOR RENT BECAUSE COUNTLESS VETERANS WILL NOT WANT TO BUY OR BE IN A POSITION TO DO SO. THEREFORE, MULTIPLE DWELLINGS ARE A MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE PROGRAM AND WE HOPE THAT THE INDUSTRY WILL DO ITS UTMOST TO PRODUCE THEM. I KNOW THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THAT THEY MUST BE PRODUCED UNDER OUR PROGRAM AT A PRICE VETERANS CAN AFFORD OR THE WHOLE OBJECTIVE OF THE PROGRAM IS LOST. HOWEVER, I WANT TO ASSURE YOU THAT PRIORITIES ARE ISSUED FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF PRODUCING HOMES FOR VETERANS AND THAT MULTIPLE DWELLINGS HAVE A DEFINITE AND HIGHLY IMPORTANT PART IN THE PROGRAM.

WILSON W WYATT ADMINISTRATOR
RENTAL HOUSING

A recent survey we have made covering 251 cities with a population of 35 million indicates that the present housing demand is 22 units per 1,000 of urban population for the nation as a whole. Of these 22 units, 14 should be detached, owned homes, 8 should be apartments, which means, of course, rental units.

This survey represents the housing demand as a whole. I personally do not see how it is humanly possible to separate the housing necessities of the veterans from those of other civilians. The veterans are civilians, and 10 million of them have now taken their place in our normal community and economic life. Veterans are all sorts of people, and do not have, as far as I know, housing needs that are peculiar to them alone.

The greatest obstacle to the development of an adequate program of rental housing today is, of course, OPA. As long as we have rent control which is administered against the interests of the investor, it is the government itself which is to blame, and no one else, if we do not have sufficient rental housing. The administration of rents is not only consistently unfair, but often arbitrary and whimsical. Builders have gone ahead with rental projects upon approval of FHA of the scheduled rents. After the building has been constructed and tenants have moved in, OPA has come along and cut the rents. I have a file of cases on this matter which will make interesting reading some day. When government itself acts as dishonestly and unfairly as this to the investor who takes a risk, it is hard to see how money, which is always timid, and which in the case of rental housing enters upon a long-term and risky undertaking, can be expected to step out and fully meet the need.

We have felt that the veteran was entitled to special consideration in overcoming the change in the price structure during his absence in our armed services. We are, therefore, backing a bill which would give the veteran homestead aid in the city or country up to the sum of $2500, depending on the length of his service. We believe that rather than try to twist the whole economy to aid the veteran, we should instead give the veteran direct monetary aid so that he can go into the market for his housing on a parity with those who stayed at home.

HERBERT U. NELSON,
Executive Vice-President
Nat'l. Assn. of Real Estate Boards

WILSON W. WYATT's wire, in response to Mr. Holden's request for a statement on rental housing, shows conclusively that he is fully aware of the immediate and vital need for rental housing because "countless veterans will not want to buy, or be in a position to do so." He has followed up this statement with a general press release which says in part, "The need for rental housing can't be underestimated, so we intend to give all possible encouragement to the construction of apartment buildings, large and small. They not only will provide the type of housing many veterans need, but the large projects will furnish jobs to types of workers who are not generally employed on small house construction."

These are encouraging words to those who agree with us that multi-family dwelling-units for rent deserve special emphasis to offset the erroneous impression that the Veterans Emergency Housing Program was a "small house" program. Too much popular press publicity on the $6,000 house had created a false impression. Mr. Wyatt recognizes that many, if not most, veterans "are not firmly established to the point where they are ready to settle down to a lifetime job in a specific community. Many of them are...embarking on their first jobs and consequently do not want to be tied down by an investment in a permanent home." The answer is obvious - multi-family dwellings for rent. The case for rental projects is stated in pages which follow. There are established advantages to such projects, advantages to the tenants themselves, to the builders, to labor, to manufacturers, to architects, to the financing institutions, to the community and its city planning, to the city tax structure, and to the whole American economy. Mr. Wyatt promises to give "all possible encouragement" to their construction.

The prime factors in "all possible encouragement" will be the attitude and actions of those administering the program—NHA, FHA, OPA, and CPA. Of course, without building materials and equipment, in quantity—and fast—"encouragement" is only aggravation. Mr. Wyatt already has all the powers needed to break bottlenecks and really speed production. He and the agencies he controls can provide more material encouragement than his statements have yet indicated.

Still further encouragement is needed if private enterprise is expected to produce rental housing. If rent controls are arbitrary, are not realistic in their relation to the cost of production and operation of apartment houses, they will operate as effective deterrents to any new construction of this type. Government action that gears rent ceilings to costs and
which permits a reasonable investor’s profit is absolutely necessary.

Special inducements to investors in such housing may be indicated. Faster than normal depreciation allowances for tax purposes might well make sense. The promise of a deferred subsidy, payable at the end of five years in the event the then appraised value of a particular project is less than the original appraised value after adjustment for depreciation, has been put forward as one positive means for encouraging private investors to finance multiple dwelling projects now. In the event that costs continue high such a plan would cost nothing. In the unlikely event that costs trend downward, the subsidy so extended would be a fair price to pay for quick provision of the kind of habitation most veterans want.

One phase of providing “apartments for rent” seems to be almost entirely overlooked in the current emphasis on low-cost houses for veterans. That is — all new dwelling-units, large city apartments and the homes owners build for themselves, add to the net gain in dwellings available and therefore relieve the shortage. Apartments released by those who can pay for new accommodations become available for others younger or less affluent. This should be taken into account immediately and provision be made to permit the building of a reasonable proportion of dwelling units (perhaps 25 per cent of total rental units approved) above the present maximum cost, say for a top limit of $120 per month rent. This would not only relieve the shortage all down the line but would provide work for many trades and artisans who have been thrown out of work by the new rulings — steel workers, tile setters, elevator mechanics and many others.

Many medium-rent apartment projects are now dormant in the hands of the large and competent contractors in almost every city. Since different and higher quality materials are used in their construction, such apartments would not diminish the materials or manpower available for low-cost construction to an appreciable degree. In addition, manufacturers could resume production of their full lines of products, increasing employment, without jeopardizing the production of the materials for low-cost dwellings. Maximum production, from the men and machines now ready to get to work producing materials for multi-family dwellings can be encouraged only through a balanced program incorporating incentives as well as safeguards.

Most veterans, having just returned to civilian life, face a period of adjustment and must grow new roots in the community before they should be asked to undertake the responsibility of home ownership. Until they are confident that their job is secure and to their liking they will want and need a maximum of mobility.

Many of the returning veterans have, as yet, no children; in many cases the wife expects to keep on working until there are children. In such cases a small apartment, involving a minimum of household duties, is the logical answer to the housing needs. Furthermore, furniture will continue to be scarce and expensive for some time to come and for this reason it will be simpler for the veteran to furnish a two-room apartment than a four- or five-room house. Finally, most of the returning veterans will find that it is impossible to buy an automobile and will, therefore, prefer to live at a reasonable distance from their place of employment.

National statistics indicate that, for many years, about 40 to 45 per cent of American families have been homeowners — or at least equity owners — whereas 55 to 60 per cent have been renters. It should be obvious that, in the case of veterans, these percentages cannot be used as a safe guide to housing needs. It is more likely that the real demand would be about 25 per cent for home ownership and 75 per cent for rental housing.

If the above diagnosis is correct — and we believe it is — then how shall we reconcile it with the emphasis that is being placed on the production of small houses under the present veterans’ housing program? If we devote ourselves almost exclusively to the production of small houses for the next two years we shall not only wreck the construction industry, we shall not be solving the problem in a manner that meets the real needs of the veteran.

There are great segments of the construction industry — among which the architects are one only — that will have no part to play in the program as it is at present conceived. A more realistic approach would put a far greater emphasis on the construction of multi-story apartments. This solution would require so-called heavy construction and permit the survival of many elements in the construction industry that will be badly needed later on. It would make a more complete use of all our existing facilities in providing a maximum of housing for the veterans. It would give the veteran the kind of housing he needs as well as the quantity desired.

Louis Justement
for The American Institute of Architects
I believe that there is no actual distinction in the restrictive orders between purchase and rental housing. There seems no doubt that a considerable majority of veterans in the metropolitan area would prefer to rent rather than buy, and there is nothing except economics that would prevent the construction of well-constructed permanent garden type apartments in and around New York for rental to veterans.

I have been advocating for some time the use of relatively small plots for low rent housing and have defined a small plot for such purpose at about 30,000 sq. ft. I believe the effect on the city of relatively small, well-designed low rental housing would be far better than the large projects to which we are accustomed. I believe that the smaller project would have a stronger influence for good on the surrounding land, and produce healthier neighborhood conditions (healthier in the sociological rather than the physiological sense), and would better distribute the load on existing utilities and public facilities.

Says Most Veterans Can’t And Don’t Want to Buy Homes

Robert W. Dowling Declares They Are Too Young and Shift Jobs Too Often—Proposes Incentive to Builders.

By Garrett Winter.

The great majority of returning veterans are not only in no position to buy homes but they don’t want to buy, in the opinion of Robert W. Dowling, president of the City Investing Company, who told The New York Sun today: “They are too young; they have no roots, and they may change jobs two or three times in the first year or so.”

By Wm. B. Ittner, President
St. Louis Chapter, A.I.A.

THE CASE FOR

One of the vital requirements of the veterans’ emergency housing program is housing for rent, because countless veterans will not want to buy or be in a position to do so.” This quotation from the telegram (see page 67) from Wilson W. Wyatt, Housing Expediter, to Thomas S. Holden, president of the F. W. Dodge Corporation, ably states the essence of the case for rental housing.

Mr. Wyatt’s telegram came in response to Mr. Holden’s inquiry as to the part rental housing was to have in the veterans’ emergency housing program. The reply extends a measure of official approval of the RECORD’s conviction that in this emergency a heavy proportion of materials should be channeled into multifamily buildings offering rental units.

Rental housing would make a number of substantial contributions to an emergency housing program for veterans. Rental housing would:

1. Save time.
2. Best meet the needs and desires of a very large proportion of returning soldiers.
3. Reduce the veteran’s investment in furnishings, household equipment, perhaps eliminate the need for an automobile.
4. Save substantially on scarce materials; utilize materials not much used in small houses.
5. Save heavily in land and land development costs.
6. Save in extensions of community and utility services.
7. Constitute a better addition to community housing supply, and to tax rolls, than would a like number of minimal detached houses.
8. Avoid creation of future blighted areas.
9. Utilize facilities and personnel of big-building organizations which made such dramatic speed records in constructing war plants.
10. Balance an employment program to include the most highly skilled and most readily available labor supply.
11. Utilize manufacturing plant facilities that would remain idle in a program devoted solely to small houses.

Mr. Wyatt’s telegram may be accepted as news of some importance. The promise it offers of priorities for apartment projects will be reassuring to many who have
RENTAL HOUSING

By Emerson Goble

pored over recent pronouncements leading to the building restriction order, looking for any specific blessing for apartments.

In their own studies of housing problems and of the so-called Wyatt program, RECORD editors have become concerned over an apparent disregard for rental housing. The disregard is more serious than a mere lack of specific mention in government statements and orders; missing also is any indication of the lifting of curbs that have been discouraging apartment investment.

And investment funds must be attracted to the task for the program to succeed. Mr. Wyatt's request for 2,700,000 units in less than two years is a large order. Too large to be accomplished without the full facilities of the industry, without full cooperation of private enterprise. The government, with public building, could do but a very small portion. The speculative builders could do much more, but still not enough. But there is a huge reservoir of private investment funds, ready and anxious for an invitation. Investment capital, however, is surrounded by natural caution, and needs more positive encouragement. It wants a permanent marriage, not a quick fling at speculative romance.

Wyatt's original statement to the President did contain this paragraph:

"A job of this magnitude is going to require the best efforts of the entire building industry including both large builders and small, both builders of apartment houses and large developments and builders of individual homes. Large scale production of materials will enable the big builders to go ahead rapidly with the larger housing developments."

But that was the only reference to rental housing in a very long statement, and later and more official documents made no mention whatever of apartment construction. There was, and still is, some cause for concern. Every statement seemed directed solely at the familiar picture of the weary, bedraggled soldier lying in his foxhole dreaming of a clean Cape Cod cottage.

Now that is a perfectly good picture, and a normal wish of the typical young American for his own home, his own plot of ground, his own garden. It might be said to epitomize the good American life. Yet the fact remains that the realization of that dream is not given to

Conditions in this territory indicate a growing reluctance on the part of veterans to build or buy at this time. It appears that by far the larger majority would rent for a few years until conditions become stabilized if rental property could be found.

During the past few days several local veterans have volunteered criticism of the new building ban because of its restriction of rental housing, including apartments, and its possible future effect on employment in the building trades. This area appears to be overwhelmingly against the new order.

JAS. GAMBLE ROGERS, II, President Florida Central Chapter, A.I.A.

Speaking particularly of the Chicago area, it is believed that too great emphasis has been placed on the need of single-occupancy dwellings rather than on multiple dwellings or apartment buildings. Chicago veterans undoubtedly prefer rental quarters. Their future family status is as yet uncertain. They are unwilling to assume a twenty or twenty-five year mortgage obligation.

The majority of Chicagoans are apartment dwellers; in fact, less than one-quarter thereof reside in one-family residences.

During the past sixteen years, other than by means of conversion of larger apartments or homes to smaller units, or through public housing ventures, there has been a negligible number of apartments provided. In fact, as a result of demolition there are today a lesser number of apartment dwellings in Chicago than there were twenty years ago, despite a population increase of over 15 per cent.

PAUL GERHARDT, JR., President Chicago Chapter, A.I.A.
Rental housing has apparently been sadly neglected by those in authority during this crisis in spite of statistics which show that from 50 per cent to 75 per cent of our servicemen prefer to rent than to buy or build. If these figures are correct, the present building stop-order can almost be called class legislation, as it is entirely to the benefit of the servicemen who can or want to build rather than to those who prefer to rent, the latter apparently being in the majority at that.

Rental housing of the permanent garden-type apartments properly laid out and supplanting present slum areas would be to far greater advantage to the servicemen and the communities than the new areas to be filled with cracker-boxes and prefabricated houses which are to despoil our suburban areas and create new slums before many years.

DALE E. McENARY
McEnary & Kratt, Architects, Minneapolis

It seems to me that your point for rental housing for the veteran is very well taken. Despite the fact that loans are available for the building of homes, many will need these loans for establishing business ventures. In addition to this, there are many people who, by virtue of their occupation, are not able to anticipate a fixed residence. They, naturally, would prefer to rent.

RALPH O. YEAGER, President
Indiana Society of Architects

War Veterans
85% Renters,
Bankers Find

Consolidated Edison Study
Shows 1,958,518 Units
Are Tenant Occupied

A report received this morning is that in this area about 60 per cent of the returning veterans make inquiries as to rental or purchase, and of those 60 per cent, 25 per cent are desirous of buying while 75 per cent are more interested in rental.

WM. TEMPLETON JOHNSON, P.A.I.A.
San Diego, California

most families, not even to half of them. And the typical veteran is a young man, with his civilian position yet to be established and secured, his family yet to be acquired. In such a housing emergency as this, it would seem obvious that the average veteran is less concerned with undertaking home ownership and its costs and responsibilities, than with simply finding a place where he and his wife can escape interference and in-laws.

It should be perfectly clear that nobody wishes to object to preference for veterans in any current housing program. They deserve the housing they need and want. And they represent the group that most feels the housing shortage. By the same token it should also be clear that the veterans’ housing program should be for veterans. It should give them, quickly and directly, the housing they really want. It should be geared as closely as possible to veterans’ specific needs. It should be an emergency program, with speed a prime objective. It should not be confused with any false hopes, any regimentation, any political motives.

WHAT DOES THE VETERAN WANT?

Recently in an address one of the spokesmen for the National Housing Agency stated with strong emphasis that the program was geared directly to veterans’ needs. A questioner asked what proportion of veterans wanted to rent and what to buy, and the speaker had to say that no study of such preferences had been made.

To date no comprehensive study has appeared, from official or unofficial sources. A mortgage institution in New York City quotes figures tending to show that in that city the preference is as high as 85 per cent for rental units rather than single-family homes, based on a utility company survey of existing ownership conditions. Other sources in New York estimate 75 per cent or 80 per cent.

Naturally the largest city in the land would show the highest preference for rental units. But the RECORD has received opinions from Florida and California which mention rental preferences running to 75 or even 90 per cent, when the question referred specifically to veterans.

The National Association of Real Estate Boards, always a strong advocate of home ownership, reports a study indicating that approximately eight out of 22 new units should be apartments. This study does not isolate veterans’ needs, indeed the Association executive vice-president, Herbert U. Nelson, takes the position that it is not possible to separate housing necessities of veterans from those of other civilians (see page 68). The report did, however, cover some 251 cities with a population of 35 million, and indicates a total need of 22 units per thousand of urban population. Of these, says the report, 14 should be detached, owned homes; 8 should be apartments.

A War Department survey at separation centers indicated that only one per cent of all veterans surveyed were interested in buying a home in the immediate future, and only nine per cent could be considered as rep-
representing an effective demand for houses "after becoming settled."

Without benefit of statistics it is obvious that veterans’ immediate preferences would not be overwhelmingly for the single house to be built or bought for ownership. The typical veteran is not in the age group that normally buys houses. As a class, veterans are too young. And as a class, they are unsettled, uncertain about their futures, unable and unwilling to take on the burdens of home ownership.

Costs would bar most veterans from ownership at this time, even if they were ready for it. Surely the cost limits in the government’s program ($6,000 generally, $10,000 in high-cost areas) are minimum. Nevertheless they are still out of reach of the great majority of returned G.I.’s.

Costs of the house and lot, moreover, are not the only costs involved. The typical returned soldier has not acquired his van load of household goods. There is furniture to be bought, and bedding and dishes and garden tools and linens and clothes and cribs and diapers. And, last but not least, an automobile. Most of these things are hard to come by in these reconversion times, and are increasingly expensive.

So it is perfectly obvious that the veteran and his wife will naturally prefer a small apartment, close to established employment, close to transportation. Plenty of time yet for the dream house and the half acre.

And if the cost limits would make the house too expensive to own and maintain, they are too low to give him anything that could pass for a dream house. The $6,000 house is not the push-button vision of the wartime advertisements. Mass-produced, prefabricated, site-fabricated or conventionally built, the $6,000 house of today is definitely a minimum house on a minimum lot, minimum in space, in construction, in equipment, in design. It will not add much to its neighborhood, not now and certainly not in the future. It will not stimulate a pride in ownership or a desire to carry on the payments in times of adversity.

To extend government credit to the veteran to buy such a house may not be doing him much of a favor.

HOW ABOUT THE COMMUNITY?

If it would not represent a favor to the veteran, it would be no favor to the neighborhood either. The community has cause for concern in the potential blight of quantities of cheap, thinly held houses. Right now a rash of cracker-box houses might be accepted as relieving a tense dwelling shortage. Nobody doubts, however, that the future would be bleak.

It is not cynical to point out that the veteran who bought such a house would have little reason to take his ownership seriously. He must have shelter, so he buys unwillingly. He borrows, perhaps up to $4,000, under the G.I. Bill of Rights. Furnishings eat up his savings, payments put a strain on his earnings. Maintenance expenses after the first few years could well become the straw that breaks his back. Or, he changes jobs, or his

During the period of the war, projects totaling many thousands of small single-family dwellings have been constructed. The actual building and planning of additional housing of this type is continuing. All of these houses, of course, have been financed under the program of the Federal Housing Authority and are built for sale. The actual developer of the projects can not rent them.

As a consequence, very few projects have been built during the past five years for rental housing, and there now exists in this community, and I believe in all of California, the greatest lack of rentable units that we have ever known. There is probably no need to mention the fact that California is now experiencing the greatest influx of new population that it, also, has ever known! The result is that not only returning veterans are seeking places to live, but also people in all walks of life are attempting to find temporary shelter. In my mind there is only one real solution. There should be a definite increase, in this locality at least, in the number of rentable housing units.

This cannot be achieved under our present economic system. Construction costs have risen to a point at which it is no longer profitably possible for anyone to construct rentable units for the maximum rentals which have been allowed by our government agencies. I do not necessarily mean to imply that I believe construction costs must come down to the level of allowable rentals. I believe adjustments must be made upward in rentals and downward in the price of construction through greater efficiency in labor and through natural competition of private enterprise. I personally in no way criticize the virtue of clearing slum districts in crowded cities and replacing them with attractive multiple dwellings for low-income families. For those families which enjoy the somewhat higher to medium bracket incomes, however, it is only logical that private enterprise should be free to construct multiple family projects, ones which are economically profitable over an extended period of amortization.

CHARLES O. MATCHAM, A.I.A.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Our experience here is that the present day costs of building and the scarcity of basic materials prohibit the veteran from building a home. The banks are loaning the veterans the money to build a small garage in which living quarters are provided, and later they can build the house on the front of the lot.

My opinion is that 75 per cent of the veteran housing would be solved if the boys could find places in which to live. If rental housing could be expedited it would satisfy a large majority of the veterans' needs in our community.

ROY C. WILSON, President
Santa Barbara Chapter, A.I.A.

The Board of Governors of the Washington Building Congress, of which I am a member, has been very active in connection with the proposed program, and I think our job has been successful in a measure because rental housing is very definitely going to receive favorable consideration.

I have been informed that 70 per cent of the G.I.'s received $35.00 or less in wages before they entered the Service, and obviously it isn't going to be possible for anyone in that bracket to own and operate a house and all that goes with it. There will be furniture to buy and probably a car, because low-cost individual houses will have to be built on low-cost land, which is usually away from transportation. Likely a family will come along and with its doctor bills, and if things do not work out the G.I. has lost his down payment and more besides, but worst of all he will become very unhappy and possibly a burden to the country.

So, if we stress the individual home too strongly we might be doing the G.I. a disservice rather than a service.

The apartment idea appears to be very sound for a number of reasons. In the first place, the apartments can be constructed on higher priced land, which is generally closer in and available to adequate transportation. This eliminates family outgrows his house. Now perhaps the housing shortage has eased; it is possible to find a place to rent. There is a strong temptation just to abandon his ownership, and dare the mortgagee to get a deficiency judgment against a veteran.

Meanwhile the community has put out substantial sums for sewers, water lines, paving and what not. Probably more in the aggregate than the little house ever could return in taxes, even if taxes continued. And now there is only an abandoned, rundown eyesore.

How much better off the community would be if its new building included a substantial proportion of garden apartments! Probably in the first place these could go on land already developed and served with utility lines. In any case, extensions of services per dwelling unit would be considerably more economical. The apartment building would pay its taxes, would continue to pay them. The buildings would be reasonably well maintained, would constitute a permanent and valuable addition to the tax rolls and to the community.

HOW ABOUT ZONING?

One of the present discouragements to apartment investors is zoning restrictions, especially around large cities and their suburbs. Most of the larger sites now ripe for apartment development are either zoned or restricted in deeds to single-family house construction, many calling for nothing but expensive homes. These could not be used in any way to relieve the current shortage. They have the choice of waiting out a two-year ban on better-class development or breaking down zoning regulations or restrictions to permit either apartment or cheap-house construction.

This situation is, of course, of considerable importance to sound community development. Where zoning calls for houses, but without price restrictions, there is now the threat of acres of potential blight.

WHAT ABOUT MATERIALS?

Patently the entire housing program hangs on the production of sufficient materials. Frequently it has been said that there is really no other problem. "Give us materials," cried the home builders in their recent convention, "and don't worry about another thing."

It is also quite apparent that the materials problem is not one of production capacity, but rather of prices. The Producers’ Council made it clear in a recent survey that there is ample production capacity available to supply materials needs, except for plumbing facilities and lumber, sufficient for a total annual building program of $15 billion. Plumbing supply manufacturers could take care of a $12 billion building year with present capacity, and would have little trouble expanding to keep up with the parade. All providing, of course, that the pricing situation is ironed out to permit them to attract the necessary labor.

Here, however, the concern is with houses vs. apartments, and the materials involved in each.
The quick reaction is that apartment construction would be much more economical of materials in general than would comparable units in single-family dwellings. But that isn't necessarily so. There likely would be an over-all saving in apartments, since the average apartment unit would be smaller than the average house. F. W. Dodge figures on page 76 bear this out. But if the apartment unit be assumed to offer the same total area as the house, the total material saving would not show up in so simple a manner.

The point is that the apartment building would use different materials, not necessarily less. In terms of cost per square foot, the materials for each type of unit might well run about the same—the apartment building would save in total cost largely through economies in land use and utilities, but would require an equal expenditure for materials by virtue of being better built. There would be fireproof stair construction, for example, sounder construction generally, to protect the owner's investment and to protect him from liability suits that might follow neglect of safety provisions.

The difference in the materials is the important factor today, when shortages are the bottleneck. The apartment building can go up with almost no lumber, for example; the fireproof building uses lumber principally for form work, and steel forms could just as well be substituted. True, apartments require plumbing—another scarce item—but even here there is economy, particularly in the much-heard-of soil pipe.

In general, moreover, the apartment building takes the more expensive items that go into permanent construction. To the manufacturer that means he can produce his total lines, not having to reconvert all his facilities for low-cost items. It means also that more different manufacturers can do their part in the program, for there are many who make virtually nothing for the low-cost house market.

WHAT ABOUT CONSTRUCTION COSTS?

It is hardly realistic to make direct comparisons of costs between houses and rental units. As has already been indicated, there is not much difference in terms of cost per unit of space. It is virtually impossible to find a true comparison of costs of one specific project against another, for no two are sufficiently alike.

Perhaps the best comparison would be between all apartments and all houses, for in such a program as is now beginning it is the over-all picture that is important. The Dodge Statistical Research Service provides good material for this comparison. On page 76 are tables showing Costs per Dwelling Unit for four types of residential construction, Cost per Square Foot, and Square Feet per Unit (average).

The tables indicate several conclusions of current significance. First, the average apartment unit costs considerably less than the average house. The apartment costs considerably less than the house built speculatively, still less than the house built for owner occupancy.

On a square foot basis there is little choice, with the necessity of an automobile. Then, too, both architects and large contractors who would not be interested in building individual houses would remain in business because they could contribute something with which they have long experience. With twenty or more units to the acre in the higher priced land, chances are that the allocated portion of the land value to each unit would probably be less than the land value charged to the individual house.

A. R. Glas, A.I.A.
Washington, D.C.

I am glad to hear that you are going to call attention to the merits of multi-family housing as an important (and neglected) element in solving the housing shortage.

Even in normal times the semi-detached house or garden apartment gives the non-farm family of average income more house for its money than a single-family house. The English have long recognized this in their housing programs. Henry Wright in his articles in the Architectural Record of March 1929, March 1930 and October 1931 demonstrated this principle in detail.

At the present time materials used in apartment houses and other forms of multi-family housing are relatively easier to obtain than lumber, etc., used in single-family dwellings. Another important element is the fact that a large proportion of single-family houses are built on new land which requires an extensive installation of streets and public utilities, while apartment houses and other forms of multi-family housing are generally built on developed land, with streets and utilities in.

Robert L. Davison
Robert L. Davison Associates

It is my personal opinion that far too much emphasis has been placed on individual housing and not enough on rental housing. This was brought out last week at a meeting of the North Texas Chapter. While the percentage of veterans wishing to rent instead of own a home will not be as high in Dallas as in New York, I am sure a large percentage would prefer to rent.

Thos. D. Broad, Past-President
North Texas Chapter, A.I.A.
Statistics are not readily available here to indicate the number of veterans who prefer rental housing over purchase. Conversations with other architects and business men confirm my opinion that rental housing would prove attractive to the majority of veterans.

I returned from the Service myself just two months ago, and feel that I am in touch with the problem as seen from both sides. The average veteran of my acquaintance is still in an unsettled status, trying to get his feet on the ground and in no position to tie himself up financially with home ownership. There has been and will continue to be a goodly percentage to whom rental housing appeals for economic reasons. Certainly well constructed permanent garden type apartments for rent are needed and could be emphasized. The basic problem, however, is cost. If private capital could see a dollar in it, we would be doing such projects now. It looks to me as though the government has got to make the next move.

JOHN CALVIN STEVENS, President
Maine Chapter, A.I.A.

The CIO of course believes that the housing program must be well rounded. We understand that not everyone desires to own his own home, and that therefore much emphasis must be given to well-constructed permanent garden type apartments for rent. Several bills now pending in Congress make provision for such community dwellings and the CIO has given its full support to this, as well as the home-owning aspects, of the housing program.

We are not sure just what the proportion is between veterans who desire to own their own homes and veterans who desire to rent. It seems to me that studies could very well be made to determine this point. We in CIO would approve the results of an impartial study. That is, we do not insist on any particular type of dwelling. We think that ordinary citizens can decide that question for themselves. All we say is that the government ought to stand ready to help the American people get the kind of housing they want in the proportions they are able and willing to support.

MEYER BERNSTEIN
CIO Veterans Committee

apartment unit slightly above the other types, bearing out the earlier statements about better construction in multiple dwelling buildings.

Of especial significance at the start of an emergency program is the fact that the average apartment provides much less total area, something over half that of the average single-family house.

If the objective of the program is to get the most units in the shortest time, for veterans, it would seem wise to concentrate heavily on rental housing.
IN THE Northwest, where unconventionality seems almost as natural as the reverse, the ground seems especially fertile for new ideas. Here is a little project that sprouts a number of them. The old story-and-a-half living room appears in a fresh new form, in a design that has two stories in front, three in the rear. Two stories of living rooms equals three stories of kitchens, dining rooms and bedrooms. The efficiency apartment with its in-a-closet bed also appears, with a full-size dining room and a high-ceilinged living room, and with its kitchen appended to living room. Evident also is the characteristic freedom in construction techniques, informality in site plan, and in design.
Each apartment, even of the efficiency type, has a story-and-a-half living room, with normal ceiling height in the other rooms, there being two stories in the front equal to three in the rear. The smaller units take the ground floor; the larger ones, with two of the rear levels, have dining room and kitchen on the lower, bedrooms above; thus the living room is at an intermediate level. The rather complicated stairs are supported on wood trusses, detailed above, which runs lengthwise of the building.
The Type C building, at the rear of the plot, has more conventional row-type units, for the larger families requiring three bedrooms. There are still other apartments taking advantage of second-floor space over garages and service buildings. Heating, by the way, is supplied from a central plant.
If this project were to be built today, offering 96 apartment units such as these, the rental agents would probably have to barricade their offices, and the builders would have to fight off the tenants to be able to complete their work. It is one of the better-class garden-type projects built under FHA, and as such is probably about at the top of allowable cost limits under the Wyatt program. Units are a little larger than FHA minimum requirements. In any case it is an excellent illustration of the savings in land and development costs possible with rental units, and it offers the kind of accommodations that veterans' families should find ideal.

Floors are of wood joist construction; stairs are of wood in a masonry well, each stairway giving access to not more than three apartments per floor. The project was promoted by Galvin and Galvin, of Cleveland; owners and builders were the D & M Construction Company.
Three basic building units, some in reverse, serve for all buildings. Basement areas provide laundry facilities and drying rooms, as well as storage lockers for the tenants. Parking areas were provided instead of garages.
LOW-COST EMERGENCY HOUSING

Rental Suggestion for the Northwest
Roi L. Morin, Architect

If the plans of this project have a familiar look, it is no doubt because you have seen something very similar in many a wartime USHA project, done for another housing emergency. In bringing them up in connection with this emergency, the architect reminds us that "the basic trouble with all housing theories is that they are not low-cost, and since costs have skyrocketed they don't even approach low-costs."

"The great bulk of small house designing today," he continues, "is a revolution from the 'Cape Cod' box — a design revolution, not an economic one. They still have front and back doors, carports, large glass areas, cantilevered overhangs and other such paraphernalia that certainly make the house more charming and livable than the Colonial, but also more expensive.

"These houses could have been built complete, ready for occupancy in 1941 for $1950 per 2-bedroom unit, and I believe they could still be built today for less than $3,000 (exclusive of site improvements in either case). "They would be far better for veterans than the barracks or moved FPHA war housing they will have to take, or buy the $8,500 'Cape Cods.'"
ALREADY completed, and no doubt bursting at the seams with tenants, this project has much to recommend it for the current emergency. The architects were careful not to offer it here as representing great forward strides in design, contenting themselves with mumbling something about "conventional plus." Obviously, however, it would score high in popularity with the veteran and his family who wanted good housing instead of the doubtful privilege of buying a cheaply built little bungalow. And this suburb of Chicago should be happy to avoid by this many units the rash of rickety bungalows that already blight many near-by areas. The site plan was pre-frozen by the existing street and alley system. There are 60 units in 12 row-type buildings.
FOUR-FAMILY UNIT
FOR A HILLY PLOT

Modern Version of Two-family Flat, Washington, D. C.
Berla and Abel, Architects

Here is a type of rental housing which could go up speedily and which would save a considerable amount of materials, as against individual detached houses. It is a newer version of the "semi-detached, two-family flat," this one designed to develop a plot sloping sharply down from the street. Thus the "owner's" quarters become a duplex unit with kitchen and living room on the garden floor, three bedrooms on the first floor. The second story becomes a one-bedroom apartment for rental.
The little sketch illustrates quite graphically one possible use of the counter opening in the kitchen wall. The dining table suggests it might be used for serving food as well as drinks.
Many a soldier's mother of today learned her cooking in an efficiency apartment of yesterday, and many a G.I. bride would gladly prefer the modern efficiency apartment to her mother-in-law's supervision. Here is an up-to-date version of the familiar little dwelling unit, with sun-shaded balconies and the esthetic values of a new generation. And with twelve of these units per floor, this building would do more than its share toward relieving a terrific shortage of living units for the small family entity.

Exterior walls will be brick and tile; interior walls of masonry and plywood. It is planned for a concrete slab foundation. Acoustic plaster will be used on ceilings, and party partitions sound insulated. Wall-type gas heaters in each apartment will suffice for the Houston climate. Floors will be carpeted; with asphalt tile in baths and kitchens.
INDUSTRIAL HOUSING FOR TEXAS

2900 Broadway Apartments, Houston, Texas

MacKie and Kamrath, Architects

Here the efficiency unit also appears, but mixed in with larger units. This project was planned for an industrial section of Houston, where workers needing housing are not necessarily veterans. The buildings will be erected on slab foundations, with wood frame superstructure and wood siding over insulated sheathing. Interiors will be of dry-wall type, with gypsum board and plywood. Roofs will have rock wool insulation, marble chip reflective surface, and attic ventilation.
The original plan of Parklabrea called for full development of the 173-acre property, but the exigencies of war cut the project in half. All buildings are two-story, arranged around patios in blocks radiating out from a 10½-acre central park.

Large-scale projects such as this can have good landscaping, conveniently located garages, plenty of play areas for children at a nominal development cost per unit.
PARKLABREA, LOS ANGELES

Investment building by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Leonard Schultze and Associates, Architects

Encouragement of large-scale apartment developments such as this one would be a shot of adrenalin for any housing program. This is the type of building that investment capital would like to do. If it is possible, there is plenty of capital waiting to do it; if it is not possible, perhaps the housing program should be reviewed. Certainly apartments like these are more apt to meet the needs — and the pocketbook — of the veteran than is the single-family, for-sale-only, small house.

Originally designed for 2,620 families, the project fell under the knife of wartime building restrictions and only 1,316 suites of from three and a half to six rooms were completed. As in Parkmerced and Parkfairfax, Metropolitan's similar developments in San Francisco and Alexandria, Va., the studio or duplex apartment is extensively used, with only the one-bedroom apartments all on one floor. The buildings are arranged in a broken line around the outer portions of the residential blocks, each group enclosing a patio-like area. Exteriors are brick, painted light gray. Living room and bedroom floors are hardwood parquet blocks laid in mastic, kitchen floors are covered in linoleum. Bathrooms have tile floors and tile wainscoting. Gas ranges and electric refrigerators are among the items of equipment supplied.
Typical apartment layouts (above) show good-sized rooms, plenty of closet space. All living rooms face the center patios, have large casement windows and venetian blinds. Bedrooms are on second floor.
"It seems about time to point out that there are very important sectors in our economy where excellent labor-relationships exist, and to insist that sound practices and good relationships are just as newsworthy as criticisms, complaints, stories of work-stoppages and uneconomic practices."

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AT WORK

By Thomas S. Holden, President

F. W. Dodge Corporation

INDUSTRIAL peace and sound employer-employee relationships in New York's building industry during the next five years are the objectives of the master agreement recently consummated by the Building Trades Employers' Association of New York City and the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Long Island.

Hailed by George Meany, secretary-treasurer of the American Federation of Labor, who signed the document as a witness, as "a real triumph for the American system of collective bargaining," the agreement resulted from many months of discussion and negotiation by a 14-man joint committee of the two organizations. It was ratified by 23 constituent member associations of the BTEA and 26 constituent unions of the Council. Arrival at this result through established bargaining procedures was no mean achievement in a period of nationwide labor unrest, when one great American industry after another was beset by excessive wage demands, strikes and work stoppages. As Mr. Meany said, there was no coercion or threat in the New York building industry, no policeman or political party involved in bringing labor and management together.

In his enthusiasm, Mr. Meany overlooked one strike threat. The Council threatened a general building industry strike on December 28, 1945, when the Wage Adjustment Board in Washington (which retained jurisdiction over construction industry wage agreements after wage controls in other industries had been abandoned) demurred on approval of the holiday and welfare fund provisions of the master agreement. Employers of the negotiating committee joined the labor members in convincing the Wage Adjustment Board that these provisions should be approved.

"We find so many benefits to the construction industry, labor, the investor and the public generally in this agreement that it is difficult to give precedence to any particular feature.

"To be able to make advance estimates of labor costs, knowing that projects once started will proceed, so far as labor is concerned, is of great assistance to building trades employers and to owners."

Peter W. Eller, President, Building Trades Employers' Association; President, Thompson Starrett Co., Inc.
INFLUENCE IS SPREADING

The preamble to the agreement is itself highly significant of the genuinely cooperative spirit that animated negotiators on both sides of the table. It says: "Desiring to insure a continuance of the harmonious

and amicable relations now existing between labor and management in the building and construction industry of the New York City area; and, in order to provide a working understanding for our mutual benefit and protection, we, of labor and management, have dedicated our joint efforts to a practical partnership within the framework of this master agreement."

Influence of the master agreement has already spread from building into heavy engineering construction activity in New York City. It was largely followed as a pattern for the recent pact between the Heavy Construction Council and the General Contractors Association, the organizations representing respectively the unions and the employers engaged primarily in heavy engineering work. It has been reported that New York's master agreement is being actively studied and discussed in a number of other cities with a view to working out similar arrangements.

LABOR MAKES SPECIFIC GAINS

The agreement outlaws strikes and lockouts, establishes wage increases in accordance with the Little Steel formula, standardizes the workday as seven hours and the work week as five days, strengthens existing machinery for arbitration of jurisdictional and other disputes, sets up a permanent industry board with the function of regulation of the industry and general enforcement of the master agreement.

Labor gains certain new advantages, besides its increased pay-scale. For the first time building trades workers may receive standard pay for holidays upon which no work is done, the six holidays to which this applies being New Year's, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. Work done on any of these holidays, under emergency permission granted by the Industry Board, is to be paid for at the established premium rates for overtime. The same overtime scale applies to work done on five other recognized holidays legal in New York State.

Under the novel provision for holiday pay, unions are given the option of cash in the pockets of their members in payment for the unworked holidays, or of the establishment of a fund financed by an industry-wide pay-roll tax of 3 per cent, but may not receive both sets of benefits. The proposed fund would be used to purchase insurance, hospitalization, medical, sick benefits, etc.; it would be under the protection, supervision and control of the Industry Board.

SO ALSO DO EMPLOYERS AND INVESTORS

Advantages to the building industry and the investing public are considerable. Peter W. Eller, president of the BTEA, who is also president of Thompson Starrett Company, Inc., finds in the agreement "so many benefits to the construction industry, labor, the investor and the public generally that it is difficult to give precedence to any particular feature." He has cited the advantages of the uniform seven-hour day, permitting efficient scheduling of work; the stabilized wage schedule and provisions for orderly review and revision at stated times (June 30 of each year from 1947 to 1950) giving investors a firm basis for calculating costs; the definition and control of maintenance and repair work and small house building, which have been provocative of disputes in the past; and the setting up of the industry board.

The New York Building Congress has officially congratulated both the Building Trades Employers' Association and the Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Long Island on the formulation and adoption of their new master agreement.

"In our membership are included architects, engineers, financial and real estate men, general contractors, subcontractors, material and equipment men and representatives of organized labor—all sharing an interest in the creation of a healthy situation designed to encourage construction of needed building in this community.

"We hail this agreement as a significant move toward this objective."
Furthermore, as part of the agreement, the Council and its constituent unions promise to furnish at all times sufficient men of the various trades to man the projects of BTTEA members. The master agreement specifically recommends that "the several trade associations and unions jointly maintain apprenticeship systems which will provide an adequate force of skilled mechanics." It further recommends that the various and several trade associations and their unions provide for the employment of older workmen, partially incapacitated men, returning veterans and superannuated men.

Of major importance is the improved machinery provided for settling jurisdictional disputes. Work stoppages due to such disputes constitute what is probably the most frequently criticized feature of American trade-unionism. Since the additional machinery, residing in the powers of the newly created industrial board, represents the culmination of years of development in the handling of this knotty problem, a brief historical review is in order.

IT BEGAN BACK IN 1903

In May of 1903, the industry in New York was paralyzed by "irresponsible combinations acting through a tyrannical board of walking delegates or business agents." In that month there was organized the Building Trades Employers' Association which found it incumbent to issue a declaration of principles. This declaration stated: "It shall be our duty to avert sympathetic strikes, including the attacks upon individual firms or corporations, as well as the arbitrary attitude of the business agents; to eliminate the opportunity for extortion and bribery; to settle all questions as to jurisdiction of trade; to secure proper relations between skilled and unskilled labor; to establish proper courts of arbitration in order to accomplish the above results, and in general to provide ways and means to enable the members of this association and those employed by them, to lawfully prosecute their business without unnecessary interruption, financial loss or humiliation."

In June of 1903 the employers' group tendered to the unions a plan of arbitration which prohibited strikes and lockouts and provided for the arbitration of disputes by the individual trades through their own arbitration boards, and, in addition, provided for a higher court, called the General Arbitration Board, for the settlement of all disputes between employers and employees or any question in mutual interest. This plan was accepted by the unions in July of 1903, and since that time has served as the basic instrument of employer-employee relations in New York City.

However, there existed certain weaknesses in the relationships of the employers and employees which gave rise to several subsequent major strikes. Each of these strikes emphasized the weaknesses which now seem to have been eliminated through the new master agreement.

For example, in the summer of 1919, mechanics in five trades engaged in outlaw strikes. The unions themselves admitted their inability to control or influence these members. This led to the formation of a building trades council which for the first time permitted of some solidarity on the part of the union officials in dealing with their members. An agreement with the Building Trades Employers' Association was made by the Council, and this led to settlement of the strikes.

Since that time there have been a few trade-wise strikes of bricklayers, plumbers, painters and others, but on the whole the Plan of Arbitration, adopted in 1903 and amended in 1905, has served as an efficient mechanism in dispute settlement.
The agreement, signed on February 11, 1946, and made retroactive to January 1, 1946, is between the Building Trades Employers' Association of New York, which has 19 constituent trade associations, and the Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York and Long Island, which has 26 constituent unions.

Agreement provides for the closed shop, no strikes, no lockouts.

WAGE INCREASES — Hourly rates for mechanics, helpers and laborers increased 15 per cent over prevailing or agreement rates existing in the area on January 1, 1941, with a maximum increase for any trade of 25 cents an hour.

To be in effect until June 30, 1947. Subject to review and revision by the Industry Board on that date, or on any June 30 thereafter during the life of the agreement, which continues to June 30, 1950.

HOLIDAYS — Employees engaged in work during the pay-roll week in which one of six specified holidays occurs to be paid full time without working; these holidays are New Year's, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas. Permission to work on any of the above six holidays, due to an emergency, may be granted by the Industry Board, in which case the established premium rates for overtime shall be paid.

Granting of pay for holidays where no work is performed precludes any craft union from making an agreement with its employers on social benefits, or "fringe" increases. A suggested pay-roll tax for social benefits is included as an alternative to the provision for wage payments covering the six holidays.

Five other holidays are recognized, with the provision that work performed on those days shall be paid for at the established premium rates for overtime pay: Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Columbus Day, Election Day and Armistice Day.

HOURS — The standard work-day is set at 40 hours, the work-week 5 days; premium rates for overtime as provided for in each of the various trade agreements.

INDUSTRY BOARD — A permanent Industry Board, to be established by the executive committees of the BTEA and the Council, shall regulate the industry and enforce the master agreement. The Board will interpret provisions of the agreement and adjust all disputes arising thereunder; its decisions to be binding on all parties to the agreement.

The Board consists of a representative of each trade union and each trade association under agreement and the executive committees of the BTEA and the Council; its powers may be delegated to committees.

PAY-ROLL TAX — A 3 per cent pay-roll tax agreement is suggested as a possible alternative to payment for six holidays not worked. An industry-wide pay-roll tax would be paid by every employer of each trade into a welfare fund, which would be used to purchase insurance, hospitalization, medical, sick benefits, etc. The welfare fund and methods of collection would at all times be under the protection, supervision and control of the Industry Board.

**WAGE RATE SCHEDULE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Classification</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos Workers</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asbestos Cutters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpers</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boilermakers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boilermakers Helpers</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacksmiths</td>
<td>1.625</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacksmiths Helpers</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpenters</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement Masons</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derricksmen &amp; Riggers</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoisting Engineers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaziers</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass Workers, Decorative</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble Carvers</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble Cutters and Setters</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble Polishers</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble Helpers</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallic Lathers</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornamental Iron</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ornamental Iron</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers (Brooklyn &amp; Queens)</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbers Helpers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bklyn &amp; Queens)</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riggers and</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machinery Movers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheet Metal Workers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slate &amp; Tile Roofers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slate &amp; Tile Roofers Helpers</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steamfitters Helpers</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone Carvers</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone Setters</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural Iron Workers</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*8-hr. day*
STRENGTHENED IN 1936

The mechanism was further strengthened upon solidification of the building labor groups in 1936, which brought the construction and building trades crafts (though not all locals) into the reorganized Building and Construction Trades Council of Greater New York, affiliated with the Building Trades Department of the American Federation of Labor. The new Council outlawed promiscuous stopping of work and was committed to the position that all disputes as to jurisdiction of trade would be adjusted in accordance with the Arbitration Plan.

To effectuate this, a board of mediation was established by understanding with the Council early in 1937. The board is composed of the chairman of the board of governors of the Building Trades Employers' Association and the president of the Building and Construction Trades Council. This board, without the power of decision, hears disputants and endeavors to adjust their differences by mediation. Upon failure of the parties to agree to an amicable settlement, the aggrieved party is privileged to enter a written complaint to the Building Trades Employers' Association and to request a formal hearing and decision by its executive committee. During the years 1937–1945 the board of mediation heard 150 cases and was successful in settling most of them, there being only a few reaching the executive committee.

INDUSTRY BOARD A NEW DEVICE

The new master agreement, by setting up for the first time an industry board,* consisting of a representative of each trade union and trade association under agreement, and the respective executive committees, seems now to provide an effective instrument which former agreements lacked. The function of the board shall be "the regulation of the industry and the general enforcement of this agreement." The Industry Board "shall interpret its (the agreement's) provisions and shall adjust all disputes arising hereunder, regardless of the source of the complaints. Its decisions shall be final and binding on the parties hereto. Should the Board by unit voting fail to agree on any matter before it for two consecutive daily meetings, the Board shall select an umpire and each side shall make its arguments before the umpire, whose decision shall be final and binding upon all the parties. The Board may be increased should either side decide, and its powers may be delegated to committees. The Board shall have the power to take any and all steps to effectuate the purpose of the agreement."

INDUSTRY SOLIDARITY AND TEAMWORK

The background history of the unusually satisfactory management-employee relationship in New York's construction industry is incomplete without the story of another organization which had no direct part in negotiating this master agreement or any previous agreement. That organization is the New York Building Congress, Inc., soon to celebrate the 25th anniversary of its founding.

From its inception, labor union officials and members have participated in all phases of this organization's activities, along with architects, engineers, general and subcontractors, material producers and suppliers, real estate and financial men. Among the activities it has conducted or sponsored have been apprenticeship training programs and awards to mechanics for outstanding excellence in craftsmanship. Craftsmen who have received these awards (a gold button and a certificate) on

Christian G. Norman, Chairman, Board of Governors, Building Trades Employers' Association; Temporary Chairman, Industry Board

"Steadily for many years, relations between building labor and building trades employers in the New York area have been improving. In my judgment a real public service has resulted.

"As one identified with this progress since 1902, I am particularly pleased with our most recent agreement. This should pave the way for stability and harmony during a period in which much needed building is to be done.

"I'd like to see the same pattern adopted in other communities too, for it seems to me that there is no better single means for insuring that our organized building industry shall serve the public most effectively in every part of the country."

* Temporary chairman is Christian G. Norman, since 1902 active in labor-management relations. William G. Wheeler, secretary, Building Trade Employers' Assn., has been named temporary secretary.
the quality building jobs of New York are enrolled as honorary members of the Congress. An impressive bronze tablet in the lobby of the Empire State Building commemorates for all time the members of the many trades who received awards for excellent performance in their crafts on that particular job. These activities, and others of general industry interest, have developed a spirit of friendly understanding, solidarity and teamwork—the idea that all are members of the same club—as between organized labor and the other elements of the industry, that is rather unique in the American scene. Ordinarily when government, federal, state or local, takes up a question involving building in New York it is presented with a solid front by labor and by contractors.

It is of interest to note that architects were prominent in the first organization of the Congress, and have continued so throughout the history of the organization. Six out of the seven presidents who have guided the organization’s affairs have been practicing architects. Howard McSpedon, signer of the master agreement as president of the Building and Construction Trades Council, is currently a vice president of the Congress. The two other signers on the labor side have both served as vice presidents and board members of the Congress. They are John J. Brennan, secretary-treasurer of the Council, and Charles W. Hanson, vice president of the Council, who is also president of the New York District Council of Carpenters and Joiners of America.

POWER TOOLS ACCEPTED

Next to jurisdictional disputes, resistance by unions to acceptance of modern labor saving methods and machinery is perhaps the subject of most frequent criticism. A significant development on this front was the recent trade agreement entered into between the New York electrical contractors and Local 3 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AF of L). This agreement, which is not a part of the master agreement, makes specific provision for the unrestricted use of the most modern technological methods and of high-speed, labor-saving tools, many of which have been banned hitherto. This agreement affects 364 electrical contractors and over 10,000 skilled electrical construction workers in the New York City area. Further evidence of a liberalized attitude in the electrical trades is shown by voluntary offer of the electrical workers to relinquish their contractual right to time and a half for overtime and to work an additional shift of seven hours at the same rate as the daytime shift until the veterans’ housing shortage abates. The electricians’ agreement is administered by the Joint Industry Board of the Electrical Industry, representing both labor and management. Chairman of this Joint Industry Board is A. Lincoln Bush, president of Belmont Electric Co., Inc.

Asking why the master agreement makes no mention of labor-saving tools and methods, John J. Brennan, secretary-treasurer of the Council, cited two reasons. First was that such matters belong in the jurisdiction of the several unions and their employer groups. Second was that acceptance of labor-saving methods has long been the rule rather than the exception in New York’s building trades.

HIGHER WAGES—SAME COST

Among examples cited was one from Mr. Brennan’s own trade, the cement masons. The story is worth telling here.

In the 1907–1909 period, before mechanical cement mixers came into general use, cement floors were laid largely by hand. New York wage scale for cement masons at that time was $5.00 a day, for helpers $3.00 a day; cinders were had for the price of hauling them to the job, perhaps 50 cents a yard. Cost of a 3-in. cinder concrete, 1-in. finished cement floor was 25 cents a square foot.

Just before the latest wage increase, cement masons were getting $12.95 a day, helpers $8.40 a day; cinders cost around $1.75 a yard. Cost of a finished cement floor was still 25 cents a square foot.

The process had been progressively mechanized in the intervening period. In addition to mechanical mixers, the Kelly floating machine has been in use for about 15 years. It does the work of three men. There is now in the stage of experimental development a troweling machine, a rotary machine with three troweling blades. This or some other mechanical device may quite possibly again offset the latest wage and material increases and hold the cost of the finished floor to 25 cents.

A comprehensive study of technological developments in the building trades would doubtless reveal many similar examples. New York’s building trade workers are well paid. They are generally highly skilled, with great pride of craftsmanship, usually ambitious to work on the best jobs and for the best contractors. New York’s designers and builders have for 50 years shown extraordinary capacity in devising design and building procedures of ever-increasing efficiency. In the field of modern urban-type buildings, teamwork between New York’s architects, builders, special contractors and trades and skilled union craftsmen has achieved performance standards and quality buildings unsurpassed anywhere in the world.

It is not the purpose of this article to claim that there are no uneconomic practices or abuses in New York’s building industry, or to claim that the recent master agreement has ushered in a millennium in labor relations. It seems about time, however, to point out that there are very important sectors in our economy where excellent labor-relationships exist, and to insist that sound practices and good relationships are just as newsworthy as criticisms, complaints, stories of work-stoppages and belligerent controversy.

Arthur D. Hill, Jr., chairman of the national Wage Adjustment Board for the construction industry, has characterized the New York master agreement as the largest single contribution to stabilization in the entire country since wage controls were set up for the industry.
A community building is what a housing development requires to convert it into a neighborhood. A community building can also be designed with such dignity as to make it a fitting memorial to the war casualties of the town. In more ways than one, a community building is a necessary and appropriate type of structure to be planned now.

The essential elements of a community building are surprisingly constant and easy to describe in view of the great diversity of the executed examples. For purposes of clear planning it is necessary only to separate out for first consideration those parts which are always present and needed. They form a core to which specialized provisions can be added, if desired, for recreation, health, education, commerce, or civic administration.
FASHIONS CHANGE BUT NEEDS REMAIN

Social entertainment in World War I was likely to take place either against the background of potted palms or of crude barns serving as Y.M.C.A. huts. In World War II, the USO building was conceived as a functional and architectural unit combined—al least to begin with, before the Army duly butchered the execution. In both cases there was an enormous impetus to more truly democratic comradeship, cutting across artificial barriers, setting an example of breadth in human relationships to be followed as an ideal in postwar community buildings.

DESIGN ELEMENTS AND DESIGN CHARACTER FOR THE COMMUNITY BUILDING

In a community building as such, the one constant and indispensable element is a meeting room. Next in importance comes a group of rooms or areas that belong together, so that the omission of any one of them leaves a gap. They include: a lounge; a kitchen and refreshment bar connected in such a way as to serve both the lounge and the large meeting room; an office and coat room that can both be managed by a single person in slack periods, and are both placed where he has a clear view of all public areas (see plans at top of page 100); toilets and wash rooms and lockers; a gymnasium either combined with the meeting room or separate; club rooms smaller than the large meeting room. Less essential are additional rooms for active games, and hobby rooms or craft rooms.

Certain characteristics set off the community building from recreational and social centers that serve limited groups. Like the USO clubs that were so successful during the war, the community building needs an atmosphere and arrangement that break down barriers and encourage free mingling of all kinds of people. An "institutional" effect will defeat this. There must be a minimum of restraint and formality. Everybody must feel at home. Other requirements:

Well-planned accessibility and interior circulation
Indoor-outdoor flexibility
Interchangeability, wherever possible, of interior space; minimum of freezing of activities in social rooms
Must be expandable
Must be easy for a very few people to supervise
Should separate adults', children's, infants' areas
also, separate noisy activities from quiet ones
Must be rugged in its finishes and easy to maintain
Elimination of all possible safety hazards, dark areas, steps without hand-rails, etc.
PLANNING A COMMUNITY BUILDING

First Step: Surveying the Need

In theory, how large should a community building be in a given town? What should be in it? The architect has no ready-made way of forming a preliminary estimate. Figures such as the Y.M.C.A. uses, to predict what will be practical and acceptable for it, are workably accurate just because the agency which uses them is limited in purpose and appeal. Community buildings are unlimited. The National Recreation Association has formulated the following general recommendations.

A building within 1/2 mile to 1 mile of every home, depending on population density and ease of access.

A building for at least every 20,000 of population, regularly open for recreation use throughout the year.

The Association lists the following needs, to be provided in public buildings of various types:

- Auditorium or assembly hall for each 20,000 or less
- Gymnasium for each 10,000 population or less
- Social room or play room for each 10,000 or less
- Lounge for informal reading or quiet games, for each 10,000 or less
- Game room for each 10,000 or less
- Arts and crafts workshop for each 10,000 or less
- Club or multiple-use room for each 4,000 or less
- Indoor swimming pool for each 50,000 or less

These "standards" are admittedly based on concurrence of opinion, not on measured data. So, also, data of the Federal Public Housing Administration, used during the war, are based on the arbitrary limitation in the Lanham Act which restricted expenditures for community facilities to 3 per cent of the total funds, though permitting leeway in allocation. Other formidable sounding "data" are equally inconclusive.

In practice, the procedure, as described by the experienced architect Roland Wank, is to obtain what the community leader or leaders are convinced they need. He mentions one town in which it was firmly believed that a juvenile delinquency problem would best be cured by a community roller-skating rink. In another, there was a chance to capitalize on a lake made more enjoyable to tourists as well as townspeople by a community recreation building. The Mormon church has wisely set up dance halls in many localities to hold its young people. In some rural communities, canning sprees are the social equivalent of urban bridge parties, but the activity is hot and messy, requiring facilities other than the community building kitchen used for chicken dinners. Many of these various purposes are not reconcilable in the same space. The architect must insist on sufficient flexibility so that the building will still be useful when community preferences shift, as they surely will, in the future along with population changes.

The map below is from a comprehensive survey made by William Lescoze, architect and planner, for the Scarsdale, New York area. A necessary prerequisite of the architect's report is that it be comprehensive, mention all groups and factors, but avoid becoming portentous and confusing.
21,700,000 was the average monthly attendance at USO centers up to June, 1945. Many were modeled on these two basic plans by Ely Jacques Kahn and Robert Allan Jacobs, Architects.

Plan and renderings below indicate a combined town hall and memorial building for Tewkesbury, Mass., as shown in drawings of Kilhan & Hopkins, Architects, in the RECORD for December, 1919.
PLANNING A COMMUNITY BUILDING

Second Step: Organizing the basic elements

By the time correct relationships have been set up between the auditorium or meeting room, the lobby, the refreshments,” declares an architect who has designed many community buildings, “there remains very little freedom of action.” The office and cloak room must be where a very small force can manage both while keeping an eye on the lounge and all its entrances. The club room or rooms should be off in a quiet corner, isolated or insulated against auditorium noises. There may be a library, which will draw its books from a central branch and must have, like the kitchen, easy access for deliveries by truck without disturbance. Kitchen and refreshment bar should be so placed as to serve the lounge as well as the large hall. (Library plans vary greatly, and any "prototype" plans should be considered only as sources of ideas.)

The kitchen raises a special problem. Local caterers are likely to oppose incorporation of a kitchen, but in the unanimous opinion of qualified persons, one will be needed in every successful community building. If none is included at the start, the architect had better so place a "club room" as to make future adaptation easy. Kitchen equipment is of a simple sort, suited to producing a simple menu ("chicken dinners"), with ample dish storage space and elbow room at the dish washing sink for many amateur helpers.

The refreshment bar, perhaps with a single soda-fountain, "should be allotted four times as much space behind the counter as any manual calls for" say those who have contended with pop-bottle accumulations. USO "Plan B" on opposite page shows a strategic position for refreshment service.

Illustrated on these two pages are some major plan types for community buildings. The USO plans shown boxed at the head of the opposite page are "A" and "C," which proved highly useful and successful in securing a high degree of social contact and activity. The type of plan seen at the bottom of the opposite page contrasts tellingly with the plan directly below. The older version is compact, symmetrical, monumental. The newer version is informal, rangy, meant to put people at ease. Both have their advantages, and the compact plan is by no means obsolete though enforced symmetry is

Illustrated on these two pages are some major plan types for community buildings. The USO plans shown boxed at the head of the opposite page are "A" and "C," which proved highly useful and successful in securing a high degree of social contact and activity. The type of plan seen at the bottom of the opposite page contrasts tellingly with the plan directly below. The older version is compact, symmetrical, monumental. The newer version is informal, rangy, meant to put people at ease. Both have their advantages, and the compact plan is by no means obsolete though enforced symmetry is

In the plan on this page, the circular unit (1) is the SOCIAL CENTER, "unifying core of the building complex, with outdoor terrace for relaxation and eating in warm weather. In this Social Center several activities can be carried on simultaneously and in semi-privacy by the use of flexible partitions, or the whole space used for a single activity." (2) is the ASSEMBLY AND RECREATION CENTER for meetings and sports. (3) is the YOUNG PEOPLE'S CENTER with indoor and outdoor play facilities, or may be a child-care center. (4) is the ACTIVITIES CENTER, convertible into club rooms, craft rooms, or headquarters of special groups by the moving of partitions. The small block diagrams show possibilities of expansion in the future. The scheme is by Antonin Raymond, Architect, reproduced by courtesy of The American City
Plan of St. John the Baptist Social Center, Akron, Ohio, G. W. Stickle, A.I.A., Architect
Third Step: Providing Required Facilities and Flexibility

Usual first steps in extending community building facilities in the dimension of "active" games are along the lines of a combined gymnasium-auditorium. "Few building facilities," says the National Recreation Association, "especially in small communities, can be devoted to a single purpose."

Achievement, by this device, of a multiple-use objective requires skilful planning in balancing diverse factors. The combined facility will be expected to accommodate activities ranging from basketball and shuffleboard to Elk dinners and elaborate theatricals. A floor, seat, stage, lighting, and acoustical arrangement best suited to "Julius Caesar" obviously cannot in a successful trice be converted into an arena for a hot set-to of volleyball.

A hardy perennial is the type of plan which places the gym above an auditorium or banquet room, in full separation from one another. At the other extreme, there is the one room serving both purposes. The walls and floor are adapted to gym use, windows are directly under the roof, usually occupying a depth equal to the roof trusses, the stage is at the far end, and the room is widened on one side to accommodate bleachers which are folded against the wall when the room is used as an auditorium. There may be incorporated a special plan for quick chair storage upon reversion of the room into a gym (such as the understage storage devised by the architects Bennett & Hornbostel for Wheaton College and since manufactured by the American Seating Company). Such plans are proposed by National Recreation Association.

A very ingenious solution for combined use is seen on the opposite page, in the plan for a church recreational building in Cleveland, G. W. Stickle, Architect. By placing his stage platform at cross-axis to the gym floor, the architect brings it into a straight line of view from the sports bleachers, which accordingly serve like the balcony or "stadium" seats in a regular theater. Social rooms, in this plan, double as stage dressing rooms; the entry system is well set up not only for ticket taking but also for control and supervision of informal sports activity, a primary consideration in all recreational planning.

Bowling and billiard areas obviously do not lend themselves to flexibility. In the plan just mentioned, study of local bowling potential dictated provision of 12 alleys. ("Seldom is it possible," says the National Recreation Association, "to install fewer than four, requiring an area of approximately 30 by 100 ft.").

Other recommendations: a floor containing a standard basketball court is usually large enough for all community "active-game" requirements; 48 by 80 ft. minimum;* 60 by 90 ft. preferred; 20-ft. ceiling height desirable. (An area 60 by 90 will comfortably seat 800 people.) Location of combined gym-auditorium on or above ground floor; clerestory or transom window lighting (photo p. 107): wood truss, steel-web, or laminated-arch roof construction; folding bleachers; chair storage under stage; acoustical provisions for auditorium usage but allowing appropriate wall surfaces for sports (handball); non-slip floors for games, to which preparations can be applied for dancing (best: tongued and grooved hard maple on felt, laid parallel to short room axis; in the plan across-page, ma tic is specified).

Problems of Differing Age Groups

It is often proposed that the school itself be used as a community building, because so many of its rooms are readily adaptable. Yet, upon close examination, it is found that a separate community building has many advantages which are impossible of attainment in the school. For one thing, in most states and cities, the serving of alcoholic beverages, even beer, is prohibited on the school grounds; and in many neighborhoods a good sociable get-together is unthinkable without this accompaniment. Again, the school auditorium cannot be reserved far in advance, so that amateur theatrical societies may have all the time in the world to fabricate their own scenery. Once more, many adults are ashamed, no doubt wrongly, of being seen reading in a "kids' library." In brief, there are many restrictions put upon adult activity when it has to be fitted into an establishment meant primarily for children.

Child care centers attached to community buildings vary with the nature of the neighborhood. One type is meant to take care of very young children with working mothers. This type was fully worked out in connection with the Kaiser shipbuilding yards at Portland (AR, March, 1944, p. 84). Other types are used in more temporary fashion. Unless arrangements can be made for state, city, or private aid in meeting the teaching budget, it is rarely possible to set up a full-scale nursery, however modest, such as the model plan shown on page 108. Still another type of child care center is the one seen on the opposite page, as built at Berea, Ohio, from plans by J. Byers Hays and Wilbur Watson Associates. The arrangement shows a very well articulated adult center and child center in a sort of double pinwheel plan. All playrooms have cross-ventilation and maximum isolation of noise. (A more complete exposition is given in AR, June, 1945, p. 87.)

ILLUSTRATIONS, opposite page: Center, community building for Richard Allen Houses, FPDA development, Philadelphia, office of Paul Cret, Architects. Lower left photo, community building with child care center, Berea, Ohio, J. Byers Hays, Wilbur Watson and Associates, Architects; plan, right
COMMUNITY

Winfield Park, Linden, N. J.

Kelly & Gruzen, Architects
One of the most successful of the community centers with commercial facilities promulgated by government action during the war, this is attached to a 700-unit housing development executed under the Mutual Ownership program under Colonel Westbrook. The unique success of the commercial aspect may be explained, in part, by the plot plan (below), which shows the stores accessible to a main thoroughfare, so that they serve other shoppers besides those of the housing scheme. Also, as seen at the far left in the large view, a convenient and comfortable bus shelter makes this a favorite stop on lines of rapid transit. The commercial center is nicely visible, in a "splayed" orientation toward the highway, and is provided with the usual agreeable sheltered walk. The stores are cooperatively owned.

THE PHOTOGRAPHS: Left-hand page, top view, the covered passage along the shopping center of Winfield Park Community development. The middle view left to right: bus shelter, commercial building, community center building. (The child care center is out of sight, right rear). Bottom view, left-hand page, the main entrance to the community building. On this page, above, view of auditorium, the plot plan. The plan at the bottom of the two pages shows the community building with its "maintenance" adjunct of repair space, storage, and garage.
In the left-hand column of this page is seen the entrance detail that gives character to the main community building of Winfield Park. The view spread across the two pages shows the clean-cut little shopping center, as approached from the bus shelter. This bus shelter is seen on the opposite page, top left. It displays special excellence of design, with its translucent ribbed-glass back (introduced to prevent "monkey-shiners"), and its bench support carried decoratively through the brick wall at the left. At top right, opposite page, is the food market show window.

The two interior views on the opposite page show the gymnasium, and the adjacent passageway with its pleasant view to the houses. On the side of the gym away from the passage, the architect had originally planned to introduce regular windows and doors, which would have opened to a play court, extending the usableness of the gym, and giving it warmer character as a meeting room. The details of the drop doors which would have protected these windows during play will be presented in a subsequent issue of the RECORD. The idea was a war casualty.
"Diagrammatic clarity in carrying out recommended nursery school practice."

Above are seen the plan, office entrance side, and a nursery room interior. In the small views across-page may be seen the balcony across the two nursery rooms (which replaces and corrects the "ramps" seen in the plan), the simple but adequate kitchen, the lockers (cut away so children may use the ledge as seat) and the partitionless, easily supervised toilets scaled to child's size.

A MODEL

MacLean Gardens,
Washington, D.C.

Holden, McLaughlin and Associates, Architects
In its general arrangement, this little building carries out with diagrammatic clarity the recommended practice of the Nursery School Association, first presented in a Building Types Study (AR, Mar. '38, pp. 83–100) and based on the work of Jessie Stanton and others. Division into two rooms takes care of the two pre-school age groups. Provision of locker rooms, cot storage, and toilets immediately contiguous to the nursery rooms (so children need not leave the room) is correct and well handled. In the "observation rooms" parents may watch children's behavior and teachers' methods without being seen themselves through the intervening screen. Details are also exemplary: open lockers with shelves (not drawers), no partitions between toilets, simple hooks (not hangers) for clothes, towels, wash cloths. Administrative wing is well studied; note "volunteers' room" and its good placement in relation to isolation room and office.
VARYING CONCEPTIONS OF CIVIC CHARACTER

Memorial building at Plymouth, Mass., as conceived in competition drawings of Little & Russell, architects, and as later executed. The memorial rotunda was too ambitious, had to be dropped.

Community recreation center at La Jolla, Cal., built before World War I from plans by Irving J. and Louis J. Gill, retains dignity in its transition toward functional character, with only the arcade as gesture.
PLANNING A COMMUNITY BUILDING

Adding civic character and commemoration

To the simple community type may be added quarters for veterans organizations, municipal administrative and service departments, and the motive of heroic commemoration through "living" memorials — usable instruments rather than awesome sarcophagi.

In Plymouth, Mass., whose memorial building is reproduced at the head of the opposite page, we may see the result of conceiving such memorial purposes too ambitiously. The dome of the University of Virginia, copied by the architects Little and Russell for use as a lobby or foyer, was fashionable enough at the time, and imposing enough to win the competition, but was never executed. On the other hand, the Community House at La Jolla, Cal., designed by the genius of Irving Gill even before World War I, retained as monumental gesture only a dignified and simplified arcade; with a functional rear elevation and some charming Mission interiors, it could serve as an example of transition to contemporary building. At Ponce de Leon Courts, Florida, is a building still more simplified in character though retaining the civic appearance, somewhat like a smaller post office; while the combined community building and civic center for Athens, Tenn., by the TVA architects, shown as title-piece of this study, is a project with that balance of ease and seriousness which comes nearest among our examples to display the authority of democratic institutions along with their easy friendliness. In contrast with all of these stands the housing-center example, frankly secular and homespun, making no effort whatever to be imposing. This character, too, goes back as far in American tradition as one may wish.

Incorporating provisions in the community building for veterans' organizations, with their currently expanding memberships and memorial appropriations, not only enlarges the community facility but is often the only practical way in which these organizations can supply their needs. Elaborate drawings for independent halls for such societies are rarely executed.
BRIEF GEOGRAPHICAL DIRECTORY OF RECENT COMMUNITY BUILDINGS

(Alphabetically arranged under four regional classifications only.)

Architects, Architects. AR June '45, p. 87.


Brooklyn, N. Y.: Red Hook Houses; Red Hook Project Associated Architects; A. E. Poor, Chief Architect. AR May '42, p. 54.

Center Line, Mich.: Defense Housing Project; Eiler and Eero Saarinen, Arch.'s; R. F. Swanson, Assoc. Arch. AF May '42, p. 284; PP Nov. '42, p. 50.

Cincinnati, Ohio: Greenhills; R. A. Wank, G. F. Cardner, Architects. AR Sept. '41, p. 79.


NORTHEAST


Great Lakes, Ill.: Naval Training Station Welfare Building; Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Arch.'s. AF Mar. '43, p. 55.

Hamden, Conn.: American Legion Memorial Building, Westcott and Maps, Inc., Architects and Engineers. AR July '44, p. 92.

Harrisburg, Pa.: Pine Ford Acres; George Howe, Louis & Kahn, Architects. AF Jan. '46, p. 110.

Hill, N. H.: Town Hall, Wells, Hudson & Granger, Architects. AR Nov. '41, p. 53.

New Haven, Conn.: Quinnipiac Terrace; Douglas Orr, R. W. Foote, Arch.'s; Albert Mayer, Cons. AF May '42, p. 303.

New London, Conn.: Ocean Beach Park; Payne & Keefe, Architects-Engineers. PP Nov. '45, p. 54.


Patterson, N. J.: Riverside Terrace; Stephens, Kelly, Gruzen, Associated Arch.'s and Eng.'s. AF July '44, p. 80.

Prentice, Conn.: FWA Housing Project; B. S. Gruzen, Architect; H. A. Kelly, Associate. AF May '42, p. 319.


Ypsilanti, Mich.: Willow Lodges; Saarinen and Swanson, Architects. AR Oct. '43, pp. 56, 60.

SOUTHEAST

Apalachia Dam, Tenn.: Smith Creek Village, TVA; Roland A. Wank, Head Architect. AR July '44, p. 50; Feb. '44, p. 44.

Birmingham, Ala.: Glossfield Community Center; E. B. Van Keuren, Architect. AR Sept. '41, p. 75.

Cherry Point, N. C.: Cherry Point Houses; J. J. Rowland and E. D. Stone, Arch.'s, A. J. Maxwell, Jr., Assoc. AF Nov. '43, p. 54.

Key West, Fla: Proposed Recreational Center; Gropius and Wachsmann, Architects. AF Aug. '42, p. 83.


Montgomery, Ala.: Cleveland Courts; Moreland G. Smith, Arch. PF Feb. '42, p. 92.


Oak Ridge, Tenn.: Atomy City; Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Archs. AF Oct. '45, p. 106.

Tampa, Fla.: Riverview Terrace; F. O. Adams, Supervising Architect. AR Dec. '41, p. 75.

Tennessee Valley: Rural Activities Center, Roland A. Wank and Mario Bianculli, Architects for TVA. AF April '44.


NORTHWEST


Granger, Wash.: FHA Housing Project. PP Nov. '41, p. 715.

Hillsboro, Ore.: Church and Community Center; Sutton, Whitney and Aandahl, Architects. AR Sept. '44, p. 103.

Kansas City, Kan.: Recreation Center; Neville & Sharpe, Architects. AF April '44, pp. 141-144.

Portland, Ore.: Vanport City; Wolff and Phillips, Architects. AF Aug. '43, p. 50; Swan Island Barracks; Wolff and Phillips, Archs; PP Feb. '44, p. 52; Columbia Villa; Glenn Stanton and Hollis Johnston, Arch.'s. AF April '44, p. 84.

Seattle, Wash.: Holly Park; Jones, Akshon and Thiry, Associated Architects; AF July '45, p. 101; Sand Point Homes; Graham & Priteca, Architects. AR May '42, pp. 57, 71.


Vancouver, Wash.: McLaughlin Heights; Roi L. Morin, Architect; PP Aug. '43, p. 51; Bagley Downs; Pietro Belluschi, Archs. AF Jan. '46, p. 108.

Waverly, Minn.: Community Building; Walter Dennis, Arch. AR May '42, p. 70.

SOUTHWEST


Compton, Calif.: Victory Park Housing; Adrian Wilson and Theodore Criley, Jr., Architects. AR Jan. '45, p. 65.

Dallas, Tex.: Dallas Park; Burns Roensch, Architect. AR Nov. '41, p. 85.


Lerdo, Calif.: USHA Housing Project; G. J. Adams and Frank Wyknaap, Architects. AF June '42, p. 404.

Long Beach, Calif.: Cabrillo Homes; W. L. Reichardt, Architect. PP Feb. '44, p. 34.


San Francisco, Calif.: Hospitality House; Dodge Reidy, City Arch., AR Mar. '42, p. 51; Marin City Community Building, C. F. Grannum, Arch.; F. G. Floyd and H. P. Clark, Assoc's; AD Dec. '43, p. 72.

San Pedro, Calif.: Channel Heights; Richard J. Neutra, Architect. AF March '44, p. 72.

Vallejo, Calif.: Recreation Center for War Workers; Bernarda, Wickenden, Langhorst & Funk, Associated Architects; PP June '45, pp. 88-92; Carquinez Heights; Franklin and Kump, Architects; W. W. Wurster, Consultant, AR May '42, p. 50.

Woodville, Calif.: FSA Housing Project; AR May '41, p. 100; PP Nov. '41, p. 712.
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In its Building Types Studies the RECORD has always concentrated heavily on that area where architects and engineers work together. Here the RECORD extends its service in that same area. To a certain extent this section represents merely timely reconversion. Long-time readers will remember many treatises on technical topics and on materials and equipment advances, which for years appeared under the heading, "Technical News and Research." Our new title "Architectural Engineering" seems better suited to the more comprehensive material now proposed. Behind this service are wartime developments that have wrought two significant changes in the practical work of an architect’s office. The war brought the architect into closer working relationship with engineers. That coupling will no doubt continue. And wartime technology hurried the normal advances of science. More important even than war’s spectacular sciences is the normal interest of architects in technical matters of building, heightened now by the hurry of the times. The RECORD’s new department is designed to save the time of the reader in the assimilation of technical information so necessary to true advancement of building.
This study is concerned with the reduction of sound transmission from room to room, or from outside to inside of a building. It is not concerned with the acoustical correction of rooms for proper hearing conditions, nor with the reduction of noise within a room.

One of the most puzzling problems confronting the building industry is the insulation of sound between rooms to insure privacy. Hotels, hospitals, apartment houses, office buildings, broadcasting stations and residences are all subject to the annoyance of unwanted sound coming from adjacent rooms or outside. The problem has been aggravated over the course of the past few years by the increase of traffic noises outside and more mechanical equipment inside, and by the tendency in modern construction, in the interests of economy, to make the walls and floors of a structure lighter and thus less sound insulating. As a result of this lighter construction and the increased noise levels, property values have had a tendency to decrease.

It is the purpose of this article to present the underlying principles of sound insulation with examples, so that the architect and the builder may make the most effective and economic use of his materials.

**Definition of Terms**

**Decibel (db.)** is a unit of sound level measurement. It bears a similar relation to sound as a degree does to temperature. More precisely it is the logarithm of the ratio of one amount of sound power to another.

**Noise level** is commonly used to denote how far above the standard reference level a given sound lies. (See Fig. 1). It is expressed in decibels.

**Transmission Loss** (T.L.) is the sound insulation efficiency of a wall or floor expressed in decibels. (See Fig. 2).

**Masking noise.** The human ear is so constituted that it cannot perceive a faint sound when a much louder sound is present at the same time. One cannot hear a whisper in a boiler factory. (See Fig. 2c).

Frequency, measured in cycles per second (c.p.s.), is that property of sound which the human ear perceives as the pitch of sound. Low pitched sounds, such as the rumble of heavy trucks on a wood floor, may be around 30 to 100 c.p.s. High pitched sounds, such as police whistles or streetcar brake squeaks, lie in the range of from 3,000 to 15,000 c.p.s., the upper limit of audibility.

**Planning of Buildings**

The first step in attacking the problem of sound insulation is in suitably locating the building, and arranging the rooms within it to the best advantage. One should have advance knowledge of the noise levels which will be tolerated in the various rooms. It is obvious that the rooms which must be the quiet ones should be located, say, at the rear of the structure away from street noises, and that service areas, which are in themselves noisy, should be located on the street side of the building.

On the inside, kitchens, rumpus rooms, stenographic pools should be separated from areas where quiet is desired by intervening rooms in which intermediate noise levels may be tolerated. Clothes closets and the like are well placed at the common boundary between adjacent sleeping areas in hotels, apartment houses, and residences. It is impossible in the space allotted to cover all phases of planning for sound insulation. Other points will suggest themselves.

**Initial thoughtfulness in planning goes far in relieving the necessity of resorting to high cost construction for the prevention of sound transmission.**

**Factors affecting sound transmission**

Sound may enter a room by any one or all of the following means:

1. By transmission of air-borne sound through openings.
2. By transmission of vibration through the structure or frame from one part of a building to another, setting room boundary walls, floor, or ceiling into vibration.
3. By transmission of sound through walls or floors set into motion like a diaphragm by the sound waves striking them.

The effectiveness of even the best of sound insulating partitions can be nullified by the smallest cracks around a door, a keyhole, or window, an interconnecting ventilation duct, or any other air passage common between the two sides of the partition. The elimination of even the smallest crack cannot be too strongly emphasized. The solution to most of these difficulties is obvious. Windows and doors should be eliminated wherever possible when high insulation is desired. The proper lining of both supply and exhaust ducts with sound absorptive material, and running of them for a sufficient length between rooms will eliminate this source of trouble.

The prevention of structure-borne sounds is largely a matter of properly isolating the sources of the disturbance from the structure by using properly designed vibration isolators, or in using non-homogeneous construction wherever possible, or in extreme cases by completely separating various structural parts of a building, making virtually two separate buildings.
ACOUSTIC RATINGS OF WALL TYPES

By R. J. Tinkham

See also pages 117, 125 and 127.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>T.L. (transmission loss) in db. at Various Frequencies</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W-1</td>
<td>14 28 29 38 43 40</td>
<td>128 256 512 1024 2048 4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-2</td>
<td>31 35 38 43 45 61</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-3</td>
<td>30 24 35 48 56 2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-4</td>
<td>30 40 47 57 56 3.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-5</td>
<td>30 28 42 59 57 4.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-6</td>
<td>30 28 49 60 60 13.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-7</td>
<td>31 41 46 51 54 14.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-8</td>
<td>51 48 50 56 48 14.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-9</td>
<td>30 33 31 38 48 53 19.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-10</td>
<td>36 30 34 39 47 54 16.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-11</td>
<td>34 33 35 43 51 57 22.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-12</td>
<td>30 28 35 43 60 19.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-13</td>
<td>50 48 53 55 60 72 17.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-14</td>
<td>43 43 51 50 62 74 17.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-15</td>
<td>29 36 36 42 47 47 21.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-16</td>
<td>45 44 55 59 62 80 22.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WOOD STUDS - 14" O.C, 3/8" 3-PLY PLYWOOD NAILED BOTH SIDES

WOOD STUDS - 14" O.C, METAL LATH, GYPSUM SCRATCH & BROWN, WHITE FINISH BOTH SIDES

WOOD STUDS - 9/16" O.C, 1/2" FIBERBOARD, JOINTS FILLED, BOTH SIDES

SAME AS W-3, WITH 1/2" SCRATCH, BROWN & WHITE, GYPSUM BOTH SIDES

2" X 4" WOOD STUDS, STAGGERED, 8" O.C. 2"X4" STUD AT EDGES 1/2" FIBERBOARD NAILED BOTH SIDES

SAME AS W-6, WITH 1/2" SCRATCH, BROWN & WHITE, GYPSUM BOTH SIDES

WOOD STUDS - 16" O.C., GYPSUM LATH, ATTACHED WITH STIEE CLIPS 3/8" SCRATCH, BROWN, WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

SAME AS W-7, EXCEPT ATTACHED WITH SPRING CLIPS 1/2" PLASTER BOTH SIDES

2" SOLID GYPSUM PLASTER ON PERFORATED GYP LATH, 3/4" CHANNEL STUDS, SMOOTH WHITE BOTH SIDES

2" SOLID GYPSUM PLASTER SAME AS W-9 EXCEPT EXPANDED METAL LATH

2" SOLID GYPSUM PLASTER SAME AS W-10

3/4" METAL STUDS - 16" O.C, METAL LATH, 1/2" SCRATCH BROWN, WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

TWO PANELS NOT JOINED; 3/4" CHANNEL STUDS, EXPANDED METAL LATH, SCRATCH, BROWN & WHITE, GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES FACE TO FACE +90°

SAME AS W-13, EXCEPT FACE TO FACE +45°

3"X12"X30" GYPSUM TILE, 1/2" BROWN, WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

3"X12"X30" GYPSUM TILE, RESILIENT CLIP METAL LATH, 3 COATS GYPSUM PLASTER, 2 COATS GYPSUM PLASTER ON TYLE, OTHER SIDE (WHITE FINISH BOTH SIDES)
Homogeneous construction

In understanding the prevention of sound transmission through partition walls or floors, several factors must be considered. A simple thin door panel transmits sound from one side to the other somewhat in this manner: the sound, striking one side of the panel sets it in motion as a vibrating diaphragm; this in turn sets the air in motion on the other side of the panel. This air motion is perceived as sound by the ear. The amount transmitted depends on the amplitude with which the panel vibrates, and this in turn depends upon four factors:

(a) the initial energy of the original sound.
(b) the stiffness of the panel.
(c) the mass of the panel.
(d) the damping of the panel, either by internal friction in the panel material or by the way in which the panel is mounted at the edges.

Stiffness: A sheet of steel would be a better sound insulator than an equally heavy sheet of lead, because the steel sheet possesses greater stiffness.

Mass: The heavier a partition, the better sound insulator it will be. It should be noted, however, that the T.L. of a homogeneous partition (solid brick, or concrete, say,) does not increase in direct proportion to its weight per unit area, but rather in proportion to the logarithm of its weight per unit area. Loosely speaking, this means that the value of the transmission loss does not increase as rapidly as the value of the weight — the law of diminishing returns.

Damping: In small panels, such as doors or glass lights in their frames, the method of fastening them in place is important. In large panels, such as walls or floor areas, the manner in which they are secured at the edges is of little importance with regard to their effectiveness as sound insulators. Considering internal damping only, a sheet of lead would be better than a sheet of steel. If a sheet of lead is struck with a hammer it gives a dull thump as contrasted with a sheet of steel which would ring if struck in a similar manner. A homogeneous partition, therefore, achieves its sound insulative value by being stiff, heavy, and possessing good internal damping.

Non-homogeneous construction

It has been found, as the result of laboratory investigations, that the T.L. of a structure of given weight can be increased greatly by breaking it up into two or more layers of different thicknesses and densities, preferably not connected except at the edges. The sound must set one side in motion, but energy from this portion must be transferred through the various layers to the far side in order to be transmitted. Any discontinuity lessens this possibility, and by a proper selection of materials the T.L. may be made very great in comparison to its weight.

By experiment it has been found that in a simple stud wall, having lath and plaster on both sides, most of the energy is transmitted through the studs and not through the air between the studs. The stiffer the stud, and the weaker the plaster (internal damping) the better the T.L. Hard plaster does not have good internal damping (relatively).

If the coupling between the lath and the studs is reduced by resilient fastenings, the T.L. is increased (see Tables: Panels W-2 and W-8).

If separate studs are used to support each side of the wall, the T.L. is still further increased (Panel W-6).

Loose fillers of sawdust, rock wool, or the like, between the studs may actually increase the coupling between one side of the wall and the other, resulting in a decrease of the efficiency of the wall.

Sound absorptive liners within the air space tend to increase the effectiveness of the wall (Panel W-27). This is especially true as the separation of the two wall surfaces increases, the limiting case being an acoustically treated intervening room.

Staggered-stud construction shows some improvement over single stud construction, but not as much as might be expected because of the usual common connection at the ceiling and floor plates. If two separate plates were used, one set fastened rigidly to the subfloor, intersecting walls, and ceiling, and the other set held away from the remainder of the structure on fiberboard strip or other resilient pads, one can expect better performance. If a resilient mount is used, care should be taken that the nails holding the plates in place form rigid connections through the pads at a minimum number of points, preferable none.

In masonry construction, rather than plastering directly on the masonry core, it is highly desirable to keep the plaster surface from making contact with the wall core by some method of furring (Panels W-15 and W-16; W-19 and W-20). Many patented systems of resilient clips have been designed for this use, but in most cases simple furring strips will be almost as good. The more flexible the coupling of plaster to wall core, the better the T.L., all other things being equal.

In floor construction similar methods should be employed: by floating floors and suspended ceil-

Corollary Reading


* Viewing windows in broadcast studios are of multiple panes each of different thickness (different masses, different stiffnesses) and mounted in rubber or felt at the edges (damping).
ACOUSTIC RATINGS OF WALL TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>T.L. (transmission loss) in db. at Various Frequencies</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-17</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-18</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-19</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-20</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-21</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-22</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-23</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-24</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-26</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-27</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-28</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-31</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Panel W-17:** 4" BRICK PARTITION, 1/2" BROWN, WHITE FINISH GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-18:** SAME AS W-17 EXCEPT 8" BRICK PANEL

**Panel W-19:** SAME AS W-17, EXCEPT ONE LAYER OF BRICK LAID ON EDGE

**Panel W-20:** BRICK LAID ON EDGE, 1" x 2" Furring, Wired, 1/2" BROWN & WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-21:** 3 1/2" x 12" - 3 CELL CLAY TILE, 1/2" BROWN & WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-22:** ANOTHER PANEL BUILT AS NEARLY LIKE W-21 AS POSSIBLE

**Panel W-23:** SAME AS W-21 EXCEPT 4" x 12" x 12" 3-CELL TILE

**Panel W-24:** SAME AS W-21 EXCEPT 6" x 12" x 12" 3-CELL TILE

**Panel W-25:** SAME AS W-21 EXCEPT 8" x 12" x 12" 3-CELL BRICK, BYDMIT BROWN AND WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-26:** DOUBLE CLAY TILE: 1 3/4" x 12", 12" x 12", 1/2" BROWN AND WHITE GYPSUM PLASTER BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-27:** DOUBLE PARTITION WITH AIR SPACE, TWO WALLS OF 3" x 12", 12" x 12" 3 CELL CLAY TILE, 1/2" PUMICE (VERY POROUS)

**Panel W-28:** SAME AS W-28, BUT 1/2" GYPSUM PLASTER ON ONE SIDE ONLY

**Panel W-29:** SAME AS W-28, BUT 1/2" GYPSUM PLASTER ON BOTH SIDES

**Panel W-30:** GLASS BRICK 3 3/4" x 4 3/8" x 8"
INDUSTRIALIZING SHELTER

THE FULLER HOUSE

The most rational, stimulating, and significant development in the engineering of home building has just burst into the consciousness of the house-hungry public. Almost twenty years after the introduction of his Dymaxion House, 1927, Buckminster Fuller again startles the complacent — this time with not just a model to demonstrate his scientific approach and radical solution, but with a going concern, (Fuller Houses, Inc., of Wichita, Kansas) ready to manufacture, market and service the now fully developed mass-produced house. Beech Aircraft Corporation is under contract to turn out some 200 houses per day early next year. Details of the unique new corporation, its program and its personnel have been given wide publicity, thanks to Herman Wolf, its president, and Buckminster Fuller, chief engineer and chairman of the board. But the engineering philosophy, facts and features are most intriguing and enlightening to the profession.

The Fuller House, like its predecessor, is based on scientific, rational, imaginative concepts, with no concessions to traditional house construction methods. It has been thought through on the basis of the analysis of purposes, plus the determination of best available means to accomplish those purposes efficiently and economically.

Fuller's purposes only are traditional, viz.:  
1. To provide shelter against the destructive forces of man's environment, wind and weather, fire and intruders.  
2. To provide for cleanliness, sanitation, and healthful living.
3. To reduce the labor of housekeeping and house maintenance to a minimum.
4. To provide a home environment that is good for man's soul, that is spacious and beautiful, in which parents can have freedom to give their children the attention they need so that the children may grow up in a wholesome psychological environment.
5. To provide this kind of living space at such low cost that everyone can afford it.

Fuller's primary concept is that the shelter industry must be truly industrialized by making full use of advanced mass-production, distribution, and servicing methods.

"Performance per pound" governs the choice of materials and the principles of their use; therefore light, strong alloys in tension support walls, floor, and roof in an articulated system.

The materials used in the prototype Fuller House erected at Wichita include: aluminum, plexiglas, lucite, plastic screens, copper wire and tubing, plastic and rubberized fabric, synthetic rubber extrusions, fiber-glass, cable, chrome molybdenum steel, magnesium and nylon.

The outside walls and roof are made of aluminum with aluminum foil insulation. The ceiling and inside walls are also of aluminum. The present floor is made of impregnated plywood sections joined with aluminum strips and supported by aluminum beams.

(In place of the suspended floor, shipped from the factory, the Fuller House can be erected over an insulated concrete base, which is then covered with wood, linoleum or plastic. This type of floor construction will be optional for those who wish to take advantage of the saving it will permit in the cost of the house.)

Quantitatively, the house is 36 ft. in diameter, 22 ft. high, 1017 sq. ft. in area, and 12,000 cu. ft. in volume. Complete weight, including foundation, is 4 tons (or about 3% of the weight of a comparable traditional frame house with basement). The structure weighs approximately 3/4 lb. per cu. ft.
Presenting the whys and wherefores of the mass-produced house, engineered on the principles of maximum performance per pound, metals in tension, and welfare of the family

Why the hemisphere? Among Fuller's reasons for choosing the modified hemispherical form are:

1. Greater floor area per length of enclosing wall. The perimeter of the circular house is 113 ft., enclosing 1017 sq. ft. of floor area. A square of the same perimeter (28.4 ft. square) encloses only 798 sq. ft. of floor. The Fuller House encloses more than 27% more area for the same length of enclosing wall.

2. Greater cubic volume per roof and wall surface. By approaching the maximum economy of a sphere, spaciousness is achieved with an actual saving in surface material.

3. Exterior aerodynamic advantage. In wind resistance a hemisphere has a 10 to 1 advantage over a cube of similar volume, therefore lighter members can be used. Heat loss is reduced since it is directly proportional to wind drag.

4. Interior aerodynamic advantage. The curved walls and domed roof form gives an unrestricted passage for the circulation of air. Also, sound is dissipated in an improved acoustic pattern.

5. Centralization of services. Electricity, heat, light, water and air services are centrally placed in a controlled system offering the shortest radial distance to each of the rooms—thus providing the most economic use of energy sources.

6. Efficient employment of sheet metal. Sheet metal can be used structurally without reinforcement or corrugation if curved in an arc.

7. A Central mast support means lightweight stability. The entire house is hung on a single steel column constructed of 7 hollow steel tubes, 18 ft. high, total diameter 10 in. It will easily support a weight of 125,000 lb. The house itself weighs 8,000 lb.; add 100 people and a full snow load on the roof and the maximum weight the house is required to support is 25,000 lb. Thus there is a safety factor of 5 to 1.

8. Simplicity of articulation, using tension as a structural principle. Fuller explains, "Structural systems represent an equilibrium of tension and compression components which are rendered cohesive by the external forces acting upon them. Chief among the latter are gravity, wind and aerodynamic variables. In the past the materials available to man have favored a compressive emphasis in opposing these basic forces. Even after the introduction of steel, construction persisted along the traditional lines used in stone and wooden buildings. The result is an unnecessary continuation of excessive weight and rectangular design. In addition the contemporary development of high alloyed steel has increased the possible applications of tension principles.

"Compression members themselves are inherently limited; they tend to fail because all working loads must be applied at the terminals, resulting in a concentration of stress at one point. The ratio of length to diameter of a column cannot be improved; thus when work loads are increased, the diameter (and consequently the weight of material) must be increased correspondingly. On the other hand, tensile strength can be increased by alloying. Additional loads can be applied at any point on a tension member with a tendency to contract diameter and actually augment the cohesive strength. The structure is hung from a few secondary web spreaders at the top of the mast. The roof, wall and floor are hung as appendages and tend to cluster naturally: since each component sees the same vertical axis, gravity acts to favor cohesion. The house actually articulates in a mechanical system such that when pressure is applied at any one point the resulting strain is distributed throughout the entire structure."

The Structural System. "From the top of the mast are hung three
circular compression rings connected by tension cables. The rings, of steel tubing, function somewhat like horizontal arches providing rigidity and serving as a framework for the tensed metal skin of the roof. The smallest ring is near the top of the roof—just under the track for the ventilator—the middle ring is halfway down the dome, and the largest or circumferential ring is at the lower edge of the roof where the exterior wall is joined. These are joined by a network of tension cables triangulated downward from the mast and criss-crossed like the spokes of a wire wheel. The cables, after weaving through the successive rings, are brought down to support the floor and are finally connected to 12 steel anchor rods around the house. The walls have no weight-supporting function."

The lower half of the exterior wall is sheet aluminum alloy; the upper half is clear plexiglas window. Below the window area sections of the aluminum may be lowered to reveal a plastic screen built into the wall of the house. A total of 240 sq. ft. of screen surface is provided and 320 sq. ft. of plexiglas window.

The roof is composed of 48 metal sectors, or cowling gores, stretched on aluminum ribs. The ribs or carlings (inverted hat shape in cross-section) rest directly on the circular compression rings. The rib is wide enough to support the joint of two roof sheets, serves as a gutter between them, and as a natural expansion joint. Between the outside skin and the cable network are one or more coverings of insulating aluminum foil. Though the roof is a dome it can be packed flat for shipping; the carlings can be nested and the cowlings lie flat when not under tension. Formed structural members are made as Z-frames rather than channels so that nesting is possible without any sacrifice in strength. All holes are gang-punched in manufacture and the numbers of types of fastenings is reduced to a minimum. All holes in parts are colored to identify the proper fastening for the holes. Fastenings are of two kinds: bolts, and "blind" rivets as used in aircraft construction. Cost saving in time is derived by the universal use of 3/4 in. bolts of varying lengths.

Mechanical Systems. Heating, air conditioning and ventilating units (filtering, cooling, and dehumidifying) designed to operate on gas, oil, or electricity and located in the central facilities column, will be furnished. The hemispherical form and the use of aluminum roof and walls provides extraordinary thermal efficiency. The outer shell reflects about 90 per cent of the solar radiation. Most of the balance is absorbed by the insulation between roof and ceiling and between outer and inner walls. In the winter the aluminum ceiling reflects heat back into the rooms.

Even more important to cold weather comfort are the aerodynamic advantages with respect to heat losses due to wind drag. Any object which offers wind resistance creates a cone-shaped low pressure area in its wake. Research has shown that in the case of a conventional square or rectangular house the low pressure cone is very large and has the effect of drawing warm or high pressured air from the house to fill the low pressure area. The warm air escapes through inadequately sealed windows and through other unsealed holes or cracks in the house. Insulated walls cannot prevent such losses. Windows in the Fuller House are sealed and doors are airtight.

Wind studies and wind tunnel tests led to the design of a large ventilator (18 ft. diam.) which rotates on the top of the house (heading always into the wind) to focus the low pressure area at a point about 45 degrees leeward and upward from the center of the house. The ventilator draws air from the house—changing the air inside

(Continued on page 134)
PRODUCTS for Better Building

ALUMINUM HOUSE

A method of constructing an aluminum-cement house in a few days' time is being perfected by Reynolds Metals. The house is made of mass-produced aluminum units and a cement material poured at the building site. Roof and siding, as well as window and door frames, are to be of aluminum. In addition to providing the qualities of permanence and insulating value, it is claimed that these units will permit great flexibility of arrangement to suit individual design. When details are perfected, architects will be furnished information on the general plan of construction. Reynolds Metals Co., 2500 South Third St., Louisville 1, Ky.

PACKAGED HARDWARE

To simplify the problem of hardware selection, the Door-In-One packaged hardware comprises an ensemble of related items to meet complete door requirements for every room in the home. There is a choice of 14 designs, to suit any period style. Included in the package will be lock, knobs and handle, knocker, a push button, a letter box drop plate, and hinges. P. & F. Corbin, New Britain, Conn.

WEATHERSEAL BALANCE

A spiral spring encased in an aluminum housing provides an easily operated sash balance and at the same time the metal casing serves as weatherstrip. Since the Dura-seal installation includes a complete metal runway, the window jambs are stated not to require painting, and hence to eliminate the possibility of windows sticking and binding. Zegers, Inc., 5619 Harper Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.

MILDEW KILLER

A new fungicide is asserted to be safe for household use, to destroy mildew and prevent its return for months. Used as a preventive, this fungicide is said to keep mildew from forming in even the most humid conditions. The product is a highly concentrated colorless liquid, which the manufacturer states may, when properly diluted, be used with safety on fabrics or any surface excepting those rubberized or waterproofed, that would not be injured by soap and water. Interchemical Corp., Trade Sales Division, Fair Lawn, N. J.

FINISHES

Chrome Paint

A patented stabilizer contained in a new chrome paint, Chromatone, prevents darkening in the can even after opening. The manufacturer states that this ready-mixed paint also possesses less tendency to tarnish after application, and that it is the nearest approach to natural silver chrome finish yet produced. This product is recommended for indoor or outdoor application on a wide variety of materials. The new formula has been developed to give high protective, drying and lasting qualities. Alumatone Corp., 1323 Grande Vista, Los Angeles 23, Calif.

Clear Varnish

Superior resistance to wear and abrasion, plus imperviousness to acids, alkali and alcohol are claimed for Devoe Marble floor varnish. Clear and pale in color, this product dries in four hours, and is dust free in one hour. Devoe & Raynolds Co., Inc., 44th St. & First Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Custom-Color Paint

Accurate reproduction of over a thousand colors is claimed for the Nu-Hue color system. Using six basic hues in combination with black and white, measured proportions are mixed in accordance with formulas given for each sample shown on a series of matching charts. "Prescription-Mixing" permits the preparation of any desired amount of paint in the color selected ready for use within 15 minutes, and without the necessity of attempting to match wet color samples. Advances in the characteristics of the paint are also said to have been achieved, in that the material may be used for either interior or exterior work, is non-dulling and non-fading, and the graying agent used results in exceptional clarity of tone. The Martin Senour Co., Chicago 1, III.

HEAT CONTROL

For use with any type of automatic heating system, the Weather-Man provides a completely automatic thermostatic control actuated by outside temperatures. The time of starting in the morning and shutting down at night varies as the weather becomes warmer or colder. During the day, constant building temperatures are maintained, it is claimed, by producing heat at regularly spaced intervals with the length of the heating periods changing as the weather changes. When outdoor temperatures drop to an extreme level, continuous heating is provided, night or day. Automatic Devices Co., Weather Controls Division, 53 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, Ill.

PLASTIC-ARMORED STEEL

The toughness of plastic resin electrostatically applied and baked in with infrared heat protects the surfaces of Plastideal, an alloy-steel sheet. Immunity to atmospheric corrosion or chemical attack and high fire resistance are among the stated properties of this material. Various colors are permanently incorporated in the plastic coatings. Ventilators, flashings and fastenings as well as roofing and siding are made of these sheets. The manufacturer is also producing a prefabricated Plastideal garage that is shipped in knock-down sections to be assembled in a few hours. Reliance Steel Products Co., McKeesport, Pa. (Continued on page 136)
MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE

ACID PROOF PLASTIC

Nukemite. Booklet describes method of application of plastic resin surface coating for acid-proofing wide range of materials, concrete, wood, stone, etc. 12 pp., illus.

Acid-Proof Materials, Maintenance, Construction. Composition, properties and methods of application of a group of resinsastic base products are discussed. Acid and alkali resistant paints, enamels, cements and brick provide a full range of materials for use on walls, floors, tanks and equipment. 12 pp., illus. Nukem Products Corp., Buffalo 20, N. Y.

AIRPORT EQUIPMENT

Airport Electrical Equipment. Typical lighting plans and wiring diagrams for all classes of airports are presented, together with descriptions of the various types of equipment. Three sections cover distribution equipment, lighting equipment and alternate distribution apparatus, as well as special equipment for small airports. 56 pp., illus. Westinghouse Electric Corp., P. O. Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa.*

CONVEYORS

Faster, Lower Cost Handling. Folder describes various types of gravity and belt conveyors, vertical lifts, and pneumatic tubes. Also described is the Trayveyor, a special vertical lift for dining room service. 4 pp., illus. Lamson Corp., Syracuse 1, N. Y.*

Otis Electric Dumbwaiters. Data sheet describes construction, installation and operation of electric dumbwaiters. Plans and sections of hoistways and details of hoistway door arrangements are given. 2 pp., illus. Otis Elevator Co., 260 Eleventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y.*

COOLING BLOWERS

Overhead Blower Units for Low Temperature Cooling. Engineering information is tabulated for easy use in selecting blower units for cooling systems. Data includes selection of refrigerant and type of coil: relation of blowers to size of refrigerator and specific room temperature; and recommended air velocities. 12 pp., illus. Rempe Co., 340 North Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12, Ill.

FINISHERS

Modern Coatings Based on Bake-lite Resins. Booklet discusses properties and test results of resin-base paints. 20 pp., illus. Bakelite Corp., 30 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

FOLDING EQUIPMENT

In-Wall Folding Tables and Benches. Folding steel tables and benches that disappear into wall pockets are described. Recommended for use in schools, community buildings, etc., typical installations in multi-purpose rooms are shown. 8 pp., illus. Schieber Mfg. Co., 12720 Burt Rd., Detroit 23, Mich.

HARDWARE

Lockwood Finishing Hardware. Complete line of hardware in a wide range of designs is classified in related groups for various locations in five types of buildings: apartments, residences, hospitals, institutions and schools. Information covers construction, finishes and dimensions. Additional miscellaneous accessories, door pulls, push bars and door operators are included. 20 pp., illus. Lockwood Hardware Mfg. Co., Fitchburg, Mass.*

HEATING

Chase Copper Tube for Radiant Heating. Brochure discusses theories and principles of radiant heating. Technical requirements, design procedure and controls are considered. Recommendations are made for typical installations in various locations. Photographs show many systems during construction. 75 pp., illus. Chase Brass & Copper Co., Waterbury 91, Conn.*

Radiant Tubes. Heat radiation by means of pipes having spirally-wound fins is presented in this folder. Equivalent direct radiation and correction tables are furnished for use in specifying these tubes. 8 pp., illus. Schutte & Koerting Co., 12th & Thompson Sts., Philadelphia 22, Pa.

Controls and Hook-Ups for Hot Water and Radiant Heating Systems. Manual discusses the design and operation of control system for heating plants. Various types of controls and valves are described and illustrated. 36 pp., illus. Sarcotherm Controls, Inc., 290 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

NAILING CHANNELS

Nailock Steel Channels. The use of steel channels in walls, partitions and ceilings is described in a booklet showing details for attaching various materials in a variety of locations. The construction of acoustical ceilings is given special consideration. 8 pp. illus. The Sany-metal Products Co., Inc., 1677 Urbana Rd., Cleveland 12, Ohio.*

SKYLIGHTS

American Skylights. Ventilating skylights, their specifications and construction are considered in a folder which illustrates typical installation and its operation. Glass block skylight construction is also discussed. 4 pp., illus. American 3 Way-Luxfer Prism Co., 24 North Pulaski Rd., Chicago 24, Ill.*

SOLAR GUIDES

The Solarmeter Solves Them. Folder describes the method of using the data covering solar angles for various dates and times throughout the year, as furnished by the Solarmeter guides, for determining the orientation of buildings, projection of overhangs, etc., in order to utilize or regulate solar penetration. 8 pp., illus. R. W. Justice, Box 122-D, Belvedere, Marin County, Calif.

TERRAZZO FLOORS

Norton Floors. Characteristics of and specifications for terrazzo floors are given, with alundum terrazzo aggregate incorporated in mix to assure permanent non-slip surfaces. Other alundum products, developed for wear resistance and safety, which are described in this booklet, are cement, mosaic tile and floor tile, 8 pp., illus. Norton Co., Worcester 6, Mass.*

LITERATURE REQUESTED

The following architects and organizations request manufacturers' literature:

Alden De Hart, Architect, 203 Park Ave., Plainfield, N. J.

Gulf Construction Co., 66 Court St., Brooklyn 2, N. Y.

A. G. Haseeinein, Architect, 34 Khairat St., Cairo, Egypt.

Gustav R. Olson, Architect, Service Mutual Bldg., Waco, Texas.

Perry Jones Hospital Center, Army Service Forces, Sixth Service Command, Fort Custer, Mich.

Lee Perry, Architect, 419 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Simco, Ltd., Construction Materials, Santiago, Chile.


Robert Wilsen, Architect, 404 Tiffany Bldg., Eugene, Ore.*
No matter how fine the cover—it's the "inside story" that decides the quality of a book.
It's what's inside that makes the big difference in performance of a fine building product, too.

Take the long, tough fibres in the core of Celotex cane fibre building products, for example. These closely-woven fibres imprison millions of tiny air cells—create the ideal insulating qualities of Celotex board.

Examined under a magnifying glass, the serrations or hooks on each fibre can actually be seen. These interlocking hooks—more like bamboo than any other domestic fibre—give Celotex products their superior structural strength and durability.

All Celotex insulation board products are specially processed to make them water resistant—and treated by the exclusive Ferox process to protect them against dry rot and termites. They're easy to handle, easy to apply, economical to use.

So look to—and learn to depend upon—these quality cane fibre building products made by The Celotex Corporation. And keep in mind that on literally hundreds of thousands of building jobs they have proved that they have the inside quality that counts.

Quick Facts on Cemesto—a typical Celotex cane-fibre building product

A multiple-function material used in home and industrial building jobs as wall units, room partitions, and roof decks. Cemesto is fire and moisture resistant, eliminates need for intermediate support, combines in one material both exterior and interior surface, plus insulation, plus finish. Requires no painting.

1/2" cement-asbestos surface for exterior and interior finish.

Water and vapor-resistant bituminous adhesive bonds both exterior and interior surface to cane fibre core.

Celotex cane fibre insulation core.

Color: Warm grey.
Sizes: 4' wide x 4', 6', 8', 10' or 12' long in thicknesses of 1 1/4", 1 9/16" and 2".

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION • CHICAGO 3, ILLINOIS
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DAY-BRITE

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING FIXTURES - OPTICALLY ENGINEERED

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING, INC.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

IN CANADA:
AMALGAMATED ELECTRIC CORP., LTD.
TORONTO

IT'S EASY TO SEE WHEN IT'S
DAY-BRITE Lighting
ACOUSTIC RATINGS OF FLOOR TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>T.L. (transmission loss) in db. at Various Frequencies</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128 256 512 1024 2048 4096</td>
<td>#/ft²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-1</td>
<td>23 24 34 41 48 60</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-2</td>
<td>48 47 41 50 49</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-3</td>
<td>48 48 41 50 49</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-4</td>
<td>58 58 55 62 58</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-5</td>
<td>58 60 54 63 56</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-6</td>
<td>53 54 49 55 55</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-7</td>
<td>62 65 57 69 62</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>34 43 52 59 65 72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>42 52 60 67 77 83</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-10</td>
<td>40 48 54 66 63 72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-11</td>
<td>51 55 59 57 53</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2'' x 6'' JOISTS - 16'' O.C., ING OAK FLOORING, SUB-FLOOR, METAL LATH, 3/8'' GYPSUM PLASTER

F-1

1/2'' HARD WOOD FLOOR, SUB-FLOOR, 2'' x 6'' WOOD JOISTS, WOOD LATH, 3/8'' GYPSUM PLASTER

F-2

SAME AS F-3, EXCEPT 1/2'' FIBERBOARD BETWEEN ROUGH & FINISH FLOOR

F-3

1/8'' HICKORY FLOOR, SUB-FLOOR, 3/4'' x 2'' NAILING STRIPS (SEE NOTE) 1/2'' FIBERBOARD, SUB-FLOOR, 2'' x 6'' WOOD JOISTS, WOOD LATH, 3/8'' GYPSUM PLASTER.

F-4

SAME AS F-4, EXCEPT 1/2'' FIBERBOARD BETWEEN ROUGH & FINISH FLOOR

F-5

1/8'' HARD WOOD FLOOR, SUB-FLOOR, 3/4'' x 2'' NAILING STRIPS (SEE NOTE) 1/2'' FIBERBOARD, SUB-FLOOR, 2'' x 6'' WOOD JOISTS, WOOD LATH, 3/8'' GYPSUM PLASTER.

F-6

SAME AS F-6, EXCEPT 1/2'' FIBERBOARD ON PRIMARY SUB-FLOOR, 3/4'' x 2'' NAILERS (SEE NOTE WITH F-3)

F-7

2'' CONCRETE FILL, STEEL FLOOR, SECTION, SUSPENDED METAL LATH, 3/8'' PLASTER

F-8

SAME AS F-9, EXCEPT 1/8'' EMULSIFIED ASPHALT APPLIED BEFORE 2'' CONCRETE FILL.

F-9

BATTLESHIP LINOLEUM, 23/4'' CONCRETE FILL ON HIGH-RIB METAL LATH, 8'' MAC-MAC JOISTS, HIGH-RIB METAL LATH, 3 COATS GYPSUM PLASTER

F-10

4'' REINE CONCRETE SLAB, 3/4'' x 2'' Furring, 1/2'' FIBERBOARD LATH, 3/8'' GYPSUM PLASTER

F-11
"Looks like we’re ALL for Cast Iron"

When professionals discuss the best type of boiler for any job, they agree upon cast iron. Leading architects, engineers and contractors know that it’s a recommendation they can make with confidence. For experience has taught them these important facts about cast-iron boilers:

They’re a sound investment in long-term satisfaction . . . they resist corrosion and rust indefinitely . . . they are easily installed, maintained, replaced . . . they deliver high efficiency, low operating cost.

The professionals also agree on the leadership of H. B. Smith Boilers in the cast-iron field . . . for every commercial, industrial, institutional and residential installation . . . for all fuels and fuel-burning methods. Again — experience has confirmed their judgment.

Write today for your free catalogue of H. B. SMITH Cast-Iron Boilers.

H. B. Smith
CAST-IRON BOILERS

THE H. B. SMITH CO., INC., WESTFIELD, MASS. Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities
ACOUSTIC RATINGS OF FLOOR TYPES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel</th>
<th>T.L. (transmission loss) in db. at Various Frequencies</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-12</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-13</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-16</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-17</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-18</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-19</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-21</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-22</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- SAME AS F-11, EXCEPT 8½" 2" SLEEPERS PLUS ROUGH & FINISH FLOOR ADDED, TOP
- SAME AS F-12, EXCEPT 1¼" FIBERBOARD PLACED UNDER SLEEPERS
- 8" COMBINATION FLOOR, 6"x12"x1/2" 3-CELL TILE, ½" TWO-COAT GYPSUM PLASTER CEILING
- SAME AS F-14, EXCEPT 2" CINDER CONCRETE FILL PLUS 1" CEMENT TOPPING ADDED FOR FLOOR
- 6" COMBINATION FLOOR, 4"x12"x1/2" 3-CELL TILE, 6"x12" CUBING-16" O.C., 1¼" FIBERBOARD LATH, ½" GYPSUM PLASTER
- SAME AS F-16, EXCEPT 8½", 2" SLEEPERS PLUS ROUGH & FINISH FLOOR ADDED, TOP

FINISH & ROUGH FLOOR ON 1½" SLEEPERS-1½ O.C. RESTING ON 1¼" FIBERBOARD, 6" COMBINATION FLOOR, 4"x12"x1/2" 3-CELL TILE, SUSPENDED 2½" JOISTS PLUS 1¼" FIBERBOARD LATH, ½" GYPSUM PLASTER

FINISH & ROUGH FLOOR ON 1½" SLEEPERS-1½ O.C. RESTING ON 1¼" FIBERBOARD, 6" COMBINATION FLOOR, 4"x12"x1/2" 3-CELL TILE, SUSPENDED 2½" JOISTS PLUS 1¼" FIBERBOARD LATH, ½" GYPSUM PLASTER

FINISH & ROUGH FLOOR ON 1½" SLEEPERS-1½ O.C. RESTING ON 1¼" FIBERBOARD, 6" COMBINATION FLOOR (SIMILAR TO F-19), 1½" TWO-COAT GYPSUM PLASTER CEILING

F-18

F-19

F-19

F-20

F-21

F-22

1½" OAK FLOORING NAILED TO 21½ SLEEPERS-1½ O.C., SLEEPERS GRAINED ON 6" COMBINATION FLOOR (SIMILAR TO F-19), 1½" TWO-COAT GYPSUM PLASTER CEILING

SAME AS F-20, EXCEPT 21½ SLEEPERS CARDED ON RESILIENT STEEL CLIPS

1½" HYDROCAL ON ½" GYPSUM PLASTERBOARD, 4½" SLEEPERS-1½ O.C. ON RESILIENT STEEL CLIPS, 6" COMBINATION FLOOR (SIMILAR TO F-20) ½" TWO-COAT GYPSUM PLASTER CEILING
More and more architects are discovering that these attractive, time-resisting shingles are the most versatile and adaptable of all siding materials. For the number of interesting architectural effects is practically without limit.

Yet beauty and adaptability are but two of many factors that have made K&M "Century" Siding Shingles so popular among architects. Neither rain, hail, snow nor temperature extremes adversely affect them. They are proof against fire, rot, rodents, termites and other destroyers.

They require no protective paint and no maintenance. Being made of asbestos fibres and portland cement, they actually grow harder with age.

K&M "Century" Siding Shingles are supplied in color-fast shell white and gray tone... in quickly-applied 24" widths with straight or wavy butt line styles.

Write for full particulars regarding these and other K&M Asbestos-Cement products... K&M "Century" Roofing Shingles, K&M "Century" APAC sheet material.

* * *

Original manufacturers of Asbestos-Cement Roofing Shingles in this country

KEASBEY & MATTISON
COMPANY • AMBLER • PENNSYLVANIA
This illustrated book shows the many and varied uses of PC Glass Blocks in building construction. See how you can help clients to improve working conditions with this unique building material and also to save their money.

Now, under one cover, you can get all the information you need to reap the full advantages of PC Glass Block construction.

In this 56-page book, illustrated in three colors, there are photographs of all sorts of PC Glass Block installations in a wide variety of buildings. The properties, characteristics and functions of the various types of block are described, the patterns illustrated, the sizes listed.

The technical data section includes authoritative information on light transmission, insulation, (which promotes control of condensation) weather resistance, structural strength, ease of cleaning and maintenance, exclusion of dust and grit, dampening of distracting noise. Layout tables and detailed drawings of typical PC Glass Block installations are supplemented by detailed specifications for panels and for panel and sash combinations.

No other building material can give your clients all the advantages they get with PC Glass Blocks. In many ways they promote appearance and efficiency, yet also effect worthwhile economies.

Start now to prepare for the construction and remodeling jobs which are still in the pre-planning stage. Get all the information you need, satisfy yourself that you can recommend PC Glass Blocks to your most exacting clientele with full assurance of satisfactory service.

Send in the coupon and your free copy of our new book will be mailed to you promptly.

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
Room 330, 652 Duquesne Way
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

Please send along my free copy of your new book, on the use of PC Glass Blocks for Commercial, Institutional and Public Buildings. It is understood that I incur no obligation.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company and by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast

Pittsburgh Corning
PC
GLASS BLOCKS
Distributed by
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY and by W. P. FULLER & CO. ON THE PACIFIC COAST
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Impact isolation

Common sources of impact sounds are footfalls on hard floors, pianos and radios, flowing water in pipes rigidly connected to the building structure, rotating machinery bolted rigidly to the floor. Such sounds are conducted through the structure and may be classified under 2 of the paragraph headed "Factors affecting sound transmission."

Cork or rubber tile floors will reduce footfall impacts, but a heavy carpet with an underliner is most effective. Very little may be gained by installing a suspended ceiling below the offending source and leaving a hard floor of either wood or masonry above. Basically the masonry floor is the better insulator because it requires more energy to set it in motion. (Mass counts most here.)

Pianos and radios put out a high energy level, and if resting directly on a hard floor surface will tend to set the entire floor into motion as a sounding board, much as a tuning fork is amplified by placing it in contact with a table top. By placing a radio in large caster cups on a thick pile rug this contact is greatly reduced with resulting improvement. It should be borne in mind, however, that sound from the radio may still be transmitted through the floor, or wall, by method 3.*

A piano may be considered in a similar manner, and may be isolated in a similar fashion. Because of the fact that a piano is heavier, cups with larger areas in contact with the rug, (or better, with properly designed supports) are necessary so that the load per unit area does not crush through the rug to make a semi-rigid contact with the floor. A truck cannot be supported on baby buggy springs; the frame would rest on the axles. Conversely a baby buggy should not be supported by truck springs.

Water pipes may be wrapped with strips of hair felt where they touch the building structure, or at hangers; this is also true of soil pipes in frame construction. Glass, or rock wool in the one stud space around the soil stack often aids in muffling the sound. The non-rigid mounting of rotating machinery on suitably designed vibration isolators is now too well known to consider in detail. The baby buggy theory holds for this also.

The introduction of any discontinuity in the path of the sound is desirable. Such discontinuities should consist of materials which are elastic, and differ largely in density as compared with the rest of the structure. Isolation as close to the source of the noise as possible is always desirable.

Masking effect

The noise level within the quieter room has a pronounced effect on the design of a sound insulating partition. (Continued on page 122)
Facts about Kimpreg

The new plastic armor for plywood

SCUFFPROOF; WEATHERPROOF—Plywood with the character of plastic! That's the wonder-working material produced by surfacing plywood with Kimpreg.* It's weatherproof—unaffected by temperature extremes or moisture. And durable—Kimpreg makes fir plywood up to 5 times more resistant to wear when dry and 33 times when wet.

WASHABLE—Kimpreg is as washable as enamel. It's colorfast—color is fused in. It's stainproof. It's unaffected by weak alkalies or commercial solvents, completely impervious to alcohol. And Kimpreg-ed plywood is 25 to 30 times more resistant to moisture than ordinary plywood.

READILY WORKED—Kimpreg plastic surfacing provides a finish of flint-like quality. Yet Kimpreg-ed plywood is flexible—can be cut, formed and fastened readily with the same techniques used for ordinary plywood. Find out more about this wonder-working new material. Mail the coupon today.

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis. Please send me free booklet and names of manufacturers making plywood surfaced with Kimpreg.

Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Type of Business ____________________
Address ___________________________
City ________________________________ State __________

*TRADE MARK
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
PLASTIC SURFACING
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partition that is suitable in one place, such as between a bowling alley and a restaurant, would not be suitable between a bowling alley and a hotel bedroom. The noise level in the restaurant is higher and tends to mask the sound coming through the partition. Hence a less effective wall may be tolerated here than in the case of the bedroom.

The frequency of the disturbing sound is also an important factor. Almost any type of partition will materially attenuate high frequency sounds. At the low frequencies, the human ear in general is less sensitive than it is at mid and high frequencies. This is of benefit when considering the design of a partition, since a lower T.L. may be tolerated at the lower frequencies. On the other hand most common noises often have larger components of energy at these low frequencies.

It is not possible, therefore, to assign a single “average” number to a given partition structure and expect to tell the complete story. If heavy machinery in a room all by itself is to be insulated against, the sound insulation of the higher frequencies is of little importance. And if a room full of peanut whistles is encountered, the low frequency insulation of the partition doesn’t count.

In addition to other factors, it is also necessary to know the frequency of the sound involved before a suitable partition can be decided upon.

**Rating the T.L. of a partition**

The following information will give some idea as to the effectiveness of a partition.

- **T.L. 30db. or less — Poor**
  Ordinary conversation may be heard and understood.

- **T.L. 30 to 35db. — Fair**
  Loud speech may be understood if conditions are quiet.

- **T.L. 35 to 40db. — Good**
  Loud speech is audible, but not understandable. Normal speech is heard faintly.

- **T.L. 40 to 45db. — Very Good**
  Loud speech is faintly audible. Normal speech is inaudible.

- **T.L. 45db. or greater — Excellent**
  Do not overlook the residual noise level on the listening side of the partition and its effect on the apparent insulation of the partition.

**In a Nutshell**

Homogeneous walls must be excessively heavy to be good sound insulators. Loosely connected layers of different densities provide more effective sound insulation for a given total weight. Small openings may almost completely nullify an otherwise good sound-insulating partition.

**Typical Partition Structures**

The tables, pp. 117, 125, 127, taken largely from work done by the U. S. Bureau of Standards, were designed to present typical partition constructions and to give their sound insulating characteristics and weight. They are laid out principally as to classes of construction, such as wood, plaster, masonry, etc.; in many instances they show what happens to a partition as various elements of the construction are changed. Some of the partitions are costly for the amount of insulation obtained, others are too heavy for many uses.

It is hoped, however, that this summary of types may aid the architect and builder to select the type of construction best suited to his needs. And with a little study of the principles involved, the designer may feel reasonably safe in designing his own structure to meet his own specific needs.

A word of caution is in order, however; whenever in doubt, seek out someone with experience in the acoustical field.
Air Conditioning is a potent builder of good will in men's stores. Patrons like to be cool and comfortable—they stay longer and buy more. "Packaged" Air Conditioners, pioneered by Chrysler Airtemp, provide cool shopping comfort—completely and economically.

"Packaged" Air Conditioners fit into plans for any business establishment. More and more, progressive architects are specifying this modern, simplified method of air conditioning. "Packaged" Air Conditioners are compact, easily moved, occupy less floor space and can be quickly and easily installed, singly or in multiple. They operate entirely automatically.

Merchants prefer "Packaged" Air Conditioners because they are engineered and manufactured for long life and perform effortlessly and quietly with little or no attention. They have made amazing performance records all over the country. Operating and upkeep costs are surprisingly low.

Behind these "Packaged" Air Conditioners stands Chrysler Corporation, famed for engineering and mass production skill—your assurance of high quality, dependability and low cost. • Airtemp Division of Chrysler Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio. In Canada: Therm-O-Rite Products, Ltd., Toronto, Ontario.

"REMEMBER THURSDAY NIGHT! The music of Andre Kostelanetz and the musical world's most popular stars—Thursdays, CBS, 9 P.M., E.S.T."

CHRYSLER AIRTEMP
HEATING • COOLING • REFRIGERATION
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every six minutes if desired and carrying away dust, odors, and germs. Fresh air enters the house through a duct system in the roof and beneath the house. (See diagram). The flow of warm and cold air inside the house is fountain-like.

Heating engineers estimate that heating or cooling costs will be one-fourth that of comparably sized conventional houses. Complete thermal tests are now being conducted.

Resistance to the elements. The house is designed to withstand indicated wind velocities of 180 miles per hour (the velocity at Okinawa's typhoon).

The ribs lead to a circular gutter which runs all around the house inside the walls at the lower edge of the roof. From this gutter, rain water drains through downspouts to a second circular gutter near the base.

The location of the roof drainage system inside the outer wall keeps water from freezing and also gives easy access for cleaning if a gutter is blocked. A further advantage is that the system collects moisture which condenses on the inside of the roof.

The interior design of the house lends itself to a great variety of decorative treatments and furnishings. The house as delivered requires no further interior decoration, but the owner, if he chooses, may apply mirrors to partitions, additional plywood panels, different colors, etc. There are many outlets for lamps.

Closet and shelf space. The suspension-type construction frees all interior partitions from the load-bearing function of the conventional wall. All partitions, therefore, are hollow and are utilized to provide ample storage, closets and shelves.

Deep closets are located in the entrance hall and in both bedrooms. They include compartments for handbags, suitcases and other storage, and plexiglass-enclosed hat racks. The closet doors revolve and swing out to give easy access to semi-circular clothes and shoe racks mounted on the inside of the doors.

Doors. Exterior doors, one opening onto the entrance hall and the other from the kitchen, are of airplane type construction. Inside doors are of metal, covered with a flexible plastic. These doors do not swing, but conserve space by opening and closing like an accordion.

Assembly takes only 160 man hours — two days' work for a 10-man crew. All parts, therefore, are designed so that one man can apply and fasten them. No part weighs more than 30 lb. Parts will be shipped from the factory in a single, cylindrical steel container of 300 cu. ft. capacity — 16 ft. X 4 1/2 ft. in diam. Kitchen equipment will be crated and shipped separately. Eight units can be packed in one box car.

Price. Based on planned production of at least 50,000 units per year, the house will sell for no more than $6500 erected and ready for occupancy, but exclusive of land and municipal utility lines. Price includes the following utilities: heating, ventilating and air conditioning, and complete kitchen with sink, range, electric refrigerator, washing machine, clothes dryer, dishwasher and waste disposal unit.
**A New Achievement**

**IN WINDOW WEATHER-TIGHTNESS**

**... NEW SELF-FITTING SILENTITE**

- No window can be modern unless it is truly weather-tight. And in the new Self-Fitting Silentite, Curtis engineers have utilized entirely new principles to provide complete weather-tightness in a double-hung window. The weather-stripping in the jamb channels is *self-fitting* (See diagram). A new design of meeting rail overcomes the problem of weather-stripping the space between the two window sections. An improved head weather-strip is employed. Extreme weather-tightness is obtained between frame members and frame and wall. There are no through cuts in jambs, thus eliminating air leakage. The new Silentite is 20% more weather-tight than the old unit. Weather-tightness is only one of the many features of this new Silentite—below are some of the others.

**DOUBLE UTILITY**—Removal and storage of storm sash and screens is eliminated with the new convenient Curtis combination screen and storm sash unit. Or, separate pre-fit screens and storm sash, hung from the inside, may be used.

**NEW SAFETY LOCK**—The new Self-Fitting Silentite locks in a closed or partly open position—new safety from intruders when ventilation is desired. New-style sash lock—marked "Silentite"—furnished with each window unit.

**SIMPLE INSTALLATION**—See how easy it is to install the new Silentite Self-Fitting Window! The sash is put in with minimum effort—yet, once installed, it firmly in place. Here's a big economy in installation.

**NEW WEATHER-TIGHTNESS**—Made of wood—in itself a nonconductor of heat and cold—the new Silentite has "floating" chemically treated wood sliding bars, and these are seated on full-length double Z-type bronze weather-strips. Sash (A) operates against sliding head (D), which presses against metal Z-type weather-stripping (C) in frame (B). The new design of the meeting rail overcomes the problem of weather-stripping between two window sections!

**GREATER BEAUTY**—Twelve designs of windows from which to choose—numerous styles of attractive bays, corner windows, window groups, all are yours with the new Silentite Self-Fitting Window!

In Canada: W. C. Edwards & Co., Ltd., Ottawa

**CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU**

AR-55 Curtis Building Clinton, Iowa

Gentlemen: Please send me full information on the new Silentite Window line.

Name: .................................................. Address: ..................................................

City: .................................................. State: ..................................................
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STERILIZING SPOUT

Test results show effective automatic sterilization of water by the Microb-Master automatic dispenser, a new swivel spout developed for use in dishwashing in commercial and institutional establishments to prevent the transmission of saliva-borne diseases. When turned on over one sink the spout releases pure water. When the spout is swung over the other sink, the dispenser mixes a measured proportion of disinfectant with the water. The chrome plated slim and attractive faucet is treated for corrosion resistance. A small unbreakable plastic bell on top serves as a reservoir for the disinfectant. Solfred Mfg. Co., Glendale, Calif.

UNIT WINDOW

Available in either steel or aluminum, the American Home window is a packaged unit complete with screens and storm sash. Outside trim is factory fitted, and a choice of three types of interior trim, including wood is offered. To secure ventilation in winter a single hand-turned operator controls both window vent and storm sash. Mesker Bros., St. Louis 2, Mo.

VENTILATING LOUVER

A weatherproof attic ventilator has a frame and flanges stamped from a single sheet of metal with metal louvers permanently welded into position. The Ventilouvers designed to fit between two normally-spaced studs. It requires no special wood framing, for it is fastened outside the sheathing with nails passing through the flanges, which are later covered by the siding. The Swartwout Co., 18511 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 12, Ohio.

COOLING BLOWERS

A new postwar line of overhead blowers for low temperature cooling provides for different velocities of air speed for various cooling jobs. Louvers are individually adjustable to permit a controlled flow of air. The Rempe Co., 340 No. Sacramento Blvd., Chicago 12, Ill.

UNIT AIR FILTER

A new electronic air filter, the Electro-Cell unit, is simple to install, gives excellent performance and is easy to maintain. Removable collector plate assemblies slide in and out in a manner similar to desk drawers, and may be removed easily for cleaning. The manufacturer states an automatic washing device has also been developed, permitting washing of collector plate assemblies in places where manual washing is not feasible. American Air Filter Co., 125 Central Ave., Louisville 8, Ky.

PERMANENT AWNINGS

Interiors 5 to 15 degrees cooler are achieved through the reflection of the sun's rays by aluminum awnings. Made of thin strips, the Alumaroll awning rolls up and down easily, and forms a compact roll at the top of the window when not in use. Available in three baked enamel colors in addition to the natural finish, the maker asserts they are corrosion proof and will not sag or rattle. Mercready & Co., 605 Broad St., Newark 2, N.J.

WALL CHANNELER

A new machine, looking much like an electric buzz saw attached to the end of a vacuum cleaner hose, has been developed to cut precise channels in plaster walls for the easy installation of personalized heating in existing apartment houses. The portable "saw" with tungsten carbide teeth is used to cut a groove in the plaster wall, the tool "inhaling" the (Continued on page 138)
Anthracite Simpli-Fire Room provides more house, more heat, for less money

As an architect how can you help prospective home owners meet today’s rising costs? Must you offer them less and less house . . . fewer, smaller rooms . . . inadequate heating?

Anthracite Institute tackled this problem on the basis that heat is a necessity only part of the year; that money could be saved on a scientifically engineered heating arrangement, and used to buy more house.

The result is the Answer Home with the Simpli-Fire Room, one of the most far-reaching developments in years.

1. Conveniently located, a few steps down from the kitchen, the Simpli-Fire Room eliminates all need for the costly, old-fashioned cellar, saves construction time, reduces overall cost.
2. Heating costs, too, are lower, since the Simpli-Fire Room is designed for anthracite, the economy quality fuel.
3. Thanks to the Simpli-Fire Room, the use of anthracite becomes easier than anyone ever dreamed. The storage bin is within easy shovel reach of the heater. Ashes fall into a light metal basket, which is removed outside the house. Ash shoveling is a thing of the past—along with dust and dirt!
4. Type of heating is optional . . . steam, hot water, or warm air . . . with specifications bearing the Seal of Approval of the Anthracite Institute available for each system. Plenty of heat is assured with warm, healthful floors.

Answer Home No. 1 featured above is beautifully planned—the type of home families dream of owning—sometime. Thanks to the Simpli-Fire Room it is a home thousands can own—soon.

Architects are invited to write for definitive drawings together with details of plan of co-operation.

For FREE Plans of this Answer Home— and others—
Fill out, mail coupon today

Anthracite Institute
Department 59
101 Park Avenue, New York 17
Please send free of charge handsome 16-page color brochure showing Answer Homes Nos. 1, 2, and 3 with floor plans; also details of Simpli-Fire Room.

NAME_________________________
FIRM__________________________
STREET_______________________
CITY__________________________

ZONE________________________
STATE________________________

Please print carefully or type.
Where THESE will go down the drain you need a PERMANENT PIPE

If the drains in your new building are going to handle metal-destroying liquids of any type, insure against costly replacements in the future by specifying Duriron drain lines.

Duriron corrosion-proof pipe will provide a permanent, non-leak passage for the acids mentioned above and for practically any other acid or base. In corrosive-service installations where ordinary pipe has had to be dug up and replaced after comparatively short service, Duriron's complete indifference to corrosive agents has made it the ultimate answer to this problem.

Installed as easily as ordinary cast iron pipe, Duriron can be hidden in the walls or floor and forgotten. It will serve as long as the building stands.

Write today for complete facts about this permanent, corrosion-proof material. THE DURIRON COMPANY, INC. DAYTON 1, OHIO

WALL PRIMER

Priming and sealing plaster walls is accomplished in a single operation with Plaster Grip. When applied to walls that are still wet, the high alkali resistance of this sealing coat is said to prevent lime from burning through. The primer may also be used over old paint, and may be painted over in 48 hours. The high solid content provides an excellent grip for succeeding coats of paint, and frequently eliminates the need for one undercoat. Gillespie Varnish Co., Dey and Howell Sts., Jersey City 6, N. J.

FLOODLIGHTS

Tarnish-Proof Reflector

A pure-silver reflector lining hermetically sealed inside the new Wabash-Birdseye Reflector Floodlite is reported to be tarnish-proof, and therefore to remain at top reflecting efficiency. The filament is precision-mounted at the proper focal point so that the light beam is moderately concentrated, and fades to a soft diffusion at the edges. Wabash Appliance Corp., 335 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Adjustable Spotlight

Intense spot or floodlighting effects may be obtained with the Hy-Liter luminaire, which features easy adjustment within a 90° or downward in all directions. Spot or flood type projector lamps are shielded by concentric enamel louvers which may be quickly turned and tilted. These louvers are mounted in simple rectangular plates, and the fixtures are made in styles for either surface or recessed mounting. The Edwin F. Guth Co., 2615 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

PHOSPHORESCENTS

New phosphorescent molding compounds have been developed to furnish greatly increased after-glow effect when used in plastic signs and markers. The 1200 series Lustron materials are available in various colors, Monsanto Chemical Co., Plastics Division, Springfield 2, Mass.

ROLLING DOOR CABINET

Designed to fit under a regular wall cabinet in the kitchen, a handy, two-shelf Youngstown kitchen cabinet for the storage of frequently-used small articles is made of white enameled steel, and has a door of burnished steel strips which slides up out of sight. Mullins Mfg. Corp., Warren, Ohio.

PLASTIC TOILET SEAT

A durable, moisture-proof, shatter-proof toilet seat of open front construction is equipped with a self-sustaining hinge that permits easy raising and lowering, yet prevents slamming. The Spelzel Model 50 toilet seat is molded of plastic in black and white to fit regular or elongated bowls. Spelzel Co., Dept. A-R, 911 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis 3.

DRAWING AIDS

Perspective Layouts

Designed to assist the draftsman in perspective sketching, Perspec sketch pads are ruled with scaled grids related

(Continued on page 140)
In the “Social Register” of prominent buildings

...the most widely used concrete reinforcement

In the world’s most prominent buildings and in all other forms of concrete construction, billions of square feet of American Welded Wire Fabric Reinforcement have been specified and used by leading architects, engineers, and contractors.

Closely spaced wires of cold drawn high yield-point steel, prefabricated by electric welding, form a mesh that gives the concrete slab added strength, greater resistance to impact stresses and strains in all directions. Many Building Codes recognize the extra strength provided by Welded Wire Fabric and require less steel than when larger members of hot rolled non-prefabricated reinforcement are used. Then, too, American Welded Wire Fabric is easily handled, quickly installed, lies flat, and stays in place. That means important savings in construction time and cost.

You can safely follow the lead of architects and engineers who planned the world’s most prominent buildings — and specified the most widely used concrete reinforcement, American Welded Wire Fabric. Meanwhile, send in the coupon for our new illustrated book, 178 pages of helpful authoritative information on all sorts of reinforced concrete applications.

EVERY SUNDAY EVENING, United States Steel presents The Theatre Guild on the Air. American Broadcasting Company coast-to-coast network. Consult your newspaper for time and station.

American Steel & Wire Company
Cleveland, Chicago & New York
Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco, Pacific Coast Distributors
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, Birmingham, Southern Distributors
United States Steel Export Company, New York

UNITED STATES STEEL

U.S.S American WELDED WIRE FABRIC

SENO NO MONEY! IT'S FREE!

American Steel & Wire Company
408 Rockefeller Building
Cleveland 13, Ohio

Gentlemen:
Please forward my copy of “American Welded Wire Fabric for Concrete Reinforcement”. It is understood that I incur no obligation.

Name:
Address:
City...................... State............
Plastic Stencils

The making of isometric drawings and dimetric drawings is simplified with Instrument Master stencils. Measurements in inch graduations at vertical and two slanted edges, which conform with the conventional axes. Stencils obviate the need for other scales and triangles. In addition, 27 elliptical openings represent circles from \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. to 2 in. in diameter. Instrument Master Industries, 7312 Arch St., Greenwich, Conn.

**BETTER BLUEPRINTS**

Applied as a water solution to the base paper before coating with light-sensitive materials, Syton, a modified silica product of Monsanto, reportedly provides greater sharpness in lines and increased fidelity especially noticeable on reproductions of tracings made wholly or in part with pencil. It is stated that the new process will often spare the necessity of retracing penciled drawings in ink. H. P. Andrews Paper Co., 14 West Third St., New York, N. Y.

**STANDARDS**

Minimum Design Loads

Sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards, American standard building code requirements for minimum loads to be assumed in the design of buildings and other structures have been consolidated in a booklet. Included are provisions for dead loads, live loads, wind loads, roof loads, earthquake loads and soil and hydrostatic pressures. American Standards Assn., 70 East 45th St., New York 17, N. Y. 50 cents.

**Tile Setting**

Through the Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus, Ohio, the Tile Council of America is initiating research to set standards for adhesives and other bonding compounds used for thin setting beds. Further standards will be established for underlayment, grouting and backing materials. To meet requirements of the tests, finished installations must remain satisfactory for the life of the building. It is hoped that by means of better and more rapid tile installations substantial reductions in cost may be effected.

**Stock Doors**


The standard, effective for new production from Sept. 20, 1945, provides minimum specifications for four grades of stock fir doors in four thicknesses, and covers construction, defects, and the grading tolerances for these requirements.

**SIMPLIFIED PRACTICE**

Recommendations for Simplified Practice have been made, and are being circulated by the National Bureau of Standards for approval, covering the following items: Bronze or Brass Valves (Revised); and Wire Nails and Staples (Sponsored by American Iron and Steel Institute).

Simplified Practice Recommendation for Copper Water Tube and Copper and Brass Pipe, R217-46, has been approved by the industry and is effective from March 15, 1946. Division of Simplified Practice, National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.
Banish the possibility of expensive roofing repairs in buildings you design.

Specify Monel* for gutters, flashings, downspouts, skylight frames, ventilators and other vital sheet metal work.

Your clients will benefit from lower maintenance costs. We say that not just because Monel is rustproof. Or because it's stronger and tougher than structural steel. Many other factors contribute to Monel's ability to serve long and dependably.

Monel resists corrosion from the fumes and soot and grime of urban areas, the salt air of coastal cities, and the chemical-laden atmosphere of industrial towns.

The abrasive, wearing action of ice and snow has little effect on this hardy nickel alloy. And because of its low coefficient of expansion, extremes of heat and cold needn't cause building operators to worry about what's happening on a Monel roof. Monel stands firm against strain and flexure... doesn't creep and buckle as many other roofing materials do.

You'd almost expect a metal as strong and tough as this to be a headache for roofing contractors. But it isn't. They know Monel as a metal that is readily formed, even to irregular contours of ventilators, downspouts, cornices, gutters and skylight frames. They'll tell you that Monel can be readily applied for flat seam, batten seam or standing seam construction.

Where appearance is important, another characteristic of Monel is worth noting: weathering imparts a neutral tone which blends attractively with the building's architectural features.

Everything considered, Monel is the material to specify for roofs that last... and last economically.

Si-Flo Facts for Architects

- Quiet in operation.
- Piston made of hydraulically moulded, non-corrosive, tough, long-wearing durez.
- Adjustable connection between valve and stop lowers installation cost.
- Reversible main seat washer.
- Self-cleaning by-pass.
- Quickly and easily repaired.
- Low maintenance cost.
- Thoroughly tried and proven for 15 years.

NO DISTURBING NOISES, NO EMBARRASSMENT WITH THE SPEAKMAN SI-FLO FLUSH VALVE

The Si-Flo Flush Valve will eliminate water hammer, line-throttling and closing noises. In operation, even with supply pressures up to 100 pounds per square inch, it only whispers. Its installation in schools insures no more interrupted classes, in hotels no broken rest or slumber of guests, in hospitals no disturbed or annoyed patients, in apartments no more interrupted conversations or broken sleep, and in the home no more annoyance or embarrassment for the host or guest.

SI-FLO FLUSH VALVE PISTON UNIT

The piston of the Si-Flo Flush Valve contains all the working and wearing parts of the valve except the handle assembly. When, after long service, repair becomes necessary, the replacement of the piston unit constitutes a complete repair. Even an inexperienced mechanic can do it in five minutes. Furthermore, we will repair any Speakman flush valve piston—the operating unit—at a cost not to exceed 50% of the cost of a single new piston unit. Cost of maintenance therefore is unusually low.

For complete information about Speakman Closet and Urinal Flush Valves, write for Catalog S-4.
NO CHANGING!

NO STORING!

WITH

RUSCO ALL-METAL Self-Storing combination screen and storm sash!

- Only Rusco can give your clients the finger-tip convenience of screen and storm sash in one permanent, self-storing unit! Self-storing means exactly what it says. In winter, Rusco storm sash in lower position completely insulates the window. In summer, the storm sash slides up into storage position, allowing full, direct ventilation through the permanent, Rustproof screen. All inserts can be removed from inside for easy cleaning, but old fashioned changing and storage is completely eliminated.

Now check these other RUSCO advantages!

- Patented adjustable closure frame assures tight, permanent seal against air leakage—fits Rusco to any existing windows without alteration.
- Cuts winter fuel bills up to 35%, controls condensation.
- Gives year ’round draft-free, storm-proof ventilation with fingertip adjustment.
- Eliminates repair, painting, shrinkage.
- Safe, easy operation from inside.
- Increases efficiency of air conditioning systems.
- Eliminates sill decay with patented invisible seep hole drainage.

Self-Storage makes Rusco ideal for large buildings as well as private homes. You can specify Rusco for old buildings or new. For specifications see Sweet’s 18a-12, or write direct for free book and name of nearest distributor. The F. C. Russell Company, 1836-AR Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 15, Ohio.
ties and the eventual dates when supply and demand will be balanced also are spotlighted in the timetable. Copies of "Scarc Material Timetable" may be had at 25 cents each from the N.Y. Journal of Commerce, 63 Park Row, New York 15, N. Y.

Improvement Expected

Improvement in production of major construction materials is expected, following a general downward trend at the close of 1945, according to the February Report on Construction and Construction Materials, prepared by the Construction Division, Department of Commerce.

Construction costs and prices of materials continued to rise in December, with prices of materials reaching their highest level in 25 years, the Report states.

Highlights:

Steel — January production curtailed by the strike; sheet and strip are the tightest of all steel shapes and are expected to continue in short supply through the first half of 1946.

Lumber — Excess of demand over supply continues to keep both mill and distributors stocks at an all-time low. Unfilled orders for hardwood flooring in producers' hands equal to six to 10 months output at the present rate.

Concrete building blocks — Unfilled orders amount to more than double the current production rate.

PROJECTS APPROVED

Two new low-rent public housing projects of the New York City Housing Authority, to be financed with state funds, have been approved by the State Division of Housing. These projects, Navy Houses in Brooklyn and Lenox Houses in upper Manhattan, will be the 13th and 14th developments approved for New York City under Governor Thomas E. Dewey's state-wide housing and community development program.

Plans for Navy Houses call for the housing of 1,400 low-income families at an estimated over-all development cost of $10,953,800. To be built within the Brooklyn downtown redevelopment area of which the Brooklyn Civic Center will be a part, the project will take in approximately 19 acres, of which no more than 30 per cent will be covered by buildings.

Lenox Houses, in lower Harlem, will occupy an area of approximately 14 acres, and will provide accommodations for 1,320 low-income families at an estimated over-all development cost of $12,920,600.

NEW MUSEUM WING

A panoramic view of 4,000 years of Egyptian history is offered in the recently opened Egyptian Wing of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Five rooms have been arranged to give an over-all picture of how the Egyptian worked, lived, ate, dressed, farmed and amused himself.

SCHOOL NEEDS STUDIED

A survey of the school building needs of rural America, which will result in a portfolio of sketches, floor plans and basic suggestions adaptable to specific communities, is under way by Professors Frank W. Cyr and Henry H. Linn of Teachers College, Columbia University, assisted by John Marshall, school building specialist on leave from the West Virginia Department of Education, and Kenneth Bailey, architect on leave from the New York City schools. The study is being financed by a $10,000 grant from the General Education Board and has the sponsorship of the National Council of Chief State School Officers.

(Continued from page 18)
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• Insulating to prevent sound transmission is only one of the many subjects covered by these Balsam-Wool Data Sheets. For here is a storehouse of latest information on correct insulation practice—which embodies months of research, years of experience. The complete file of thirty-two Balsam-Wool Data Sheets is yours for the asking—just mail the coupon for your set!

Balsam-Wool
SEALED INSULATION

BALSAM-WOOL • Products of Weyerhaeuser • NU-WOOD
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THE RECORD REPORTS (Continued from page 144)

The portfolio is planned to cover four main types of school suited to the small community: the one- and two-teacher school; the three-, four- and six-teacher elementary school; the small high school; and the 12-grade building. There will be a section covering special features that can be incorporated into the rural school building such as a community canning center or movable partitions to change a room to the desired size. Exterior views will include suggestions for the schools' grounds, such as recreation facilities and the adaptation of the building to the local terrain and architectural style.

SCHOOL TO REOPEN

The Fontainebleau School of Fine Arts may possibly reopen during the summer of 1946 under the directorship of Jean Labatut, according to Jean Paul Alaux, president of the Board of Directors of the Fontainebleau Art Schools. The session planned is for a maximum of two months between July 1 and September 1. The curriculum will include the study of architecture, with research in urban planning and landscape architecture, as well as painting and sculpture. For further information address M. Labatut, c/o Miss Isabelle Kemp, 206 E. 62nd St., New York City.

LECTURES OFFERED

"Tomorrow's Home," a 10-lecture series dealing with various aspects of planning a home, is currently being presented on Tuesday evenings by University College of the University of Chicago.

The lectures, which started on April 2 and will run through June 4, are being given by a group of architects and housing specialists. Speakers include architects Harry J. Harman, George Keck, Reinhard Leser and Ernest Grunfeld.

SCHOLARSHIP

A graduate scholarship in the Department of Architecture, the School of Fine Arts, University of Pennsylvania, has been established by Mrs. Albert Kahn, her daughters and son, as a memorial to the late Albert Kahn. Providing the sum of $1,100, the scholarship will be awarded to a student of outstanding merit to be selected by the Scholarship Committee of the University. It will be offered for award for the first time for the academic year 1946–47.

OFFICE NOTES

Offices Opened, Reopened

James Harlow Anderson and George Patton Simonds (Anderson and Simonds, Architects), have returned to practice following several years with the FPHA, where Mr. Anderson was senior project planner and Mr. Simonds was regional technical advisor, Region VI, San Francisco. Address: 339 Fifteenth St., Oakland, Calif.

Alden De Hart, A.I.A., formerly Major, A.U.S., after serving three years with the Army Transportation Corps, has reopened his office and is resuming his practice at 203 Park Ave., Plainfield, N. J.

F. Julius Dreyfous and Solis Seiferth announce their return from the armed services and the reopening of their office under the firm name of Dreyfous and Seiferth, Architects, at 328 Audubon Bldg., New Orleans, La.

Edward Fleagle, Architect, has reopened his office at 18 S. Broadway, Yonkers, N. Y.

Ralph C. Flewelling and Associates, Architects, have opened new offices at 3112 Los Feliz Blvd., Los Angeles 26, Calif.

Hermon A. Horn, Architect, after almost five years with the War Department, has resumed the practice of architecture in association with Adolph H. (Continued on page 148)
HOW TO KNOW THE NATION'S 
finest wallapers...

It's a new label with an old name—United Wallpaper, maker of the world's most popular quality wallpapers.

Now name and label will be America's buying guide to a great new line of wallpapers. Five years in designing—now in production—this line will offer the finest wallpapers in United's history.

Patterns will be distinguished by "eye" and "buy" appeal you've never known before. You'll see thrilling new designs created expressly for the latest decorating trends... exquisite color harmonies... exciting new patterns for every room.

Best of all, many of these new papers will enjoy United's traditional plus-selling-points in greater measure than ever before. That means guaranteed washable... guaranteed fadeproof... guaranteed style-tested... guaranteed wall-tested. United Wallpaper will offer the top quality in every price range.

So in the decorating boom on the way, depend on United Wallpapers for sales leadership in every price bracket. Feature them. It will pay you.

COMING SOON! An important announcement by United Wallpaper—of vital interest to you. Watch for it!

For details about the $7,500.00 International Wallpaper Design Contest write to United Wallpaper, Inc., Chicago 54, Illinois.
Knappe at 192 Lexington Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Victrine and Samuel Homsey have reopened their office at 917 Gilpin Ave., Wilmington 12, Del. Theodore Fletcher will be associated with them.

Prentiss Huddleston, A.I.A., has reopened his office in the Brock Bldg., Tallahassee, Fla.

James E. Loftus, Architect, has opened an office at 803 Omaha Natl. Bank Bldg., Omaha, Neb.


Lee Perry, A.I.A., has reestablished his office at 419 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Beryl Price, Architect, has reopened his office at 1911 Pine St., Philadelphia Pa., following his release from the Army. Mr. Price served as a captain in the Corps of Engineers on Saipan.

Levon Seron, Architect-Engineer, has newly established his office at 419 North Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y.

For any building, there is no method of cleaning that will do the work faster, better or at lower cost than Spencer Central Vacuum Cleaning.

Factual data is available for every type of building, every kind of surface or equipment to be cleaned.

Complete Spencer Data is available to architects. Write on your letterhead, please.

SPENCER VACUUM CLEANING
THE SPENCER TURBINE COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN.

THE RECORD REPORTS (Continued from page 146)

New Addresses

The following new addresses have been announced:

Earle S. Draper, Consultant, Suite 42, 1737 H St., N. W., Washington 6, D.C.


Perkins & Will, Architects-Engineers (formerly Perkins, Wheeler & Will), 309 W. Jackson Bldg., Chicago 6, Ill.

Firm Changes

Munroe Walker Copper, Jr., and his former associates, Robert Verne Wade and Russell Ralph Peck have announced formation of a partnership under the firm name of Copper, Wade & Peck, Architects, with offices in the Heights Rockefeller Bldg., Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio.

Garrett Eckbo, Robert Royston and Edward Williams have announced their association as Eckbo, Royston & Williams, Planning Consultants, Landscape Architects, Site and Recreation Planners, with offices at 21 Columbus Ave., San Francisco 11, and 624 S. Carondelet, Los Angeles 5, Calif.

H. Eugene Grieshaber, Jr., A.I.A., and James F. Neilan, who have been associated in the practice of architecture, have formed the partnership of Grieshaber & Neilan, and will continue to practice at 302 State St., New London, Conn.

Stuart W. Jester, Merchandise Engineer, and Adolph Brukin, Architect, have announced the merging of their organizations, with new offices at 675 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

Michele T. Lipinski and John A. Valtz have announced the opening of the architectural firm of Lipinski and Valtz, with offices at Lynn, Mass.

Richard H. Marr, A.I.A., has changed the name of his firm to Marr and Marr to include his son, Carl B. Marr, A.I.A., who has been associated with the office for several years. Business will continue at 415 Brainard St., Detroit 1, Mich.

The firm of Geo. L. Mesker & Co. has announced its incorporation and change of name to Geo. L. Mesker Steel Corp. Address, Evansville 8, Ind.

Rudolph J. Mock, who has been associated with the OPA and has resumed his practice, with offices in the D'Arcy Bldg., 81 N. Chicago St., Joliet, Ill.


Frederick W. Whittesley, A.I.A., has opened offices at 488 Pine St., San Francisco 4, Calif. Before the war, Mr. Whittesley practiced for eight years in Phoenix, Ariz.

Robert Wilmusen, Architect, has opened an office at 404 Tiffany Bldg., Eugene, Ore.

(Continued on page 150)
NEW USERS FOUND THAT—

**The Electrunite Way is the Modern Way!**

...When restrictions curbed the use of excess metal

When war needs greatly restricted the amount of steel available for conduit manufacture, ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. made many new and lasting friends among its first-time users.

CONTRACTORS discovered that jobs went in easier and better when they used this modern rigid steel conduit. Why? Because ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. eliminates tedious thread-cutting...because its uniformly high ductility means easier, more accurate bending and cutting...because its light weight simplifies installation problems...because it is easy to wire...and because it helps keep difficult work schedules moving on time.

ARCHITECTS and ENGINEERS found that ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. is readily adaptable to all types of building construction. They found, too, that it provides adequate mechanical and electrical protection...that its tightly-adherent zinc coating—unbroken by threads and unmarrred by wrench teeth—gives continuous corrosion protection throughout every installation.

Yes, there are many reasons why ELECTRUNITE E.M.T. made new friends...important reasons why they all agree that The ELECTRUNITE Way is the MODERN Way.

**REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION**

STEEL AND TUBES DIVISION • CLEVELAND 8, OHIO

Export Department: Chrysler Building, New York 17, N.Y.

**MAY 1946**
You get both when you specify

ANCHOR-WELD
IRON FENCE

Electrically-Welded
PERMANENCE
Wrought Iron
BEAUTY and DIGNITY

Anchor Weld Fences and Gates ... made in many handsome designs ... provide a beautiful setting for homes, country estates, schools and institutions. And, when you specify them, you can be sure they’ll maintain their fine appearance through the years.

For ... in Anchor-Weld Iron Fence ... grooved, square pickets and rails of the same size are worked into architecturally correct designs ... then electrically welded under pressure in an exclusive Anchor process. Pickets cannot loosen. Sections cannot sag. There is no need for ugly cross-bracing.

Anchor also makes a complete line of Anchor Chain Link Fence, in heights from 3½ feet to 10 feet. Tough and durable, it has deep-driven "Anchors" which hold the fence erect and in line, in any soil and in any weather.

Free Specification Manuals
for Your A. I. A. File 14-K

No. 111 for Anchor-Weld Iron Fence. No. 110 for Anchor Chain Link Fence. Show installation photographs and sectional drawings ... describe the various heights, weights, architectural features and applications of Anchor fences and gates. For free copies, address: Anchor Post Fence Co., 6600 Eastern Ave., Baltimore 24, Maryland.

THE RECORD REPORTS

(Continued from page 148)

associated with a number of leading architectural firms, has joined the TVA Department of Regional Studies in Knoxville as Staff Architect.

Mundie and Jensen, Architects and Engineers, announce that Verne O. McClurg, formerly with Holabird and Root, and Clarence A. Jensen, formerly with the late N. Max Dunning, have been added to the firm, and the firm name changed to Mundie, Jensen and McClurg. Address, 39 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3, Ill.

Frank Poduska, Sr., formerly chief estimator of the Amsterdam Building Co., is now connected with the Mutual Construction Corp., 7 E. 42nd St., New York.

NEW POSITIONS

Donald A. Campbell, a past president of the National Retail Lumber Dealers Assn., has been appointed to the staff of Housing Expediter Wilson W. Wyatt as special consultant on lumber problems arising out of the Veterans Emergency Housing Program.

Walter P. Davis has been appointed managing director of the Indoor Climate Institute, with headquarters in Detroit.

J. Bradbury German, Jr., former mayor of Utica, N.Y., has been appointed executive assistant to the Commissioner of Housing in the State Division of Housing, New York.

Gail A. Hathaway, of the office of Chief of Engineers, U. S. War Department, is the new vice president of the American Society of Civil Engineers, succeeding the late A. C. Polk of Birmingham, Ala.

F. B. Hornbrook has been appointed assistant director of research of The Master Builders Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Alexander Kostellow of New York City has been elected president of the American Designers Institute.

Gordon Rieley, vice president of Bryant Heater Co., has been appointed director of the newly established building and construction price division of the OPA and is on leave of absence to assume his new duties immediately.

W. K. Shaw, vice president and treasurer of the Turner Construction Co., has been chosen chairman of the Building Division of the Associated General Contractors of America.

John Vassos has been elected chairman of the New York Chapter of the American Designers Institute.

Howard P. Vermilya, research director of the John B. Pierce Foundation and formerly assistant director of the Technical Division of the FHA, has joined the staff of Housing Expediter Wilson W. Wyatt as a consultant on technical problems.

How BIG is Comfort?

To a Building Owner, Heating Comfort often is the difference between full rentals and vacancy signs. It is a measure of tenant satisfaction. It is the money saved by elimination of overheating and underheating.

That is why so many Owners of large buildings specify the Webster Moderator System. Automatically controlled, it delivers the correct amount of heat required to each radiator; it eliminates fuel waste by eliminating overheating and underheating.

"Control-by-the-Weather" is supplied by an Outdoor Thermostat which automatically balances the heating rate to agree with changes in outdoor temperature. Manual regulation is available through a supplementary device, the Variator.

More Heat with Less Fuel

Seven out of ten large buildings in America (many less than ten years old) can get up to 33 per cent more heat out of the fuel consumed! ... If you are planning on a new building or on modernizing an existing building, write today for "Performance Facts"—a book of case studies, before and after figures, on 268 Webster Steam Heating installations. Address Dept. AR-5, WARREN WEBSTER & CO., Camden, N. J. Pioneers of the Vacuum System of Steam Heating Representatives in principal cities; Est. 1880 In Canada, Darling Brothers, Limited, Montreal...
Easily installed over new or old walls with a few carpenter tools. Economical in maintenance, too. Cleans like a china dish.

About deliveries—today, Marsh’s usually prompt nation-wide service may be slowed due to unprecedented demand. However, every effort is being made to bring Marlite deliveries back to normal.

MAY 1946

LIKE A JUNE

IN ANY MONTH • IN ANY ROOM!

A note of color, a pleasing style ... blended into one harmonious background. Marlite Plastic-Finished Wall Panels provide desired hues and patterns for modern modes. And for the unusual in traditional tastes, Marlite fits the picture, too. Like a June tune, the touch of the designing artist creates the effect while versatile Marlite provides the means ... abundantly. And enduringly, too, for Marlite’s high-heat-bake finish seals against Time’s measured beat and preserves the original effect for years of gracious living.

Marsh Wall Products, Inc., 55 Main St., Dover, Ohio.

FOR CREATING BEAUTIFUL INTERIORS
A building—two or more stories in height—is only as modern as its elevator system. This applies to office, industrial and commercial buildings alike.

With the adoption of new materials and building construction techniques developed during the past few years, new elevator problems have arisen. In planning for any type of new building or modernization of an existing building, you can depend upon Montgomery for assistance in designing and engineering the efficient, modern vertical transportation system to best meet its requirements.

A Montgomery designed elevator system will usually be lower in initial cost, always dependable in service and most economical in operation and maintenance. Montgomery Elevators have proved their worth in thousands of installations.

Montgomery manufactures a complete line of passenger and freight elevators, electric dumbwaiters and special equipment for vertical transportation.

REQUIRED READING

(Continued from page 30)

SYMPHONY


To the person interested in the "pattern of proportion," this textbook will prove of absorbing interest. It does not pretend to offer a formula for creative design—in fact the author is very careful to point out that no such formula exists. What it does do, however, is to analyze the *ehor* of Euclidean areas and show how neatly all good design falls within the concentric arrangement of the whorl. Monuments, city squares, cathedrals, bridges, vases, all conform to the pattern. Even the city of Paris in its entirety, when diagrammed by the adroit pencil of Mr. Gardner, follows the rule of the whorl. In some cases, no doubt, the architect or the designer or the city planner consciously followed the principles explained here; in others, probably, an innate feeling for proportion unconsciously produced the same result.

WAR MEMORIALS


With almost every community in the country considering some sort of war memorial, this timely brochure is concerned with the form that that memorial should, and is likely to, take. "The prevailing preference," it reports, "... is for some form of living memorial, something which will enrich the life of our neighborhoods and communities and thus carry forward the democratic way of living for which this war has been mainly fought. . . ."

Proposing as the highest type of memorial the building of a work-while community life, the brochure contains statements by such men as Mark A. McCloskey, director of the FSA Community War Services; Howard Braucher, president of the National Recreation Association; and Daniel Danzig, USO program director. It discusses the lessons in community living learned from the war, the analysis of a community's existing resources, the function of the community center building, the organization of councils and committees to plan the memorial, and the financing. It proposes a National Communities Institute through which the activities all over the country may be interrelated. And it features a schematic arrangement of a community center building, the work of Antonin Raymond, New York architect.

A FAMOUS NAME IN ARCHITECTURAL METAL WORK

Since 1882 . . . 64 years of consistent progress have emblazoned this name as symbolic of quality equal to the best.

Ornamental bronze, aluminum, nickel, silver and stainless steel are fabricated by a corps of craftsmen imbued with the zeal of artists as evidenced in the photograph shown ... a portion of the bronze work in the Dallas Gas Building, Dallas, Texas.

HAND-CHASING distinguishes NEWMAN cast metallic products from ordinary foundry-finished castings. EXPERT TOOLING AND FINISHING bring out every detail in all its beauty.

NEWMAN BRONZE TABLETS FOR BUILDINGS AND MEMORIAL PROJECTS

Posterity will appreciate these tributes. The NEWMAN reputation for quality will back up your architectural achievements.

FREE FILE DATA

Write TODAY for complete folder of catalogs and other literature. Estimates and other information on request, without obligation.

NEWMAN BROthers, INC.

"64 Years Young"

708 W. FOURTH ST., CINCINNATI 3, O.
This new 32-page Catalog, containing over 150 photographs, diagrams, and tables, gives the very latest data on cooling systems of all commercial and industrial (not household) types.

The Bulletin is printed in three colors, in full letter size, and has a durable cover. As shown below, it is one of the most informative books ever published on refrigerating machinery.

If you need such equipment, ask for your copy of Bulletin 80-B today. In writing, please describe carefully the cooling work you wish to do.

Lots of clients need
A FLOOR THAT DOESN'T DO A LOT OF THINGS

For instance... that doesn't let cockroaches live happily on it—in fact, they scam away from it.

That's Hubbellite

Or a floor that won't let molds grow on it—that actually retards bacteria growths to the point that it can be considered an aid to sanitation.

That's Hubbellite

And a floor that doesn't go to pieces in the presence of neutral oils and greases.

Also Hubbellite

Or a floor that doesn't soften or disintegrate in the presence of kitchen fats; one that withstands the action of foods which ordinarily play havoc with commercial kitchen floor surfaces.

Hubbellite again

Then in flour mills, in plants that produce or use solvents, and anywhere that conditions are conducive to explosions, you want a floor that doesn't spark but which drains away static electricity.

Still Hubbellite

And of course, a floor that doesn't sacrifice long wearing qualities for these extra virtues. A floor with the resilience of a fibrous material, but one which will take light wheeled traffic without dusting or cracking.

Hubbellite

We're not claiming the world for Hubbellite. But all these qualities are just as we say. Hubbellite is a cupriferous monolithic surfacing which can be applied over concrete or even over wood, if the supporting structure is in sound condition. We have printed matter giving tests made for the check of fungus growths in showers, of roaches around bakeries and of all other features on diverse installations. Write, stating the particular slant you would like to investigate or ask for complete literature.

HUBBELLITE IS SOMETHING TO KNOW ABOUT

H. H. ROBERTSON CO.

2404 Farmers Bank Building
Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania

Offices in 50 Principal Cities
World-Wide Building Service
RECOMMENDED READING

Periodical Literature

NEIGHBORHOOD PLANNING


Compared with the American goal of from 12 to 15 million new dwellings in the next 10 years, England’s housing target of only four million, especially in view of her heavy bombing damage during the war, at first glance may seem very small. But this is exactly twice her rate of building in the two decades immediately preceding the war. It is, as Mr. Stephenson says, a possible goal. It is no small job, however: "In 10 years," Mr. Stephenson points out, "we are to build one-third as many dwellings as now exist. Here is a great opportunity to start the comprehensive remodeling of the larger part of every town."

The architects of England, it is obvious from this article, are stressing, just as are architects here, lower population density per acre, integrated and self-sufficient residential areas incorporating "all those buildings and residential facilities that modern civilization demands," and plenty of recreational open space; and "ingenuity, variety and simplicity should be exercised in the design and arrangement of groups of dwellings." Finally, "urban redevelopment can never be satisfactory if the approach is piecemeal. The problems have to be seen as a whole."

Mr. Stephenson, who holds a degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is thoroughly conversant with planning in this country as well as in England and on the Continent. His comparisons are generous enough to give a good over-all picture of current planning trends.

NOVEL DRUG STORE


Although considerable experimenting has been done with the idea, the self-service drug store is still something of a novelty. For that reason, this article reporting on the construction cost and operational history of a recently opened such store in Salt Lake City is of particular interest.

The new store is 28 by 80 ft. in floor area, which, according to the owner is the minimum size for such a store. Only three departments—prescriptions, colognes and perfumes—are not self-service. Display locations of some merchandise have been kept flexible to keep it moving and permit featuring.

The Colonial Williamsburg Number of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD—issue of December 1935—was sold out soon after publication but the entire editorial contents have been reprinted and bound in permanent book form with blue cloth covers.

Many thousands of these Williamsburg reprints have been sold but the demand continues unabated.

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

119 W. 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
Enclosed is $ for which send copies of your reprint, The Restoration of Colonial Williamsburg, bound in cloth, at $1.50 per copy.

Name
Address
City and State A. R. 5-46
HERE'S ONE OF THE MOST EFFICIENT WAYS TO AIR CONDITION!

MULTITHERMS—WHOLE "WORKS" IN ONE ASSEMBLY . . . BUILT FOR ALL SORTS OF INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

The Clarage Multitherm unit shown above is a complete conditioning plant: (1) it cleans the air, removing bacteria, pollen and dust . . . (2) it cools and dehumidifies in summer utilizing cold well water, brine or a direct expansion refrigerant . . . (3) it heats and humidifies in winter using steam or hot water . . . (4) it supplies at all times a circulation of conditioned air under positive fan pressure.

Multithers are as easy and inexpensive to install as unit heaters—and just as satisfactory in operation. They may be suspended from the ceiling, mounted on platforms, or installed on the floor. Sizes range from 400 to 13,600 c.f.m. If the job is extra large, it can be handled with two or more units.

Look into Clarage Multithers if you have any type of air conditioning problem. They are engineered to give precision results—compact to save space—of heavy duty construction for years of continuous trouble-free service. And, as compared to central station conditioning, you can usually save considerable money.

Write us, outlining your requirements—or ask for Bulletin 107 giving complete information.
St. Mary’s Church in Boston, Mass., recently re-roofed with approximately 40,000 lbs. of Revere sheet copper by A. Belanger & Sons, Inc., Cambridge, sheet metal contractors. General contractors were the John Bowen Co., Boston, and the metal was supplied by The Herrick Co., Boston distributors.

HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FACTS ON SHEET COPPER CONSTRUCTION

REVERE believes that its responsibility only begins with the production of fine metals, and does not end until those metals are giving satisfactory service in the hands of users. Often, this means not only metallurgical research, but also extensive field and laboratory work in the practical application of Revere products.

As a result of such research, architects and contractors throughout the country now have new and vastly improved information on which to base sheet copper construction. Using the clear, simple charts supplied by Revere, sheet metal contractors are already taking wide advantage of the advanced engineering principles Revere has developed. These experts are convinced, as is Revere, that this new sheet copper construction will far outlast that done by former methods.

Nearly all prominent architects and contractors have Revere’s new book on the subject, “Copper and Common Sense.” We urge you to use the data in this book. It was prepared especially to help practical men in their day-to-day problems. Call on the Revere Technical Advisory Service, Architectural, for any further help you may wish. Revere products are sold by Revere Distributors in all parts of the country.

Listen to Exploring the Unknown on the Mutual Network every Sunday evening, 9 to 9:30 p.m., EDST.
Now, after months of research, experiment and testing, the new Wade Hydra Filter offers hydraulic filtering of grease by grease, as the last word in modern scientific grease interception. This, combined with conventional gravity separation, enables Hydra Filter to handle more grease for its size, more efficiently. Other features:

1. Guaranteed efficiency 90%, with actual installations testing much higher.
2. Non-clogging selective action to catch heavier solids, pass lighter ones;
3. Simplified maintenance, at longer intervals;
4. Full selection of sizes for all requirements; home, restaurant, hotel and institution.

You are invited to compare the Wade Hydra Filter with any other grease trap for efficiency . . . compactness . . . low maintenance costs . . . Full details will be mailed on request.

A layer of grease built up around a series of tension tubes hydraulically filters most of the grease from incoming waste liquids.

Final gravity separation takes place over a smooth floor that cannot catch and clog with solid matter. A special insert cover allows easy removal of collected grease. Optional top-side air vents prevent siphoning action.

Wade Manufacturing Company

Drains and Plumbing Specialties
Elgin, Illinois
FIRE LOSSES CONTINUE UPWARD

Architects planning new construction or remodeling cannot safely overlook this chart. The mounting bars spell increasing disaster to plants, warehouses, stores, institutions, schools — in fact, every type of structure. They mean increased hazards to human life, increased business mortality (2 out of every 5 burned-out businesses never resume), and disruption of vital health and educational facilities. In the year 1946, the usual aftermaths of fire are magnified by the shortages which make replacements uncertain, if not actually impossible.

CAUSES ARE MANY

The causes of this mounting fire record are many... hurried construction, new hazardous materials, shortage of trained firemen, carelessness.

95.9% EFFECTIVE CONTROL
WITH AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

Based on the records of 68,611 fires there is one means of effectively stopping fire in 95.9% of the cases. It is Automatic Sprinkler Fire Protection. The chances of major loss, either of life or valuable property, in a sprinkler-equipped building has proved to be extremely slight.

The time to consider Automatic Sprinkler Fire Protection is while your plans are still in the drafting stage. A nearby Grinnell engineer is ready to help you make fire protection a part of the building's functional design. Call him in early; he can help you give your clients all the benefits of Automatic Sprinkler Fire Protection without sacrifice in your building's design or efficiency.


GRINNELL

Automatic Sprinkler Fire Protection

A BLENDED PART OF YOUR BUILDING'S DESIGN
RODDIS for over half a century has enjoyed a reputation for giving customers what they want. Customers now want above everything else — products, doors and plywood to meet critical construction needs.

Today Roddis is making only standard size doors and plywood panels, according to Roddis’ standard construction specifications. As a result, production has been multiplied and we are giving more customers — more of what they want — more doors, more plywood panels, more door units.

By pacing its production policy to meet today’s requirements, we believe we are doing the greatest good for the greatest number of customers and maintaining our half century reputation for meeting customers’ needs.

Consult Your Local Millwork and Fixture Manufacturers — and Lumber Dealers
In Rockefeller Center utility was combined with attractiveness when the terrazzo floors were made permanently non-slip, wet or dry, by the use of Alundum Aggregate. Architects of the finest structures are using Alundum Aggregate to add permanent safety to the other features which make terrazzo popular — attractive appearance, durability and economy. Incorporated in the surface of a terrazzo floor in the proper proportion Alundum Aggregate assures non-slip effectiveness that is not lessened by liquids nor by wear.

Also available: Alundum Aggregate for cement floors, Alundum floor and stair tile, Alundum Ceramic Mosaic Tile.


Now, when you want any type of built-up roofing specification—smooth-surfaced or gravel-surfaced—you can simply copy it from the new, revised Johns-Manville Specification Manual.

Clear, concise, and up-to-date, based on Johns-Manville's 88 years of roofing experience, this Manual is organized to give you in the quickest possible way a complete roofing specification for any type of deck—wood, steel, concrete, or gypsum.

In addition, the book gives complete flashing specifications and detailed drawings of various flashing methods. It specifies how roof insulation should be applied. It tells why a J-M Flexstone Roof made of asbestos felts—fireproof, rotproof, smooth-surfaced and unaffected by the sun—deserves the architect's careful consideration.

We cordially invite you to send for your copy. There's no obligation, of course.
Accomplished organists, on hearing the rich, reverent tones of the Wurlitzer Orgatron, often comment, “Surely, that is a fine pipe organ!” Actually, the Wurlitzer Orgatron incorporates a principle used for centuries in organs — the activation of reeds by wind. It provides full organ ensemble, perfect accompaniment for choir or solo, plus a welcome saving in both space and investment.

The Wurlitzer Orgatron takes so little floor space (comfortably within a 5 ft. sq.) that maximum room is left available for choir arrangement, visibility and the fullest use of windows and decorative motifs. Even an additional tone cabinet will occupy no more than a square yard of floor or wall space. Yet, the musical richness is traditionally that of a fine pipe organ.

Very often, the excessive cost of a pipe organ means unwelcome reductions in the budget for such desired factors as the pastor’s study, Sunday School rooms, stained glass windows, and the like. The Wurlitzer Orgatron meets the strictest requirements for church music, including traditional organ tone at a fraction of the cost of a fine pipe organ.

Consider all three factors when recommending a church organ — Tone, Space and Cost. The Wurlitzer Orgatron provides all three!

For further information, write to The Rudolph Wurlitzer * Company, Orgatron Division, Dept. 1106, North Tonawanda, New York.

* The Name That Means Music To Millions

WURLITZER ORGATRON
Functional designs for hotels, restaurants, hospitals, department stores, carry efficiency and convenience right into the kitchen. Plan your kitchens around Hotpoint-Edison electric cooking equipment. Design-wise, it's a time-and-problem saver in many ways:

Not only does this dependable equipment make your designing job easier, it helps "sell" your client:

QUALITY that has given Hotpoint-Edison a 40 year reputation for dependability assures satisfaction. Call on Hotpoint specialists for any planning suggestions or help. Sold through leading Kitchen Equipment Distributors. Consult your local Hotpoint-Edison distributor or write to us.

Edison General Electric Appliance Company, Inc., 5625 West Taylor Street, Chicago 44, Illinois

Do you know these 3 important facts?

1. Robertson Q-Floors are the starting point for wiring that's fully adequate
2. Q-Floor wiring is the only way to make the job complete
3. Only General Electric sells Q-Floor wiring

It will pay you to remember these important facts whenever you consider the electrical needs of your clients. The cellular steel members of Robertson Q-Floors make ideal permanent raceways for completely flexible and adequate electrical systems. Patented G-E Q-Floor wiring is the only material used to install electrical services in Q-Floors. The combination of these two structural and electrical systems results in an extremely simple and flexible method of supplying the electrical requirements of office buildings, banks, hospitals, industrial plants, and other construction requiring a number of services and 100 per-cent electrical availability.

G-E Q-Floor wiring consists of easily installed header ducts with floor cells located on six inch centers, thus permitting the use of outlets anywhere in the floor every six inches. New power, signal and telephone connections can be added at will throughout the life of the building.

Before writing specifications for any job involving raceways, building wire or wiring devices, ask your nearest G-E Merchandise Distributor for information on the complete G-E line, or write to Section C-563-44, Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn.
It pays to be "Open"-minded in storefront design

Even though auto showrooms have been more "visual" than average stores, many of them lack the clean-cut, smooth lines of the cars they display. Realizing this, thousands of auto dealers are planning to remodel their business places.

A Visual Front is ideal for car display. Its expanse of plate glass provides an unhampered view of the interior. Doors of clear Tuf-flex* tempered glass emphasize this visual sweep and make the store look more inviting. By day the clear glass front brightens the entire showroom—at night acts as a beacon to attract attention.

The Visual Front is thoroughly practical. Glass withstands years of weathering and doesn't need refinishing. To reduce the possibility of condensation, glaze the front with Thermopane*, L.O.F.'s transparent insulating unit.

Glass is striking in its beauty. Bulkheads, trim, pilasters and walls of sparkling Vitrolite* glass facing add a smart, colorful touch that marks the front as up-to-date.


LIBBEY·OWENS·FORD

a Great Name in GLASS

MAY 1946
What's the basic function of a community building?

Communication of ideas...communication of ideals...communication of skills and interests. Architects will, we believe, be almost unanimous in setting communication as one of the most important functions a community building can perform.

To the betterment of such communications a modern sound system can contribute greatly. Are you familiar with the latest Stromberg-Carlson development—a Standard Sound System, expressly engineered for each type of use, and where handsome steel cabinets come ready to set up, and containing all the 'works'?

To install one of these new Stromberg-Carlson Standard Sound Systems, and then to hook it up to the desired number of loud speakers, is a very simple operation. By making provision for the system in your original plans you will insure its highest efficiency without impairment of the beauty of your design.

New Stromberg-Carlson Standard Sound Systems have been developed for use in office buildings, schools, churches, hotels and restaurants, hospitals, public buildings, sport and recreation centers, industrial buildings and plants, warehouses, garages, bus terminals, airports, railroad stations and terminals, docks, etc., etc. Your local Stromberg-Carlson Sound Equipment distributor (see your classified telephone directory) will gladly cooperate with you in the planning of the most advantageous installations. Or write, Sound Equipment Division, Stromberg-Carlson Company, Dept. A-5, 100 Carlson Road, Rochester 3, New York.

Stromberg-Carlson Sound System, Model 750. Contains radio receiver, phonograph record player, control and power amplifier. In cabinet of glacier gray, heavy gauge steel. This compact Standard Sound System reduces the installations from a major engineering problem to the easy fitting of completely pre-planned units.
SANITARY wall surfaces have long been recognized as the prime requisite for hospital interiors. The maintenance of scrupulous cleanliness of walls is a costly matter where ordinary wall materials are used. Painting and refinishing run to a substantial figure in the annual maintenance budget of many hospitals.

A PEACETIME PROMISE

Arketex Continuous wartime improvements in the structural tile field promise you a continually fine product in the years ahead.

Where walls are built of Arketex Ceramic Glazed Structural Tile, there is no cost for painting or refinishing. Arketex Ceramic Glazed Structural Tile walls combine the three-fold necessity of permanent sanitation with beauty and economy. Specify Arketex — first with the finest in ceramic glazed structural tile!
A. Quickly demountable panel sections. Filter medium is special woven mesh, wire cloth protected. This medium, moistened with oil, presents a maze of small, finely divided, irregular orifices which break up the air stream. Dust particles are impinged on the sides of these orifices.

B. Virtually friction-free construction. Ball bearings throughout. Roller bearing chains carry filter panels. Both panels of a 13 ft. unit may be easily turned with one hand!

C. Absolutely rigid one-piece pressed channel side plates.

CONTROL MECHANISM INTEGRAL PART OF FILTER UNIT. Just one connection to be made to electric line.

Telechron motor-driven time switch with silver contacts. Time switch is mounted in a glass dust-proof case. Power transmission from sturdy rubber-mounted motor through 400-1 gear box and 3-1 chain and sprocket. Every gear, pinion, bearing, roto timing device, panel section, side-piece — in fact, every major and minor detail of this filter is of the highest possible quality — designed for efficiency, long wear and complete satisfaction.

Engineered for Greatest Possible Efficiency and Economy...

TIHS latest model Staynew Automatic Filter operates on the principle of dust impingement. Dust is caught by moving filter panels moistened with oil from a reservoir. The panels are automatically timed to operate at pre-determined intervals, depending on the amount of dust to be removed and the air velocity. The filter possesses a number of unusual features which increase efficiency in dust removal and reduce operating costs. Several of these features are fundamental in design and found in no other filter. The result is a rugged, high-efficiency unit with which extremely large volumes of air can be filtered at low cost.

There are two series of endless moving filter panels. Each series provides two stages of filtration — four stages in all. The double series of moving filter panels is exclusive with Staynew. Efficiency is two-fold.

Direction of curtain travel is such that air leaves the clean side always. This is an exclusive feature.

Write for Full Information

DOLLINGER CORPORATION

48 CENTRE PARK
ROCHESTER 3, N.Y.

“AIR FILTER HEADQUARTERS”
An out-of-date electrical system can be the single vulnerable point in a plant's output potential ... the lone weak spot that prevents management from realizing the profit possibilities on orders easily obtainable.

Only Adequate Wiring can meet the challenge of suddenly increased work loads. And wiring is adequate only when it meets future needs, insures electrical systems that meet present and future lighting and power demands at the lowest cost per kilowatt consumed.

In making sure of full electrical efficiency, add an Okonite engineer's experience to your own. He represents a company that has specialized in insulated wires and cables since 1878, and he can show you how to use them to the best advantage. The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey.

IN EXISTING BUILDINGS Adequate Wiring reduces voltage drop when copper-skimping conductor sizes are replaced, permits high voltage cables, and unit substations at load centers, corrects power factor through synchronous motors and capacitors.

IN NEW BUILDINGS, it makes unnecessary the expenditures and work disruptions of future renovations.
Here is a classic example of Colonial Georgian architecture to which the use of White Vermont Marble is most appropriate. For the Klein Memorial in Bridgeport, architect Leonard Asheim has employed a skillful combination of many of the finest details of theatre architecture.

Vermont Marble, because of its durable, workable formation and inherent beauty, has been chosen for many outstanding civic memorials... and such impressive federal and state buildings as the Supreme Court building, the Oregon State Capitol, and many others. Vermont Marble is available in a wide variety of colors and finishes... for every functional and decorative need.

Vermont Marble Company
Importer—Producer
Finisher of all kinds of Marble

For further information refer to our catalog No. 4A/5 in Sweet file

VERMONT MARBLE
VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY • PROCTOR, VERMONT
Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Dallas • Houston • Los Angeles • New York • Philadelphia • San Francisco • Ontario Marble Co., Peterborough, Ont.
Accent on design... Here is an example of how Lupton Metal Windows complement architectural design in the distinctive modern residence. The metal casements are planned to accent trim horizontal lines. Rooms can be brighter, better ventilated. Screening is simple, effective and unobtrusive. Tightly fitting metal frame screens are designed in stock sizes to fit every Lupton Casement. Lupton Metal Windows are delivered as complete units, ready for quick installation. There's a Lupton Window for every type of building — residential, commercial, industrial, institutional. Write for catalog.

See our Catalog in Sweet's

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO.
E. Allegheny Avenue at Tulip Street, Philadelphia 34, Pa.
Member of the Metal Window Institute

LUPTON METAL WINDOWS
The first thing they would put in would be air conditioning. Customers like to shop in the comfort of air-conditioned stores—and they buy more. Your design problem in planning a store that builds business is simplified with the Carrier Store Weathermaker.

This completely new 1946 model is available now. Here is a unit that is as quickly installed as a show-case...complete as it comes from the factory...no assembly on the job. It's compact and smart enough for the sales space...yet designed for remote location.

A superior fan application makes Carrier Store Weathermakers quiet in operation yet with plenty of reserve capacity to handle the resistance of connected duct work. Amount of air delivered is adjustable. Filters are standard size for easy replacement. And Store Weathermakers are 100% salvageable.

Give the shops you design the prestige of air conditioning by Carrier—the pioneer of air conditioning and the leader for more than 40 years. Store Weathermakers are the product of Carrier's unique manufacturing skill and world-wide experience. Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, New York.
Adlake Aluminum Windows offer many advantages for so little more. Elimination of excessive air infiltration, finger-tip control, no warping or sticking—thanks to an exclusive combination of nonmetallic weatherstripping and serrated guides. What's more, they're beautifully designed for lasting architectural appeal and efficiency. We believe you'll find it well worth while to get full information about Adlake Windows before specifying or detailing any window.

**The Adams & Westlake Company**

**Also Window Makers to the Transportation Industry**

Established 1857  
Elkhart, Indiana  
New York • Chicago
NOW YOU CAN MAKE HIM SAFE!

Now you can give the occupants of your buildings the utmost in sure, safe exit... for genuine drop-forged Von Duprins are back in production. These superb exit devices are abundantly strong for the heaviest duty, yet their precise workmanship and their finely balanced parts provide... even for the tiniest school child... startling ease and speed of operation.

VON DUPRIN DIVISION
VONNEGUT HARDWARE CO., INDIANAPOLIS
THANKS to modern design and engineering, today’s home can be a wonder in convenience and comfort. And no feature is more important than an efficient heat-and-hot-water system—the “heart of the house”.

You guarantee client satisfaction with a sound Spencer. Behind its reliable, low-cost performance is a half century of engineering know-how. Advanced design and precision manufacturing give the modern line of Spencer units a proven rating for every heating requirement.

No matter what the job, there’s a Spencer for every type of building...for every firing method. Write or wire today for a catalog...also for the name of your nearest Spencer engineering consultant.
WHAT IS THE BEST HEATING SYSTEM FOR OUR PARTICULAR NEEDS?

If you want completely automatic control of room temperatures, operating and maintenance economy, simplicity and heating adequacy for all requirements—the answer is, "the Dunham Differential Vacuum Heating System". It provides continuous balanced heating throughout the building under variables in service and occupancy—meets instantly the variable demand for more or less heat caused by weather changes. For the complete answer—write for bulletin No. 632. C. A. Dunham Co., 450 East Ohio St., Chicago 11, Illinois.

"It is Different... and so Modern!"

- How often you hear this remark when folks inspect a home where the doors, panels and cupboards have no hinges showing... in other words, when SOSS INVISIBLE HINGES are "on the job." These hinges give the modern touch. They eliminate unsightly broken surfaces marred by protruding butts, and permit the flush surfaces so important in modern streamlined design. Soss Invisible Hinges are located where hinges naturally should be—out of sight. They are nationally advertised.

Write for the Soss "Blue-Print Catalogue" giving full details of the many applications of this modern hinge. Free on request.

SOSS MANUFACTURING COMPANY
21765 HOOVER ROAD • DETROIT 13, MICH.
OUTSIDE WALLS

Insulite sheathing builds a strong, weathertight, windproofed wall...a wall with effective insulation.

INSIDE WALLS

Insulite Sealed Lok-Joint Lath provides a strong, rigid plastering surface...plus a second wall of insulation.

Double Insulation—PLUS VAPOR CONTROL

Insulite Lok-Joint Lath, with asphalt barrier against the studs, retards vapor travel. And Insulite sheathing, being permeable to vapor, permits what little vapor that escapes the barrier to pass toward the outside. Refer to Sweet's File...Architectural Section 10 a/9.

INSULITE

Insulates as you build
The Pencils with "BUILT-IN-QUALITY"
which assure you of the finest results in Drawings, Tracings or Renderings. **22 Accurate Degrees** to work with—17 degrees 6B to 9H for drawing—Extra B, intense Black (for layout artists) and Tracing 1—2—3—4—to make clean crisp lines for clear legible blueprint reproduction.

Also ask for SEMI-HEX Carbo-Weld Thin Colored Pencils. Fine for use on maps and blueprints.

Write to Dept. R for two free pencils, 1 block (mention the degree), 1 color. Buy them from your dealer or if unavailable send us $1.00 for prepaid trial dozen of your favorite degree or assortment.

This offer good only within U.S.A.

Architects and builders knew it; now War has proved it again . . . Homasote's structural strength, insulating qualities and big sizes make an unbeatable combination.

This weatherproof insulating and building board is right—for new construction and modernization alike.

As interior finish—in residences—Homasote provides the ideal, crackproof surface for paint or wallpaper. And the big sheets eliminate unnecessary wall joints and batten strips.

As sheathing or exterior finish—in residences, garages and other buildings—Homasote's great structural strength and top insulating qualities make it the practical building material. And the big sheets mean less handling, fewer nailings, less waste.

We invite architects and builders to write for our new fully illustrated booklet—suggesting some of the many uses for weatherproof Homasote. The book gives physical characteristics, performance charts, specification data and application instructions. Write for your copy today.

**HOMASOTE COMPANY, Trenton 3, N. J.**
Increased occupancy...
Fewer elevators...
Better service

The experience of the Wells Building typifies the increased operating efficiency and the reduced operating costs made possible by Otis elevator modernization.

Formerly, this building, with an occupancy rate of 85%, was served by 6 hydraulic-plunger elevators. These were replaced with 4 modern, high speed gearless Otis elevators with Peak Period Control. Although the building is now 100% occupied, tenants are receiving better service even in peak periods. With 4 elevators doing the work of 6, the building has made substantial savings in operating costs.

A survey, plan and estimate covering your specific modernization needs incurs neither cost nor obligation. For the finest in vertical transportation tomorrow, call the nearest Otis Office today.

ELEVATOR COMPANY
OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
A good material made BETTER

...when treated with "CZC"

"CZC"-treated wood has all the advantages of untreated wood—speed and ease of erection, paintability, low first cost, cleanliness and ease of handling—plus other extra features. It resists decay, repels termites, retards fire. It gives the buildings you design longer life.

Your clients and prospects will be impressed with the low maintenance costs and additional safety that "CZC"-treated wood offers. They will also find that Du Pont Chromated Zinc Chloride actually pays for itself.

We shall be glad to send you additional information on this wood preservative that makes wood last longer. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Grasselli Chemicals Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

DU PONT CZC
Chromated Zinc Chloride
MAKES WOOD RESIST DECAY • REPEL TERMITES • RETARD FIRE

DU PONT BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING THROUGH CHEMISTRY

Swartwout Industrial Intake Louvers

let abundant fresh air into your buildings at ground level—make your natural ventilation system really work...

- When contaminated air rises to roof ventilators to be expelled it must be displaced by cool fresh air. Swartwout Intake Louvers provide the ideal modern method for providing fresh air in commercial and industrial type buildings—avoid the drawbacks of opening window sash. Sturdy welded construction, adjustable up to 90% clear opening. Range of sizes to suit any need.

Ideal Combination with Swartwout AIRMOVER Roof Ventilators...

Swartwout's low height, big-capacity ventilator, the AIRMOVER virtually opens your roof to the sky. Highly efficient economical equipment that harmonizes with any building style. Write for complete information on AIRMOVER and Intake Louvers.

THE SWARTWOUT CO., 18639 Euclid, Cleveland 12, O.
MODERNIZING A TIME TESTED COMBINATION

For years the best method of protecting interior plaster has been a two-fold operation: first, stretching a canvas on walls and ceilings; second, painting over it. FABRON is new only in the combination of these time tested methods into one simple, superior, less expensive operation.

Acting as a structural agent, the fabric and plastic backing of FABRON adds strength to plaster walls, concealing blemishes and preventing cracks. Its surface, treated in color with lacquer paints, meets the decorative needs of any interior. FABRON offers a wide range of patterns and textures in colors that are fast to light.

The user of FABRON learns to appreciate its advantages even more than the "specifier" can. Of considerable durability, the surface may be washed easily, eliminating the need for periodic redecoration. You can specify FABRON with confidence, you can be sure that it will be a lasting proof of the wisdom of your recommendation. The moderate initial cost is easily justified to your client.

May we have the pleasure of giving you information on our advisory service for architects? The coupon below will bring full details.

FREDERIC BLANK & CO., INC.
Established 1913
230 Park Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
Metuchen, New Jersey
Architect: Alvin Pierson
Perth Amboy, N. J.
FABRON in patients' rooms, corridors and public rooms has introduced a beautiful, suitable and permanent decoration.

MAYFLOWER HOTEL
Akron, Ohio
Architects: Graham, Anderson, Probst & White, Chicago, Ill.
Akron’s largest and most successful hotel has selected FABRON for its current redecorating program, part of which already has been completed.
The Root-Proof Pipe for:

HOUSE-TO-SEWER OR
SEPTIC TANK CONNECTIONS

SEPTIC TANK FILTER BEDS
(perforated type)

FOUNDATION DRAINS
(perforated type)

ORANGEBURG is made in long, lightweight lengths that are easily transported, easily handled, easily installed. The TAPERWELD® COUPLINGS are quickly assembled, stay permanently tight without cement.

ORANGEBURG doesn't corrode or tuberculate—will stay underground indefinitely without deterioration or loss of flow capacity... The PERFORATED type has long been in use for septic tank filter beds, foundation footing drains and subsoil drainage... Both tightline and perforated types are surprisingly low in first cost and installation expense.

Write for interesting descriptive booklet giving mechanical, hydraulic and chemical properties. Dept. AR-5-46. THE FIBRE CONDUIT COMPANY, ORANGEBURG, N. Y.


THE FIBRE CONDUIT COMPANY
ORANGEBURG, N. Y.

PASTEUR
was right about it!

Aseptic cleanliness is essential to every instrument used by physicians, surgeons and nurses—to their hands, to their clothing and to the equipment in which food for patients is prepared and served. Twenty years before Pasteur demonstrated the theory of bacterial pathology the founder of this Company was applying the basic principles of sanitation to the construction of...

JOHN VAN RANGE
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT

For 99 consecutive years we have been designing and manufacturing equipment for Hospital kitchens. The great technological advances of recent years have enabled us to replace cruder materials with stainless steel and other metals that are impervious to disease-breeding germs. Angled corners have given way to rounded surfaces, easily cleaned and sterilized. Automatic devices for temperature control reduce the contacts of human hands with food in process of preparation. Cooking with John Van Range Kitchen equipment preserves the natural juices, flavors and nutrients of provisions.

Hospital managers and architects are invited to consult us when planning replacements or additions to food service facilities.

John Van Range & Co.

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD

Branches in Principal Cities

429 CULVERT ST.

CINCINNATI 2, O.
The YORK Allis-Chalmers Turbo REFRIGERATION Compressor

Balance disc equalizes unbalanced shaft thrust caused by unequal gas pressures on opposite faces of each wheel caused by lower pressure at wheel inlet area. The region behind the balance disc is connected by a passage to the inlet and, therefore, is subject to suction pressure. The opposite face is subject to discharge pressure. The York balance disc eliminates the need for heavy duty thrust bearing with attendant higher friction losses.

York Corporation, York, Pennsylvania.

Other Outstanding Features

1. Low center of gravity of compressor—permitted by trough type cooler—cuts vibration, provides more accessible operation.
2. Stainless steel impeller blades resist erosion and corrosion assuring perfect wheel balance. Blade rivet heads are eliminated to provide unobstructed gas flow.
3. Pre-rotation vanes permit greater capacity reduction (down to 10%).
5. Simplified refrigerant shaft seal.
Automatically control the lights by opening and closing of doors as in closets, storage and refrigeration chambers, vaults etc. Numbers illustrated here are designed to switch on lights when door is opened; others available for lighting when door is closed.

No. 6553 comes complete in an approved box with 23/32" and 1/2" knockouts and clamp for flexible metallic conduit. No. 2022 is mounted in a steel box, porcelain lined. No. 6550 is mounted in a porcelain base; fits all standard door switch boxes. Ratings: 6 Amps., 125 V.; 3 Amps., 250 V. Striker plates furnished with each switch.

Write for specification data on the complete line.

HART & HEGEMAN DIVISION
ARROW-HART & HEGEMAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, HARTFORD 6, CONN., U.S.A.
Now any school or institution, no matter how large or small, may have flexible, accurate control of program signals and classroom timing.

IBM's newly-developed Self-Regulating Electric Time Control Equipment assures one time throughout. All secondary clocks in an IBM system are automatically checked and, if necessary, corrected hourly through IBM's Master Time Control, a timing device of split-second accuracy.

Complex schedules of signals operate automatically in agreement with the indicating clocks or recorders. Program schedule changes may be handled easily and quickly without expense.

Operated in conjunction with the time system are IBM Time Recording devices of many types, such as Attendance Time Recorders; Time Stamps for recording receipt and dispatch time of correspondence; Door Recorders; Watchman's Clocks.

IBM representatives are available to work with owners, architects, engineers and contractors in helping to make each and every building a permanent asset. Ask for IBM's complete and fully responsible advisory service. It is yours without cost or obligation.
Here's ALL the News of the BUILDING TRADES...EVERY BUSINESS DAY IN

THE Journal of Commerce
NEW YORK
"AMERICA'S GREAT BUSINESS NEWSPAPER"

INCLUDING

COMPLETE NEWS on all construction developments—the only daily business newspaper serving this vast Industry.
SUPPLIES—all available data on building material supplies each day—translating statistics into useful business factors.
CHECKLISTS spotting all changes in building supply trends—before they become common trade knowledge.
REGULATIONS—All pricing, priority and lending regulations and changes brought to you with the speed possible only via daily newspaper.
SURPLUS SALES—Complete listings of building materials available from Government War Surplus stocks.

THAT'S RIGHT, there's real economy in modern TERRAZZO floors...they're beautiful and they're durable. Only TERRAZZO can stand up under the terrific pounding of thousands of feet year after year, and actually improve with wear. First cost is low, replacements practically eliminated...the only upkeep is cleaning and that's easy. TERRAZZO is versatile too. Its color and design possibilities are unlimited.

Consider TERRAZZO when preparing your specifications for stores, hospitals, schools, buildings—any installation that demands an ability to "take" hard wear combined with rich, permanent beauty.

5 Reasons for Using TERRAZZO

* Economy  * Color and Design
* Comfort  * Cleanliness
* Dependable Installation

FREE! A.I.A. KIT ANSWERS ALL QUESTIONS ABOUT TERRAZZO

Order this fact-filled, handy reference kit—it will show you WHY TERRAZZO is ideal for most any job on your board.
Air Conditioning a circus tent? Turn to G.E. for equipment. Air conditioning the corner retail store? Again G.E.

Here's the reason so many architects stake their reputation on G.E. . . . they know that G-E equipment, installed to G-E standards gives complete, balanced air conditioning.

Not just cooling... but adequate cooling. Plus dehumidification*, filtering of dust, uniform circulation, and introduction of outside air. These are the famous five features that make G-E air conditioning better air conditioning. Insist on all five for your client.

Specify General Electric heating units, too, for homes or small commercial buildings. For steam, hot water, vapor or conditioned warm air systems, there's a G-E gas or oil unit you'll be proud to recommend.

*In winter G-E Air Conditioning includes controlled heating and humidification.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Complete Air Conditioning
Russwin design pioneering has again set the pace in modern hardware with its exclusive line of locks and latches for tempered glass doors. The beauty and utility of these doors are emphasized by the simplicity of this hardware. Masterkey systems may be established or existing ones maintained. Since the housing for the lock is an integral part of the door, all locks are carried in stock and furnished by the glass door manufacturer.

Complementing the lock line is a complete assortment of Lucite Push and Pull Bars. So wide is the choice of designs and finishes that this hardware may be used on hollow metal or wood doors with splendid effect. Ask for special catalog on Russwin Hardware for Tempered Glass Doors. It describes and illustrates the only line of its kind. Russell & Erwin Division, The American Hardware Corp., New Britain, Connecticut.

OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE


CIVIL ENGINEER, ARCHITECT or equivalent experience, capable of practical application and original thinking for research on building material uses in Research and Development Department of progressive expanding organization producing building materials, New York Metropolitan area. Box 128, Architectural Record, 119 West 40th St., New York 18.

MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTATIVE AVAILABLE: Naval Officer on terminal leave desires to negotiate with responsible manufacturer of building equipment and materials concerning representation in New York City and adjacent area. Graduate engineer, age 31, with considerable engineering and sales experience. Financially sound. References on request. Box 130, Architectural Record, 119 West 40th St., New York 18.


YOUNG GRADUATE ARCHITECT wanted by consulting engineering firm. Must be capable of rendering drawings of municipal and industrial buildings and homes. Excellent opportunity. Submit résumé and salary expected to Waldo L. Scott, Consulting Engineer, Box 312, Watertown, South Dakota.

WANTED FOR IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT: Five senior architectural draftsmen. Capable of working up detailed drawings from sketches. Forty-eight hours per week at $2.00 per hour. Address all communications with references and experience to Mr. Leon B. Senter, Architect, Philtower Building, Tulsa, Okla.

A well erected Wickwire Spencer Chain Link Fence is a profitable investment. It not only protects property against arson, theft, trespassing and other costly hazards, but its initial cost is moderate and maintenance costs are amazingly low.

There are special types of Wickwire Spencer Chain Link Fence for industrial plants, railroads, airports, schools, residences, playgrounds and other kinds of property. Each type is as fine in quality and service as can be made. The fabric and framework is of carefully selected copper-bearing steel wire, hot galvanized. Fittings are of aluminum, malleable iron, or pressed steel, heavily galvanized.

FREE CONSULTATION. Wickwire Spencer will be happy to measure your property, work out details to insure proper protection and submit estimates without obligation, for fence material ready for erection or covering complete erection. Expert installation and erection service is maintained either direct or through reliable distributors throughout the country.

NEW—AND YOURS FOR THE ASKING...

This profusely illustrated 24-page Wickwire Spencer Chain Link Fence catalog shows proper fence and fittings for various types of real property. Specification charts, detailed drawings, erection instructions and other essential data are all arranged for quick reference. For your copy write Chain Link Fence Dept., Wickwire Spencer Steel, 14 Lafayette Square, Buffalo 3, N. Y.
Kewaunee's new free book shows scale plans for all types of High School and Junior College Laboratories. Shows Kewaunee's complete line of standard assembly units—wall cases, cabinets, tables and other furniture—all designed and built in Kewaunee's own plant, and rightly famous for excellence of materials and workmanship.

America's finest schools reflect credit upon Architects who specify the best—Kewaunee Casework, Cabinets and Laboratory Furniture.

Write for your FREE copy today

Kewaunee Mfg. Co.
C. G. Campbell, President
5046 S. Center St., Adrian, Mich. • Representatives in Principal Cities
Engineering sets the pace for Trane's operation. Trane research engineers continually explore the realms of heating, cooling, and air handling, striving for ever
wider knowledge. Trane development engineers translate the results of this research into advanced system

techniques and into new Trane products to do an
even better job.

Working with both are Trane product engineers. These men constantly analyze Trane products to see
where they can be improved in any way, large or small,
and they refine and develop Trane products to fit
changing conditions and to give increasing efficiency
... for better Weather Magic.

Trane products reflect this unified engineering in
their economical trouble-free operation and their
smooth, effective functioning.

And each Trane product is engineered to work in
perfect harmony with every other Trane unit ... with
every part complementing every other in operation.
Thus a Trane installation is a Trane system, built of
matched units that work together perfectly, for an
assurance of years of dependable service.

More than 200 Trane field engineers in principal cities
all over the country co-operate with architects, engi-
neers, and contractors in the application of Trane
systems. National advertising is advising customers to
seek counsel and Trane information from architect,
engineer, and contractor.

THE HEART OF MANY TRANE SYSTEMS

... TRANE COOLING COILS AND FANS

Trane Cooling Coils and Centrifugal Fans perform all
functions of cooling and air handling. The type OS Cooling
Coil shown is a drainable tube coil for average quantities
of clean chilled water. There are also Trane cooling coils
for sedimented water, and for direct expansion refrigerants.
The FC Centrifugal Fan shown is a forward curved multi-
blade unit for large quantities of air. Other Trane fans are
Trane backward curved non-overloading fans, and Trane
Utility Fans.

THE TRANE COMPANY

(A.I.P.)
The House of Weather Magic

L A CROSSE  -  WISCONSIN
TRANE COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., TORONTO
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS OF HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

MAY 1946
For Low Cost Insurance

---against the danger of scalding water

In shower baths and wash fountains

Use Powers Thermostatic Water Controllers for Group Showers, Wash Fountains, Hot Water Line Control and Industrial Processes. Capacities up to 2,650 g.p.m. Write for Circular 3017. THE POWERS REGULATOR COMPANY, 2720 Greenview Avenue, CHICAGO—Offices in 47 Cities.

VERSATILITY

REMEMBER SEAPORCEL*

quality when plans are on your boards for new building construction or modernization.

The SEAPORCEL process of fusing ceramic coating into its metal base at 1550°F. results in a facing material of enduring satisfaction.

When you specify SEAPORCEL you assure yourself and your owner of the finest of materials, skilled workmanship and the services of a production and engineering organization of outstanding ability.

Write for information today—No obligation


SEAPORCEL PORCELAIN METALS, INC.

Formerly Porcelain Metals, Inc.

28-02 BORDEN AVENUE, LONG ISLAND CITY 1, N. Y.

VERSATILITY

Built-in Quality—distin­

guishes every

Smithcraft

FLUORESCENT FIXTURE

A complete line of commercial

and industrial fluorescent fixtures

Smithcraft LIGHTING DIVISION

Chelsea 50, Mass.

192

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
It may be poor policy to judge a book by its cover but "sales-minded" architects know that many a store is judged by its outside appearance. That's why architectural metal work is used so extensively in store front design.

Both architects and store owners, interested in dignified smart-looking store fronts, know and appreciate the feeling of quality, reliability, and dignity that is associated with artistic metal work.

As you plan new stores or the remodeling of old ones use architectural metals not only for store fronts and entrances, but use them, too, inside for display cases, lighting fixtures, hand railings, stairs and in dozens of other ways.

The manufacturers and fabricators of architectural metals are anxious to work with you, to offer helpful suggestions and to be of assistance in any way they can. Consult them whenever you plan new buildings.

Architects who are interested in a Free copy of the new Handbook on Stairs and Railings, just published by the Association, should write today on their business letterhead. Address Dept. AR-5.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
ORNAMENTAL METAL
MANUFACTURERS

209 CEDAR AVE., TAKOMA PARK   WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
Low Surface Contrast
plus Sharp Cut-off at 45°!

CENTURY'S NEW BAFFLED DOWNLIGHT

provides architects with a Better answer to lighting rooms with a 12' or higher ceiling. Has sharp cut-off at critical angle of glare — 45° off vertical. Luminous (not bright) interior makes lighted unit relatively invisible, with slightly illuminated ceiling. Aperture — 5½". Uses 150 Watt Reflector bulbs.

Assures high client satisfaction! Does a BETTER lighting job for the

AUDITORIUM • STORE • BANK • MUSEUM • CLUB
THEATRE • GYMNASIUM • HOTEL BALLROOM

Latest installations: DAVIDSON PAXON DEPT. STORE, ATLANTA, GA.—NATIONAL COMMERCIAL BANK & TRUST CO., ALBANY, N.Y.

Optical data ready now. We welcome your inquiry.

CENTURY Lighting Equipment is ENGINEERED Lighting Equipment

ORCO SAFETY TREADS AND FLOORING

For permanent safety under foot specify ORCO Safety Treads and Floorings Non-slip when wet. Resilient, Sound absorbing. Durable.

Construction of standard ¾-in. ORCO Safety Tread shows at left. Uniformly distributed abrasive grain (in nosings) and abrasive aggregate (in flat surface of tread) “locked” permanently in semi-resilient rubber base reinforced with ½-in. galvanized wire mesh.

ORCO Safety Treads are furnished in specified widths up to 142½-in. and in lengths up to 84-in. inclusive. Standard thickness ¾-in. ORCO Safety Flooring (Hard or Soft type) furnished in specified sizes up to 22-in. x 84-in. Thicknesses ½-in., ¾-in., and 1½-in. Standard colors for both treads and flooring: BLACK—BUFF—GRAY—RED. Installed by soft floor contractors. WRITE FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
SEE OUR CATALOG IN SWEET’S

The Ohio Rubber Company
SAFETY TREAD AND FLOORING DIVISION
100 BEN HUR AVE.
WILLOUGHBY • OHIO

A LESSON IN
HEALTH-SAFETY

Schools have learned the lesson of health-safety. Architects and school officials know there is one solution to the problem, insofar as drinking water is concerned... Halsey Taylor Drinking Fountains.

There is a type for every need, each with the original patented automatic stream control and two-stream projector. Write for catalog illustrating and describing the complete Halsey Taylor line for school installations.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR CO.,
WARREN, OHIO

HALSEY TAYLOR
DRINKING FOUNTAINS

FOR INSTALLATIONS
15 TO 45 FT. ABOVE
WORKING ZONE.
CIRCULAR & SQUARE
TYPES. COPPER
TUBES AND COPPER
FINS.... WRITE FOR
CATALOG 12C-2.
Announcing...

The Complete...

Authoritative up-to-the-minute Handbook

"Hospital Planning"

by CHARLES BUTLER, F.A.I.A., and ADDISON ERDMAN, A.I.A.

A Case-Study Analysis of Modern Hospitals

With tremendous energy and insight Charles Butler and Addison Erdman, distinguished architects and hospital consultants, have made a nation-wide survey of the current adaptation of hospital architecture to changing practices in hospitalization.

The fruits of their study are set forth in "Hospital Planning"—a completely new treatise of present-day practices, based on a painstaking study of hundreds of institutions from which have been selected fifty-one modern hospitals, representing the creative efforts of more than thirty architectural firms, for illustration and discussion.

"Hospital Planning" presents a textual summation of the outstanding problems in hospital architecture and shows how these problems have been met in actual practice. Generous use of illustrations, including perspectives, floor plans, elevations and photographs, make solutions abundantly clear and afford sound, applicable principles for innumerable problems to come.

For Hospital Administrators... Superintendents... Doctors... Architects

This 232-page, fully-illustrated volume, carefully organized for both reading and reference, is designed for architects and hospital groups alike. It will help trustees, administrators and doctors to visualize their problems in terms of their community needs... show how others are meeting similar problems... provide them with a basic understanding of hospital architecture so that they may intelligently discuss their problems with the architect.

It will help architects and engineers to learn of the great advances made in hospital architecture... to acquire a working knowledge of medical problems and hospital procedure... to avoid the many pitfalls which beset the hospital planner.

Special Pre-Publication Price... $12

You can save $3 by sending your order today. The regular price of "Hospital Planning" will be $15. But orders received in advance of the publication date of June 15, 1946, will be accepted at the special, pre-publication price of only $12.

So use the convenient coupon below to take advantage of this opportunity to save $3. The book will be sent, prepaid, promptly upon publication.

Mail this coupon today

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOK DEPARTMENT
119 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York

Enter my advance order for copies of the new, 1946 edition of "Hospital Planning" by Charles Butler and Addison Erdman, at the pre-publication price of $12 per copy. (Regular price $15.) I enclose payment of $...

Name...

Address...

City... Zone... State...
The collapsible Model 702 Burgess Acousti-Confessional is a ready answer to the problem of crowded confessional facilities in large churches. Because of its compactness, portability, and privacy, it also meets the confessional requirements of smaller churches which do not have permanent facilities.

Burgess acoustic construction is a thick blanket of sound-absorbent material protected by perforated plywood facing. Voices and reflected sound pass through perforations and are absorbed.

"F & M" Pipe Hangers, Supports and Accessories are most popular with plumbing contractors. They know that no pipe is safer than its support. It's wise to play safe. Look for the "F and M" mark stamped on every article we manufacture.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER • SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SAFE AND DEPENDABLE
PIPE HANGERS & SUPPORTS
ACCESSORIES

"F & M" Pipe Hangers, Supports and Accessories are most popular with plumbing contractors. They know that no pipe is safer than its support. It's wise to play safe. Look for the "F and M" mark stamped on every article we manufacture.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER • SEND FOR CATALOGUE

U.S. MAIL CHUTES
are essential in progressive apartments and hotels.

This little Miss prefers to mail her own letters and so do her parents.

This equipment may be leased if desired

Established 1883

Cutler Mail Chute Co
Rochester 7, N.Y.
Plan Now To Use
INDIANA LIMESTONE

★ One of the varieties of Indiana Limestone most favored by architects and builders is the Variegated type. Its naturally occurring mixture of soft buff and gray color-tones, and the pleasing variation of textures in which it is available, present a rich opportunity for warm, artistic exterior effects in buildings of all types.

Variegated Indiana Limestone possesses the same physical characteristics as other types of the "Nation's Building Stone"—long famous for its beauty . . . versatility . . . enduring dignity . . . and reasonable cost.

For generations Variegated Indiana Limestone has played an important part in many of the most distinguished achievements in the building arts. Shown below are two typical examples—one, a medium-priced home—the other, the New York Life Insurance Building on Manhattan.

For more complete information regarding Variegated, and other types of the "Nation's Building Stone," or questions pertaining to their use, consult the Technical Division of the Indiana Limestone Institute—an institution dedicated to the purpose of serving architects and builders.

MEMBERS

The Bloomington Limestone Corp.  Ingalls Stone Company
Empire Stone Company  Matthews Brothers Co.
Fagan Stone Company  McNeeley Stone Company
The Carl Furst Company  Midland Cut Stone Company
Heltonville Limestone Co.  Monon Stone Company
B. G. Hoadley Quarries, Inc.  Swenson Stone Company
J. M. Hoadley, Inc.  Texas Quarries, Inc.
Independent Limestone Co.  Victor Oolitic Stone Co.
Indiana Limestone Co., Inc.  Walker Brothers
The Indian Hill Stone Co.  Woolery Stone Company

For immediate reference to general information consult our catalog in Sweet’s File.

INDIANA LIMESTONE INSTITUTE
P. O. BOX 471 • BEDFORD, INDIANA

The "NATION'S BUILDING STONE"
is available... NOW!
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HORN FOLDING
BLEACHERS and PARTITIONS

Hundreds of High Schools, Colleges and Armories have installed Horn Folding Bleachers and Electrically Operated Folding Partitions for greater flexibility of gym layout. Our experienced engineers are at your service, Mr. Architect.

See Sweet's Catalog for Horn Details and Specifications
Dept. 111

HORN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
FORT DODGE, IOWA

7 SOUN D REASONS FOR USING
Cabot's Clear Brick Waterproofing

For Red Brick, Sandstone, and Other Dark Masonry above grade:

1. Penetrates deeply into pores of brick and actually seals them.
2. Does not deteriorate with age — results are permanent.
3. Prevents efflorescence or other unsightly stains.
4. Interior plaster, wall paper, etc., are preserved because dampness is shut out.
5. Prevents wall disintegration caused by freezing and thawing of moisture in walls.
6. Prevents dangerous weight-increase in walls through absorbed water.
7. Improves insulation qualities by penetrating into and sealing the pores of brick and masonry.

Write today for catalogue with complete information and illustrations.

Samuel Cabot, Inc.
1281 Oliver Bldg., Boston, 9, Mass.

DE LANY
FLUSH VALVES

Delany Flush Valve, with cut-out, close up view of Delany No. 50 VACUUM BREAKER—prevents water contamination from back siphonage — 20 years ahead of the market.

write for catalog

SINCE 1879
Coyne & Delany Co.
BROOKLYN

KITCHEN JEWELRY!

Cabinet Hardware

Mayfair Pattern, 5 Other Handsome Patterns

This new line, styled by nationally noted industrial designers, is the result of years of research and test by the Stanley Engineering Department to make cabinet hardware smoother working, longer lasting and easier to install.

Specify it with the full assurance that you are recommending the best. The Stanley Works, New Britain, Conn.

BLUE RIBBON DESIGN
We huddled around our little stove in one corner of the room and tried to keep our spirits up by discussing our plans for post-war life. Houses were a favorite topic and everyone had his own particular "dream home" plans.

With a howling wind outside and frigid floor under our feet we unanimously decided that our homes were going to have the best heating system possible.

I recalled my parent's home back in the good old U. S. A. where we enjoyed a comfortable automatic heating system — with a Fitzgibbons steel boiler. Never any bother or worry about keeping the house warm and snug. You can bet I thought of that house many times.

Someone opened the little stove and placed a sliver of coal on the fire. We had to be careful about our coal supply — the Reich had rationed us to 10 pieces a day. Believe me, we learned how to make our stove as efficient as possible. We appreciated output of heat in relation to input of fuel. And that impressed on all of us the need for efficiency in our own post-war home heating plants. Steel boiler efficiency was thrashed out and decided upon and, of course, the Fitzgibbons steel boiler fitted right in with our decision.

In our efforts to keep warm we had to keep every window shut tightly and with fourteen men cooped up in the tiny enclosure the air got pretty stuffy and unhealthy. A cold was passed around like a baton in a relay race. None of that for our "dream houses"! Right there some of us decided on winter air conditioning — like the Fitzgibbons Directaire with its constant circulation of clean, warm, humidified air. A buddy lying up in one of the top bunks of the three-deckers furnished by courtesy of the Fuhrer, and trying to breathe air that was thick enough to be cut with a bayonet, echoed a decided "yes" to that motion.

Yes Siree, right there in that German Prison camp was when I decided on Fitzgibbons comfort for my post-war home. There are a lot of my buddies planning on the same. I'd say a Fitzgibbons was just the heating unit that Veterans want in those houses they're building today. Certainly, it's the kind I'm going to have!
ASSURE YOUR CUSTOMERS MAXIMUM WINDOW FRAME VALUES

OVERHEAD PULLEYS, give frame neat appearance—allow any type weather-stripping.

3-WAY JAMB CLAMP, prevents jamb pulling away from sill end, prevents leakage, reinforces frame.

MULL CENTER CLAMP, makes permanent water-tight sill—Mull Center Joint. Important joints rat-proofed.

- These features offer the beauty-protection, and trouble-free operation customers look for in a window frame.

WRITE FOR MALTA CATALOG

THE MALTA MFG. CO., MALTA, OHIO
Top Quality Frames Cost Less Per Year Of Service

3 Quality Cements
COVER EVERY CONSTRUCTION NEED

LONE STAR CEMENT
for concrete of outstanding quality in all types of construction

'INCOR' 24-HOUR CEMENT
America's FIRST high early Portland Cement—saves time, cuts costs

LONE STAR MASONRY CEMENT
The modern masonry cement, for really great job performance


LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION
Offices: Albany • Birmingham • Boston • Chicago • Dallas • Houston
Indianapolis • Jackson, Miss. • Kansas City, Mo. • New Orleans • New York
Norfolk • Philadelphia • St. Louis • Washington, D. C.

FOR THE PIPING YOU ARE PLANNING

SPECIFY CRANE VALVES AND FITTINGS

CRANE...
There is a new trend in store design

Merchants all over the country are being urged—by advertisements in 23 leading retail magazines—to consult their architects now about building new sales-attraction into store fronts and interiors with Pittsburgh Glass and Pittco Store Front Metal. These versatile, adaptable, "Pittsburgh" products allow you full scope for originality in design. Their consistently high quality guarantees you and your client ultimate satisfaction.

You will receive prompt and helpful service from the nationwide group of "Pittsburgh" branches and dealers.

"Pittsburgh" store fronts and interiors

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2205-6 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, a free copy of the book, "There Is a New Trend in Store Design."

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State __________________________

It contains 41 designs, submitted by leading architects, for stores, restaurants, service stations, theatres, etc. Every architect, designer and student will want to own this up-to-date reference book of ideas for building or modernizing retail stores. Send the coupon for your free copy of "There Is a New Trend in Store Design." It will be sent without obligation.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
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All ventilation is essentially the dilution of stale, odorous and contaminated air. Fresh air for that purpose can be obtained by purifying already conditioned return air with Dorex *activated carbon* Air Recovery Equipment. This can be done at a cost materially lower than the cost of drawing in and conditioning the quantities of outdoor air otherwise required.

The W. B. Connor Engineering Corporation maintains a research laboratory, a staff of trained specialists and district representatives in leading cities whose services are at the disposal of Consulting Engineers, Architects, Air Conditioning Distributors and Plant Engineers. They will be glad to give you the details on actual savings in typical installations or estimate the savings on any existing or planned system.

For full information and quotations on Dorex Equipment, call the nearest District Representative or write Dept.L.1.

**W. B. CONNOR ENGINEERING CORP.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR DIFFUSION</th>
<th>AIR PURIFICATION</th>
<th>AIR RECOVERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>112 East 32nd Street</td>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**You save fuel, power and equipment when you save conditioned air**

---

**NORTON DOOR CLOSERS**

Built Up to an Exact Standard
Not Down to a Cut Price

---

**WHICH COLOR?**

Here's the Answer!

---

**HAWS Fountains NOW!**

In office, factory or wherever people are employed, drinking water is essential to good health, greater efficiency and better and happier employment.

Provide cool, refreshing drinking water with the installation of HAWS angle stream Drinking Water Fountains and Electric Water Coolers. They're economical, easy to install and dependable. Specify and install HAWS now!

Write for catalog

**HAWS DRINKING FAUCET CO.**

Since 1909
1808 Harmon Street • Berkeley 3, California

Agents and Sales Representatives in all Principal Cities

---

**Moleta**

FLAT OIL PAINT

THE TRULY WASHABLE FLAT PAINT
ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE

is economical for school buildings because architectural and structural functions are combined in one fire-safe, enduring material.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Dept. 5-8, 33 West Grand Ave., Chicago 10, Illinois

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of concrete through scientific research and engineering field work
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<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Works</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stewart Iron Works Company</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stren-Steel Division</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamline Pipe &amp; Fittings Division</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stromberg-Carlson</td>
<td>166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swartwout Company</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swedish Crucible Steel Co.</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Halsey, W., Co.</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tile-Tex Company, Inc.</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tranex Company</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truscon Steel Company</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Carbide &amp; Carbon Corp.</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Steel Corporation Subsidiaries</td>
<td>30, 54, 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Wall Paper, Inc.</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Atlas Cement Company</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal Zonellite Insulation Co.</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Range, Jahn, Co.</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varlon, Inc.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermont Marble Company</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vannegut Hardware Co.</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade Manufacturing Co.</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington Concrete Co.</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webster, Warren, &amp; Co.</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werner, R. D., Co., Inc.</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wickwire Spencer</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing, L. J., Mfg. Co.</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wioromel Company</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wirebonding Company</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Preserving Division</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wurtzler, Rudolph, Company</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>York Company</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"PETRO PUTS A CEILING ON COSTS"

Says This Architect Member Of Long-Established Firm!

For a particular building the purchase price of Petro heating equipment rarely differs more than a few hundred dollars from the lowest bid submitted. This price or original cost is paid only once.

On the other hand, the yearly fuel cost of Petro equipment is frequently several hundred dollars less than that of other comparable equipment. Fuel expense, however, is paid every year. As the years add up, the significantly lower Petro fuel costs represent savings that often are nothing short of spectacular. Owners also benefit from Petro's characteristically smaller maintenance charges. This means another substantial annual saving, that cannot be over-emphasized.

Petro economy is a matter of record. Mr. Lee Schoen, for example, puts it this way:

"Under the head of heating cost we include both fuel cost and labor expense for maintenance and repair. Substantial proof of the heating cost economy of Petro Systems lies in the fact that, in our opinion, they provide a ceiling on fuel costs because of their combustion efficiency, while their operation eliminates labor costs in the automatic systems and greatly reduces them in the semi-automatic systems.

"We like Petro Burners and our clients like them. We fully expect that liquid fuel and the contribution of Petro will continue in helping in the solution of the heating problems for our industries and our homes."

A Petro Oil Burning System pays a maximum return to the owner, because it is built to operate with consistent, dependable economy.

Lee Schoen is a member of Eugene Schoen & Sons, a long-established architectural firm of New York, who have designed such buildings as the Nathan Mfg. Co. Plant (now N.Y. & Queens Light & Power Co.) in Flushing, L.I.; Simplex Automobile Plant in New Brunswick, N.J.; Marine Electric Co. in Brooklyn, N.Y.; Polygraphic Corp., Bennington, Vt.; and interiors for the Center Theater, Rockefeller Center, N.Y. Mr. Schoen recently provided for a number of domestic Petro Burners in a group of five dwellings for the Philwood Estate in St. Joseph, New York.

INDUSTRIAL MODELS:
No. 5 or No. 6 fuel oil; manual, semi- or automatic operation; 8 sizes to 450 bhp. Thermal Viscosity preheating.

DOMESTIC MODELS:
No. 3 or lighter oils; "conversion" and combination-unit types, 7 sizes. Patented "Tubular Atomization".

FULL DATA on Petro Industrial Burners are in catalog files of Sweet's and Domestic Engineering. Details on Petro Domestic Burners available in separate catalog. Copy of either sent gladly on request.

PETROLEUM HEAT AND POWER CO. • Makers of Good Oil Burning Equipment Since 1903 • Stamford, Connecticut
Radio Studios rely on Johns-Manville for Sound Control...

A broadcasting studio at NBC, Radio City—one among many hundreds of studios using Johns-Manville Acoustical Materials and Sound Control Experience.

YOUR NOISE PROBLEM, TOO, should have the benefit of Johns-Manville experience!

Any job... whether it's a small room or a large auditorium... gets undivided responsibility—J-M Materials, plus J-M Installation...

No matter how simple or complex your acoustical problem, you stand to benefit by Johns-Manville's 35 years of acoustical research and installation experience.

Pioneer in the science of sound control, Johns-Manville combines the knowledge of what material you should use with the facilities to apply it properly so that you receive its full value.

Johns-Manville maintains a staff of trained engineers in the principal cities to make a study of your problems and give you specific recommendations for your particular job. This service is available without cost or obligation.

Once the proper treatment is determined, whatever the size of the job, the installation is handled by a competent organization of J-M acoustical construction engineers equipped to do the work rapidly, economically, and with a minimum of inconvenience.

Take advantage of Johns-Manville's undivided responsibility which insures the best sound control treatment for the individual job, large or small. You can rely on Johns-Manville.

For the complete story, write for our brochure, "Sound Control." Johns-Manville, Dept.AR-5, P. O. Box 290, New York 16, N. Y.

PUT A CEILING ON NOISE